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Following are the appealed eases:
Thomas Oaloon, Frankfort, assault and
battery on Charles W. Littlefield, at Swanville, September 18, 1903; sentenced a fine
Miss Emma McManus is critically ill at
of $10 and costs by Trial Justice W. T. C.
Runnells.
her home on Miller street.
Paul Nichols, Frankfort, search and seiz0. E. Frost of Mathews Bros.’ was in
ure of liquors at Winterport; sentenced in
Belfast Police Court to a fine of $100 and
Waterville Monday on business.
costs, and UOdays in jail.
Amos Clement was in Belfast the first of
Leonard L. Centner, Belfast, search and
seizure of liquors in Belfast, sentenced in the week from West Medford, Mass.
Belfast Police Court to a fine of $100 and
Mrs. John T. Owens has returned home
costs, and 60 days in jail.
Marcel I us R. Knowlton. Belfast, search from a visit in Boston and vicinity.
and seizure of liquors in Belfast; sentenced
Clarence Hall went to Camden Monday to
in Belfast Police Court to a fine of $100 and
visit his mother. He has a vacation of two
costs, and 60 days in jail.

PERSONAL.

—

Tin* Maine Democratic Club...The AuFire Losses of $333,700 in
gusta Fire
Seven Days Norumbega Sold..A New
Revenue cutter for Maine. To Buy the
Washington Co. R R—Waldo County
Finances for 1903....Teachers’ Meeting
m Liberty
Civil Service Examinations.
Fish
ardens organize Ruth Cleveland Dead E. C. Bowler Supreme Judicial Court—Gen. Gordon Dead..Secret Societies—Spear Brothers Offer
Settlement Fire in Presque Isle..Personal. Winterport Free Library Association Fatal Accident.. Waldo County

lu,> i.

Agricultural Society.
Letter from

Washington..The Farmers
Prospering..Maine’s Affairs in 1903..
Belfast Free Library ..Maine News
Items...The Country's Growth...The
Dog Fish Scourge..E. M.c. Seminary.
Buck sport.. How Not to Advertise.
Coast Towns of Chili....The Chicago
Tragedy...A Newspaper Deal.. The
\ aiue of Faun Crops,

2.

Editorials
Obituary. ..Transfers in
ID a 1 Estate The Churches.. An Unexpected Dividend .Wedding Bells The
Boston Apple Shipments,

i.

—

the News of Belfast. Belfast Weather
Report Knox County Kicks.
Literaly News and Notes..Beans Versus
Literature
Gloucester’s Death
Roil., a Good Dog.. Fanner Stebbins
iq tin Rummage sale (poem). Home
i-o,ks i.poeiu)..Register of Deep Water
V essels.. Prospect and Retrospect An
Cneanny Secret istory)..Nerve on the
Hallows In a Big Laundry The Seal
King..A Scheme That Failed.

County Horses. The Greatest
Bridge in America..A Bold Holdup..

Waldo

PuPe Beats..Ancient Tribe in Panama.
Something Like a Farm The CurfewLaw Recent Deaths.

County Correspondence..Ship News

..

Markets.
Birins..Marriages Deaths.
N't ws of the Granges..Norton Arrested
Him.

HE MAINE DEMOCRATIC CLUB.

And Official

Register for 1904.

$18,705.70
LIABILITIES.
Bills allowed qpd unpaid.*
1,438,32
Excess of resources over liabilities
17,267.38

The County Commissioners have issued
from the press of Grace E. Burgess, Belfast, their annual report showing in detail
the county finances for the year 1903 together with the jailer’s report, and the official register.
Following is the register of
courts and county officers for 1904:
Supreme Judicial Court. Terms—First
Tuesday ill January and the third Tuesdays of April and September.
l’robate Court.

Terms—Second

_

A meeting of teachers was held in the
school room, Liberty,
Friday afternoon, Jan. 8th. Every teacher was present
and had a part in the program. Besides

High

Tuesday

the teachers there were a number of citizens
interested in education, and some
The meeting was
High school pupils.
called to order by the Superintendent.

of each month.

County Commissioners’ Court. Regular
Sessions:—Second Tuesday of April, and
third Tuesday of August and December.
County Officers—Tiieston Wadlin, Belfast, Clerk of Courts; Arthur Ritchie, Belfast, County Attorney; Geo. D. MeCrillis,
Belfast, Register of Deeds, Geo. E. Johnson, Belfast, Judge of Probate; Chas. P.
llazeltine, Belfast, Register of Probate;
Alfred A. Small, Belfast, County Treasurer; S.

G.

Norton, Belfast,

$18,705.70

TEACHERS’ MEETING IN LIBERTY.

weeks.
TrueG. Trundy of Frankfort was arraigned Thursday on three indictments found at
the September term of Court, charging him
with being a common seller, keeping a
drinking house and tippling shop and keeping a nuisance. He pleaded not guilty on
all, and gave bonds for appearance from
day to day.

The first number on the program was
by
Miss Mary A. Brown, who illustrated the
phonetic method of teaching reading by a
class exercise.
Miss Brown is a graduate
of the Castine Normal School and of the

Bridgewater (Mass.) Normal School.
She
has had over twenty terms experience in
the school room and has made a special
study of the phonetic method of

Sheriff and

Jailer.

reading.

teaching

Norton,

Jackson, his work he said that in all branches
illustrating by pictures had come into general
use and 30 the plan of illustrating analysis
visually had come into more general use in
the past few years. Then with a-bright
class of girls he showed how sentences
were diagrammed according to his method,
beginning with the simplest forms and advancing to the more complex. He gave the
teachers a complete outline for the diagramming of the chief constructions usually

Palermo;

North Searsmont; Amos F. Carleton, Win
terport; Wilniot L. Gray, North Troy;
Elisha W. Ellis, Belfast, Jere Bowen,
Monroe; M. G. Norton, Turnkey.
County Commissioners—Wm. A. Bragg,
CentreLincolnville; F. A. Cushman, Centre
Slontville; J. W. Brock, Searsport.
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS’ REPORT.
Criminal costs allowed:
OffiWitCourt cers nesses
Belfast Police Court. .$103.88 $126.55 $53.55

E. C. BOWI.ER.

E.

C.

Sir. and Mrs. Chas. M.
dren returned Monday from
Framingham, Mass.

BOWLER.

j

Dover lion. It. \\. Ellis of Embden told of
his 25 years of experience with cows.

Flanders of Howard, 11. j
in Waldo recently, called there
by th
death of his father, William Flanders.
George 0.

was

George A. Woodbury has returned to
Howard, K. I., after spending his vacation
in Morrill with his mother, Mrs. A. A
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Dr. A. C. Ellingwood is slowly improving and is able to sit up an hour or two each
day and to walk about the house a little.

■
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and chilvisit in South

but a small part of the business as it is at
this time. The first ambition of the present
Woodbury.
owner was to place the News on a firm
Miss Ida E. Chipman returned to her
A W»l<lo ('ouiity Man Who Has Won Sucfoundation, and second, to establish oneof
home in South Poland last Thursday, and
the best book plants in Maine.
cess as a Maine Publisher.
The first
met with.
Mr. Howes is a man of about
has been done and the second is fast apSearsport Municipal
Miss Edna G. Itoix is book-keeper at the
The Ilethel News sent out last week an
forty-five years, an ex-superintendent of
Court.
4.00
1.98
proaching the end desired.
From a small
Gas & Electric Co.
is
and
second
selectman.
He
has
schools,
F. W. Brown, Jr., Trial
illustrated supplement of 24 pages of which office, publishing with difficulty a four-page
in 18!*7, has grown a plant second to
Justice.
29.04
43.03
4.74 a large farm, but on account of his love for any newspaper establishment
E. M. Hammons of Milton, Mass., was in
might well paper
none in Maine outside of the
S. A. Myrick,Trial Juslarger cities.
the city Monday. He is a Searsport
educational work prefers to teach a term feel proud. Printed on book paper, finely
boy,
tice
5.28
3.18
During the past three years there has been
of school each winter.
but for the past sixteen years has been a
illustrated and well written, it places Ilethel issued from this press a high grade of book
Eri D. Bickford, Trial
DIVORCES.
.1
and
ustice.
5.28
2.94
Jda
L.
Mrs.
McLain
read
a
half-tone
work
on
the
which
some
resident
of
and
of
the
its
!
Massachusetts.
paper
people before the world in a most
The following divorces were decreed :
IV T I
ll„>.i.ullc T. iol
first steps in teaching reading. She ad- favorable light and cannot fail to do good critics have pronounced to be among the
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas G. Small were
Win. E. Davis, Belfast, from Hattie B.
best ever produced in the State.
16.09
Justice.
37.74
1.24
The outvised the phonetic and word method with both at home and abroad. We. are the more
M J. Dow, Trial Juscalled to Haverhill, Mass., last Friday, by
put of this office is such as to keep three Davis, Boston.
Ardella B. Reynolds, Burnham, from the serious illness
tice.
2.64
3.73
1.86 the A I!C method. “The latter,” she said, interested in this excellent journalistic work presses, including a book press recently
of Mrs. S.’s daughter,
Irvin
A. Reynolds, Burnham. Care of the
H. C. Huzzell, Trial
speech:
“must be taught at some point near the be- from the fact that the editor aud proprietor added, running the greater part of the
Mrs. Jennie Yates Martain.
Justice.
18.01
The works thus far published have minor child given to the mother.
15.29
1.72
i time.
Tinterrified' 1 >emocracy of the Mate
that
the
be
ableto
of
the News was horn in Palermo, Waldo been
ginning
pupil may
spell.”
Julia C. Mitchell, Unity, from Horace B.
convictions ('has. A. Hatch, Trial
t,ne hold their political
shipped to lloston to be bound, but if
Mr. and Mrs. It. L. Bean of Camden have
j
■Justice.
16.29
33.55 14.98 She urged that teachers early have the county, and we take pleasure in reproduc- the growth that has been the Company’s in Mitchell, Unitv.
;it hope of reward or fear of punishto Canon City, Colorado, to spend the
gone
Aliena
H.
the
from
The political hope for Maine rests
Richards, Searsmont,
past continues, a book-bindery will be
child learn to express his thought orally by ing the following sketch of the
Allowed to officers on commitments:
Reuben B. Richards, Lincolnville.
added to the plant in the near future.
Cus- remainder of the winter. The trip is made
sturdy sons, and when you once get C. E. Howen. 815.85 describing pictures and telling in his
I'U liljlSIllAli UUMl’ASV.
Mr. E. C. Howler, the son of Silas H. and tody of minor children given to the mother. on account of Mr. Bean’s health.
them and into their consciousness
E. T. Walker.
11.25 I own words w hat he reads.
Florence M. Reynold, Unity, from Leonthat for *20 years rulers, from GovIn the spring of 1895, a small job printing I Mary M. Howler, was born in Palermo, Me.,
M. G. Norton.
5.36
nomas n. linages ami ( Hester i;. f uller
a
been
selected
rol6, 1870. lie received his education in ard 11. Reynolds, Unity. Libellant to re
have
Lolie
A.
Powell
has
May
Mrs.
done
some
the
itjwii,
by log
outfit of which was one
office,
working
I,.
W.
8.13
\
Gray.
cover costs.
me puuuc scnoois ami tlie Eastern state
will represent the E. M.
ncess, without the knowledge and
Seminary,
the line of Physiology small job press and a few fonts of type, was
special
study
along
; of the people; when you show
in llethel by A. I). Eiiingwood, and Normal school, graduating from the latter
Bucksport, at the V. M. C. A. convention
Lewis Thompson.
4.75 ! and she gave some valuable hints on the opened
in
mm.
Five
were
hat thousands of dollars have been
in
in June of the same year he published the
years
teaching,
spent
1
James A. Nickerson.
to be held in Brunswick, dan. 21-J4.
1.34
GEN. GORDON DEAD.
:• red annually on needless offices and
teaching of Physiology. She laid special first number of the llethel News, a four- at the end of which time he removed to
2.01 j
George W. Frisbee.
a uts; when you show them that the
Bethel, in November, 1896, and began to delocal weekly.
The
was
on instilling into the pupil’s mind
page
stress
Walter S. Hobbs, who was with the late
publication
M. M. Colson.
67 j
ailroad lobby for years has been alcontinued for a year, but with many strug- vote his whole life and energy to the build- One of the Great leaders of the Confederate
Maxime Heauliau.
Isaac II. Jackson several years, will go to
6.43 j the rules for personal hygiene.
of
•«> throttle legitimate efforts on the
a first class publishing
ing
tip
and
would
have
Cause.
been
discontinued
had
By
gles,
plant.
S. G. Norton.
2.08
Mrs. C. M. Ayer illustrated the way to it not been for
Lewiston next week to enter the employ of
: the electric, roads to open up every
capital furnished by Mr. E. hard work and close application to details,
j
I teach the
Atlanta, Ga., Jan. 9. Lieut. Gen. John
Hire of the State; when you make |
and reading of numbers C. Howler who, in September, 1897,purchas- the original business was doubled the first
writing
Drown Gordon died at his winter home the Lewiston, Brunswick & Bath Railway.
861.18
the
them that the result of all these j
ed
like
year;
a
half
have
seen
interest
in
the
succeeding
News. The followyears
with a bright class of boys and girls. She
near
His
Fla., at 10.05 tonight.
Russell G. Dyer, grand secretary of the
Allowed for support of prisoners at jail:
oars of Republican supremacy in j
ing March he purchased the remainder of growth and today finds the original busi- fatal Miami, which
j
the the
overtook him last Wedillness,
lie* grandest States of the Union has , S. G. Norton, jailer, for board. $929.28 began by having the class explain
business. With a change in manage- ness increased ten fold.
Grand Lodge of Maine, I. 0. 0. F., was in
was congestion of the stomach and
nesday,
Mr.
of
the
Bowler
\
terms
and
has
done nothing t<> benefit that | s. G. Norton, copies of mittimuses..
rotation
numertaken
an
active
meaning
united
with a persistency that knew
ment,
always
8.75
Bangor last week on his way to Bar Harbor
interest in education ; he was for four years liver, following an acute attack of indigesi.: cultural eia>s 01.1 whom the future \ S. G.
not the meaning of failure, the plant began
19.20 ation and their origin and early meaning.
Norton, turnkey fees.
to participate in an installation there
of schools in bis native town, tion to which he was subject.
state rests, then, and not till then, ! E. L. Stevens, M. 1).,
a steady growth, and in 1899 the
superintendent
was
physician at
paper
She gave her hearers a good model for the
General Gordon was born in Upson
ir loved state take her place in the
Wednesday evening.
enlarged and is to-day one of the leading ami for six years, President of the Waldo
jail.
j
19.50]
method of teaching this important
County Teachers’ Association; has "also county, Georgia, July o, 1832, of Scotch anpi ogress."
72.53 j proper
country newspapers of the State.
Clothing and bedding at jail.
Henry Mason of East Belfast, who is
from
cestry.
Young
served
graduated
the town of Bethel as Superintend'Gordon
The publishing of the News is, however,
Mrs. Ayer received her early traintopic.
Georgia State university in 1852 and a few more than S'-’ years of age, lias cut during
ent of Schools for two
The Augusta Fire.
years.
81,049.26 ing in Castine Normal School and has had
months later was admitted to the practice
Allowed on general bills:
of law. Early in 1881 he enlisted in the the present winter some fifteen cords of
over forty terms in the school room.
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
volunteer Confederate service and rose rap- wood in the woods and is getting ready to
the mo>t destructive fires in the J. W. Deane, agent for prevention
M.
Charles
Miss Ethel
McNeil vs. John W. Hobbs, was
Howes, fresh from Casof cruelty. .8 2.10
idly by promotion to be lieutenant colonel cut it np at the door.
\ugusta occurred last Thursday j
tried Friday. The defendant lives in West of the 8th Alabama
tine Normal school, was full of new ideas
Fuel
at
court
house
and
w hen two of the best blocks in the
667.15 j
HON. W.M. T>. WIUTEIIOUSE, JUSTICE PREinfantry and was comjail.
Representative F. C. Stevens of Minneon the teaching of Geography.
Winterport, and in November, 1902, employ- missioned brigadier general in November,
She advised
it of the busines.N section were almost ! Water service at court house and
SIDING.
He
was in command at Chancellorssota returned to Washington last week
143.00 the learning of fewer facts and
ed three neighbors to help shingle his barn. j 1882.
ji-stroved. The biocks were located |
jail.
urged the
vilie
and
in
the
!
court
house
and
street nearly opposite the Coney I Lighting
64.44
There are 58 new entries on the civil
Pennsylvanian campaign. after a visit to his home in the city of Stjail.
They put up a staging supported by four He was at the battle
teacher to stimulate thought on the part of
of Gettysburg, the j
ii.'i w.-re .-wiied by the lieirs of the, Telegraph and telephone service...
88.73 j
docket.
brackets and with one end resting on a battle of the Wilderness, and at Spottslvania Paul and also to Maine, lie visited his
their pupils by comparison. She outlined a
-tali*.
I he fire is supposed to have Repairs and furnishings at court
When
the
docket
was
called
Whitecourt
house.
mother in Bangor and liis brother, Dr
Judge
house and jail.
shed. Two of the brackets were held up
•"in an overheated furnace in the
957.35] plan for the study of Geography on the
In May, 18(>4, lie was promoted to be mahouse stated that it was desirable to disof the .store occupied by the j Postage, stationery, printing and
John Stevens, in this city.
by g inch bolts passing through t inch holes I
which called for the learning of
blackboard,
jor general and took part in the important
-oo<is iii in of Whitman A* Adams, i
407.40 j
binding.
miss ail cases in which a trial or settlement in the side of the
barn. The other two ! battles which marked the
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Packard of Northvery few isolated facts but which required
scenes of
!
business firms burned out were ; Annual indexing of Register of
closing
was not probablein the near future in order
brackets had j inch bolts with ± inch holes. civil war. His bearing was characterized
Deeds.
Adams Co., dry goods; Allen
79.40 a large amount of thinking and comparing
are in Brockton, Mass., where they
port
not to encumber the docket with useless
by boldness and adnsli which madchim the will
-ilit, millinery; W. 11. Fisher, law-j J. H. Clark, janitor of court house.
325..'4 by the pupil.
Mr. Hobbs bored the holes and screwed
the winter.
Mr. Packard is
up
spend
Mrs.
Alice
M.
idol
of
his
who
teaches
in
<
soldiers.
Jones,
tffieers serving road notices.
:d"ii A* Saw telle, lawyers; W. L.
17.82 j
material. As a consequence a number of the nuts on the inside of the barn. The
When hostilities were ended, he called town clerk and Mr. F. A. Dickey has been
!
134.45 : South Liberty, explained her methods and
lawyer: J. W. Ruck, clothing Coroners inquest, on dead bodies...
cases
which
have
on
been
the
a
docket
long plaintiff went on the staging and landed his men about him and advised them to appointed deputy town clerk during ! -abMis> L. R. Ruck, millinery; First | Paid for insurance.
26.25, aims in teaching history. An important j
Rank. Many of these places of j Paid s. G. Norton, service on liquor
part of her method was to read the lesson I time were dismissed, including a few libels two bundles of fir shingles over one of the j bear the trial of defeat, to go home in peace, sence.
in advance with the pupil, indicating the
w
matters.
ere almost a total loss.
99.84 j
-.s
j for divorce where the parties have become brackets with the small bolts. As he put obey the laws and rebuild the wasted
Among
important points, then on the next day j reunited
Paid A. F. Carleton, service on
country.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross I,. Stevens of Portwere damaged to a great extent by
since the libels were entered.
down the second bundle the nut on the bolt j
have
the
He has taken a prominent part in the
1 water were: A. G Fierce,crock’pupils explain these points. She
6.72 I
liquor matters.
land are spending the week with relatives
When
the
use
would
the
court
councils
of
but
would
his
it
a
was
since
He
was
topical
opened
1888.
ll. Dudley, tailor; .J. W. Hawes, Miscellaneous expenses.
14.67
method,
Tuesday
party
pulled through the side of the barn and he
j
make each topic include as much as possi- found advisable to
defeated candidate for governor of Georgia in Belfast. Their many friends here exM. L. Wheeler, jeweler; F. 11.
excuse, on account of fell to the ground, a distance of about 12
in 1888 and in 1873, and in 1879 was elected tend sympathy to them in the loss of their
$3,034.66 ble. she argued against using the printed sickness or other causes, several
liilinery. A. M. Goddard, lawyer,
He was taken up unconscious and to the United States Senate.
jurors, feet.
topics given in many books which leave
Summary:
Resigning his little daughter, Mabel, whose death oc> all his papers, and F. T. Noble,
broker, lost a very valuable col- Police court and trial justices.$ 546.59 1 many important points of the lesson un- which left the second panel short of the was confined to the house several weeks. position in lsso lie participated actively in curred in Portland, Jan. 1st.
mentioned. Her aim was not so much to
f old coins.
The total loss is es- Commitments.
necessary twelve men. A special draft was He was unable to be moved from Mr. building the Georgia Pacific railroad.
61.18 accumulate a
In 1888 and 1888 he was elected
large number of historical ordered and four new
tt Si7o,000, while the insurance is
\\
Charles W. Frederick and Mrs.
Prisoners at jail.
jurors weie drawn Hobbs’ house to his own house for about a of Georgia and in 1890 entered thegovernor
United Frederick will leave in a few
nt >70,000.
Dr. J. \V. North says General bills. 1,049.26 facts as to give an understanding of the
days for the
3,034.66
from
Belfast.
The second jury was im- week. The suit was to recover for
spirit of the period studied. She moved
blocks will be rebuilt as soon as
personal States Senate again for the full term. South.
that teachers give more time to studying
They intend spending the winter
The temporal} quarters of the
as follows:
Au- injuries, loss of time, etc. The defence was Since his retirement from political activity
$4,691.69 the lives of the great men and to observing panelled Friday morning
he has devoted much of his time to lectur- and spring months in New Ci'-aps, at Gulf
National Rank are with the Augusta
that
the
gustine
Colburn,
Clias.
was
Belfast,
foreman;
stage
that
the
how the times were influenced by them and
reasonably safe,
ing. Since the orginization of the United resorts and on the Florida east eoas,, re•lAII.ER’s REPORT.
Rank.
how they influenced times in which they E. Conner, Montville; Rufus Harrimau, men had beeu at work on it two hours or Confederate Veterans he has held the poThe whole number of commitments to the
turning in May by way of Washington.
William
W.
lived.
Prospect;
Losses of $333,700 in Seven Days.
Moulton, Unity; E. more before the accident occurred, and that sition of the commander-in-chief.
jail for the past year has been 48 and for the
D. C.
Mrs. Edna L. Knowlton, teacher of the A. Sargent, Searsport; Frank M.
the plaintiff contributed to the accident by
Simpson,
offences:
Sherman’s Corner school, wrote on the
: es given out at
SECRET SOCIETIES.
Augusta Jan. 7th following
The Somerville, Mass., Journal of Jan
William II. Small, Monroe; dropping the shingles heavily on the stage
Winterport;
Fiat since the beginning of the new Tramps.
topic, “Composition Writing in a Country
21
Sth contai.is a full page write-up of the
J. W. Soule, Palermo; J. II. Sullivan, Sears- from his shoulder. The
i-e total loss in Maine
jury took the ease
by fire has been Breaking and entering. 8 School.” She believed that daily work in
Waldo Lodge, I. 0. O. F., will confer the Somerville city government of 1!>()4. Among
which breaks all previous records Drunks. 4 composition should be required in every port ; Daniel Wentworth, Knox; William B. at 5 o’clock p. m. and returned a sealed verke period.
The losses included in Larceny. 3 school and that only by constant and con- Cammett, Belfast; William W.
Bel- dice at 8. The verdict, which was for the third degree tomorrow, Friday, evening. the tine photographs is that of Sidney li.
Blazo,
tinued
could
practice
pupils become pro- fast.
cmary were the Grant Hotel at Rock- Poor debtors. 6
Keene, alderman from ward 4. Mr. Keene
plaintiff for $75, was announced in Court Refreshments will be served.
Fortland Beef Company building, Exposure of person. 1 ficient in expressing their thoughts with
The first case to be heard before the Saturday morning. McLellan for
is a son-in-law of < >. D. Wilson, Esq., of
She found in her own experience
1 : a toothpick factory at Dixfield, Selling liquor.
5 the pen.
Alton K. Braley, I). I). G. M„ and ,Samuplaintiff.
nous Tontine Hotel at Brunswick,
Held for trial. 3 that she got poor results at first, but by con- second jury was one in which Monroe It. F. Dunton for defendant.
Searsrnont.
el
Grand
Adams, acting
Marshal, went to
tinuing the practice and requiring pupils to
lling houses and stable at BiddeCOUNTY TREASURER’S REPORT.
Peter Harmon vs. Granville Young was Unity yesterday and installed the officers
parties were interested and Mr. Small was
correct their own errors, good results were
Miss Vina F. Pom w ill leave this mornRim* factory at Cutler, a general
Receipts.
excused
from
in
on
a short time.
that case. As the opened to the jury Saturday morning. The of Iuvietus Lodge, I. O. O. F., in the evenaccomplished
serving
Rnity, a clothing store at Fairfield,
ing for Peacedale, R. L, to enter upon the
in
Cash
A.
Hrown
Jan.
read
Supt.
State
house
used
as
a dormitory at
Harry
Treasury,
1, 1903.812,712.29
:Ring
Super- other jury was out on a case and there were action was on a promissory note for $85 ing.
Miss
duties of librarian in that place.
1,123 29 intendent Stetson’s article, “Some Things no supernumeraries the Sheriff called
igton, and two large business blocks Rec’d on county taxes, 1901.
given by the defendant to the firm of Har::
1902.
3,994.06 the Common School Should Do for the
Chase Lodge, F. and A. M., Poor taught for two year.- in Peacedale,
Augusta Jan. 7th. In these fires
Timothy
> were lost.
1903.
4,296.20 Child,” and a general discussion followed, Chester E. Perkins of Belfast from the mon & Morse, and the plaintiff appears as elected the following officers at the annual has many friends there, and the position
of Clerk of Courts, lines and
participated in by Mr. Howes, Mrs. Ayer, audience to serve on the case.
surviving partner. Mr. Morse is dead. The
meeting Jan. 7th: W. JL, S. A. Parker; was tendered her in a manner pleasing
costs.
1,346.06 Miss Hrown, Mrs. Jones, Mrs. PoweL and
The case of Mrs. Viola Ames of Belfast defence denies the plaintiff’s right to so apNorumbega Sold.
the Superintendent. Darkness was beginRec’d of Clerk of Courts fees of
S. W., Harry Lutz; J. W., Robert P. Chase; both to her and her friends here and el-eoffice.
289.98 ning to settle down when the meeting was vs. the Canadian Pacific II. R. Co. was en- pear, he uot having given bond as such in
Treas., Geo. A. Quimby; Sec., Chas. E. where.
Rec’d of Sheriff, fines and costs...
tered this term. In Mav last Mrs. Ames the Probate ('ourt. The law point involved
16.73 adjourned.
■ mbega, Mrs. J. YV. Stearns’
“
elegant
v ui. vv.
S. 1)., Frank R. Woodcock; J. I).,
v asue, examiner oi luacuinery
Johnson;
Police Judge, Belfast,
■"'p
moved from Fargo, S. D„ to Belfast, and was argued before the Court, and on advice
in Camden, has been sold to
li’
j
in the Boston custom house, who is under
111
uumuvu service examinations.
J
J
■t v
Keep and I)r. George li. l’helps Ree’d of F. W.
she claims that her goods, valued at $1093. of the presiding justice the case was settled
Brown, Jr., T.
gett; Trustee for 3 years, Geo. A. Quimby. suspension arising out of the pending inves■■ago. Norumbega is one of the haudwere shipped from
lines.
mittlllWH IUI
r".'
119.00
Minneapolis by the depictlllPresident Roosevelt, in his annual mesand most complete structures in the
tigation, is in Washington on his way west.
The officers of Aurora Kebekah Lodge, I.
Rec’d
of
Searsport Municipal
It is built with fancy stones set in
sage, stated that for the last fiscal year fendant company and never arrived in Bel- tiff. R. F. Dunton for defendant.
He saw Senator Lodge and some of the
9.00 there had been 25,566 persons appointed fast.
Court, lines.
•olored mortar. Tlie stones are all
R. F. Dunton is attorney for the
Roth juries were excused Saturday fore- ! 0. 0. F., were installed Tuesday evening,
16.00 through competitive examinations under
natural shape and tints and form a Ree’d of C. II. Huzzel), T. J., fines
! Jan. 12th, by Mrs. Belle J. Palmer, 1). D. other members of the Massachusetts delenoon
until
and
C.
F.
Woodard
of
plaintiff
for
and
the Court
I). K. Drake, T. J.
Monday afternoon,
10.00 Civil Service rules. This was 12,672 more
Bangor
■
turesque and artistic villa. The
gation Jan. 8tli, and intends to light his
for empty liquor vessels...
was suspended at noon
33 20 than for
until Monday at i Grand President, of Monroe, assisted by
■l- comprise 25 acres of land and
any previous year, and forty pec defendant,
repHe declares that the
case to the bitter end.
articles sold by County
Mrs.
Alice
Palmer
of
Monroe
as
Grand
tile highest attainment in
cent
of
all
who passed the examthat ons,
landscape
The case Inhabitants of Liberty vs. In- 2 o’clock.
Commissioners.
1.50 There will be a Post Office examination in
and cost over $100,000. The purMarshal, Mrs. Anna K. Adams as Grand affairs of his office have been properly
Rec’d for use of telephone.
6.00 this
me both summer residents of Cam
Inhabitants of Thorndike vs. Edward M. Warden, Mrs. Bertha Keene as Grand Sec- looked after, and that the charge of general
city the first Wednesday or Saturday- habitants of Montville for pauper supplies
after May 1, There w ill be examinations furnished Watson Reeves was tried at the and Nelson M. Hunt. Action
itincey Keep and family occupying
by the town to retary and Mrs. Abbie Cook as Grand laxity brought against the Boston custom
lie and Dr. Phelps and
in
$23,988.31
several
in
this State for Rai way September term, 1903, with verdict for the
places
family
compel defendants to support their mother. Treasurer. The officers installed were as house cannot be substantiated.
Forfeited fees.
V their new
24.08 Mail Clerks,
and
other
cottage in the r.elfast
Stenographers,
many
for $19.50, and motion for new trial The Court decreed that Nelson M. Hunt
positions during March and April. The plaintiff
follows: N. G., Mrs. Arvilla Webber; V.
Mr. WT. H. Towne writes from .Seattle,
$24,012.39 Columbian Correspondence College of filed. The motion is withdrawn and the pay complainants $48, and that Edward M.
G., Mrs. Jessie S. Pattee;R. S., Miss Maude Wash., concerning an omission in the reit.
has
anissued
an
satisfied.
Ritchie for plaintiff, Hunt provide Louisa Hunt suitable
Washington,
C.,
judgment
EXPEN DITUBES.
New Revenue Cutter for Maine.
sup- Mathews: F. S., Mrs. Effie G. Harrison; port of the secretary of the Belfast High
nouncement giving the dates and places R. F. Dunton for defendant.
port in his own house and family. R. F. Tr., Mrs. Vannie Cunningham; War., Miss School Association, lie says: “My wife,
for holding examinations, the age limits,
Bills allowed by S. J. Court:
Fogg & Brown vs. 1). N. Bird, action on Dunton for complainants. Johnson and Annie
gli rlie efforts of Senator Frye in Paid grand jurors.$ 453 88 physical qualifications, education required,
Blodgett; Con., Mrs. Marie Patter- Nellie Maud Mitchell-Tow lie, was graduat
and full
about the various posi- account; referred to R. F. Dunton. ■John- Brown, Jr., for defendants.
Congress a bill became a law aptraverse jurors.
1,742.68 tions in information
son; R. S. N. G., Mrs. Bertha Keene; L. S. ed from the High school and was tin- tirst
the Government Civil Service, and son for
ug *200,000 for the construction of
sheriff and deputies.
579.00
for
defendant.
plaintiff, Thompson
N. G., Mrs. Vina Greenlaw; 11. S. V. G., of the Belfast young women to go to Welcutter to take the place of the
officers for serving veilirs.
144.00 it will be sent free to all who write for it.
CRIMINAL DOCKET.
William A. Ryan vs. N. B, Getchell, ac■"}. which has been in use along the
Miss Alma Colby; L. S. V. G., Miss Emeroy lesley College.
1 think she entered the fall
referees.
50.12
tion for malicious prosecution, was tried at
The grand jury reported Wednesday
"ast for more than a quarter of a
costs in criminal cases. 1,099.30
Waldo County Agricultural Society.
Ginn; Chaplain, Miss Belle Greenlaw; 1. of 1878 and left in March, ISS”, on account
The money for building the new
September term, 1903, with verdict for afternoon, January 6th. Following is an |
stenographer.
4.80
Miss Ida Ames; 0. G., 1>. F. Stephen- of the sickness of her mother, Mrs. Josiah
.me available Julj 1 last, hut there
The annual meeting of the Waldo County defendant, and motion for new trial filed. abstract of the indictments and subsequent G.,
■ I.
son.
delay in preparing the plans and
Addresses were made by the instal- Mitchell. Mrs. Towne died in Seattle Nov.
$4,013.78 Agricultural Society was held Jan. 13th. The motion is withdrawn ; judgment on the proceedings under the same:
■■■lions. These will he ready soon
Bills allowed by Clerk of Courts and
■ 0
W. A. Hailetl, Belfast, nuisance, at Wind- ling officers, a literary and musical program 18, 1896. I attended the High school about
The treasurer’s report showed the receipts verdict. Brown for plaintiff, Knowlton for
call for a wooden vessel. It is
■ tlie
four years myself, but before there were
given and a lunch served.
building of the hull will be let County Attorney:
sor Hotel.
for the year, §1174.09; disbursements, defendant.
*ii ni and the construction of the ma- Paid J. W.
any grades established. W 11. Howard and
Brock, County CommisW. A. Hallett, Belfast, common seller.
on hand, §110.26.
The following
§1057.83;
to another firm.
Alida
B.
Emmett
vs. Hama Terry, on
C. S. Bickford were in classes with me. I
sioner.§ 360.92 officers were chosen:
Spear Brothers Offer Settlement.
Marcellus R. Knowlton. Belfast, common
Paid Wm. A. Bragg, County ComPresident, Jefferson trial when The Journal went to press last
left May 7. 1S77, and have since lived in the
F.
second
offence.
vice
seller,
missioner.
G.
G.
Abbott
392
19
Wilson;
presidents,
To Buy the Washington C. R. R.
week, occupied the Court all day Thursday.
Rockland, Me., Jan. 8. A committee re- West, but up in this corner of the United
Paid F. A. Cushman..
Frank E. Nash, Belfast, common seller,
362^75 and If. F. Mason; secretary, W. H Wight; The plaintiff, who lives in New
York, bought
ported at a meeting today of the creditors States on Puget Sound 1 still retain an inassistant secretary, George A. Russell; a piece of land on Seven Hundred Acre second offence.
of Fred R. and Charles T. Spear, coal deal■ ■ was taken at a
$1,119.86
special meeting of
terest in my school days and would be glad
Frank
E.
Nash, Belfast, nuisance at 111 ers, that they had found the liabilities and
’■•ekholders of the Maine Central RailBills allowed by County Commissioners: treasurer, Fred Rackliff.
Island, Islesboro.aud the action was brought
assets as follows: Fled R. Spear, liabili- to be included when information is sent out
High street.
n
Portland Jan. 8th to acquire the Paid bills of
to
a
of
get
triangular
possession
of
piece
1900, 1901, 1902 and
Frank E. Nash, Belfast, single sale, ar- ties §87,697, assets §40,070; Charles T. concerning the Belfast High School AssoII
stock of the Washington County
Fatal Accident.
land which she thought was included in her raigned, pleaded not guilty.
1003..........$4,724.73
Spear, liabilities §51,925, assets §10,619. ciation.”
'*> Co., authorizing the guarantee of Paid
Law Library Association, per
Leonard L. Gentner, Belfast, common The former'offered to settle on the basis of
The
x
land
in
is
of small
purchase.
dispute
ceding $2,250,000 of 3i per cent.
A young man named Biiladeaux, fourteen
cent, of liquor fines due for 1903.
30 per cent and the latter for 12J per cent.
271.06
ami authorizing the president to exebut is a high point giving a fine view seller, second offence.
Winterport Free Library Association.
or fifteen years of age, was accidentally shot extent,
Leonard L. Gentner, Belfast, nuisance, at Creditors representing §50,000 were present
in agreement of
guaranty.
84,995.79 and killed at Prospect Ferry yesterday of the Bay. The plaintiff relies on the lines 111 High street; arraigned, pleaded not but deferred action on the proposed basis
of settlement in each case.
of a deed giveu 100 years ago, and on others guilty.
Salaries of County officers:
Winter port, Jan. 11. Mrs. Helen Durmorning. In getting out of a pung his gun
Horace L. Ripley, Searsmont, larceny of
Fish Wardens Organize.
of later date referring to the earlier one, for
Paid Sheriff.$ 400.00 was
ham Sargent of Chicago, 111., has sent her
him infrom Lucinda Marden, at Searsmont,
accidentally
discharged,
killiug
money
Fire in Presque Isle.
Judge of Probate.
bounds. The defendant relies on the statute Nov.
500.00
check for #160 as a New Year’s remem27, 1903; arraigned, pleaded guilty.
Maine Fish Wardens’ Association
Register of Probate. 600.00 stantly.
of 20 years adverse possession, and shows
Winfield S. Edminster, Belfast; nuisance
organized at Rockland Jan. Gth with
The brance to found a “Helen Durham Sargent
Clerk of Courts. 1,100.00
Pbesque Isle, Me., Jan. 11.
the
'■‘■ice of the
at
Ruth
Phoenix
Cleveland
Dead.
not
that
for
House,
nearly a hundred years the land in
pleaded
guilty.
following officers: PresiPresque Isle Exchange, formerly known Fund,” the income to be devoted to buyTreasurer.
400.00
Four old cases against Frank E. Nash as the West Side
R. Nickerson, Boothbay Harbor:
hotel, was destroyed by
dispute has been oocupied as other than a were brought forward
order of the tire, early Sunday morning. Robert McKee ing books for the library.
: president, Capt. S. T.
Mrs. Sargent
by
Cousens, Lai
N. J., Jan. 7. Ruth Cleve- part of that sold to the plaintiff. The jury Court. They were for
83,000.00
Pkixckton,
a
was a former resident.
single sale, being
was the proprietor of the hotel, which he
secretary, George A. Dow, PortIler father, Mr.
RECAPITULATION.
land, elder child of ex-President Grover after being out about an hour returned a common seller, keeping a drinking house
11
treasurer, J. F. Goldthwaite, Biddesome
less
than
two
bought
years ago. The
Durham, was early a resident of Belfast
Cleveland, died at the Cleveland home toReiources.
verdict for the defendant. Montgomery of and tippling shop, and common nuisance, loss, which is estimated at §8000, is par- and a
■,’ Xccutive committee, YV. L. Blackingvery unexpectedly, the immediate cause
member of the Methodist church.
all from the September term, 1903. The deW: Keuel T. York, Damaris- Unpaid county taxes.$ 7,572.74 day
tially covered by insurance, there being
of death being a weakening of the heart Camden for plaintiff. Littlefield and Cool- fendant
recognized for appearance from $3200 on the house and §2000 on the con- The Association has other memorial funds
Mills; N.J. Hanna, Bristol.
Fees due Clerk of Courts office....
250.00 I action during a mild attact of
of
Rockland for defendant.
diphtheria.
idge
day to day in each case.
tents.
from older residents away.
annual meeting of the Maine Deniociub was held in Waterville, Jan. 8tli.
ivn Barton of Portland was elected
P. Thompson, TZs«j. of
nt, and W
for
-t was re-elected vice president
oiinty. This county was not repreat the business meeting or at the
The principal
t which followed.
w ere Mayor Davis of Waterville,
Harvey N. Shepard of Boston, and
::essman Van Duzer of Nevada.
r Davis was toastmaster.
He said

il

Craig
a

H. 0. Bowen, Esq., has been the Morrill
correspondent of The Journal since lsso,
and has rarely missed an issue.
At a recent farmers’ institute in South

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday were
devoted chiefly to the criminal docket.
The following business was done :
True G. Trundy pleaded guilty to being
acommon seller; sentence
suspended until
he again violates the prohibitory liquor
law.
Paul Nichols pleaded nolo contendere and
sentence was suspended.
Winfield S. Edminster retracted his former pleas and pleaded
guilty on search and
seizure, drinking house and tippling shop
and tippling house and single sale. On the
first he was sentenced to the usual fine of
$100 and costs and, in default, 60 days in
jail; on single sale to $30 and costs, and on
the other the sentence was suspended as in
the Trundy cases.
Edr.inster has paid
this term, in fines and costs, $152.
Frank E. Nash was tried by jury Tuesday on two indictments for single sale and
one for keeping a nuisauce.
He was found
guilty on all. Motions for new trials will
be filed on the ground that the verdicts are
against the evidence.
Leonard L. Gentner was tried yesterday
on
search and seizure, at No. Ill High
street. The defense was an alibi, that he
was not the
proprietor of the place nor
owner of the liquor seized.
Verdict, guilty.

Blanchard, SaudyMr. Charles M. Howes illustrated the
point; Joseph Farwell, Unity; Frank G.
diagram method of analysis. In prefacing
Geo. A.
North
Deputies—Eugene

Hr. Elmer Small went to Thomaston
yeson John B.
Thombs, formerly

terday to call
of this city.

■

,;A

»

mr

...

the Land Office, has shown that men
have gone upon government land, done
certain things or failed to do them, it
LEGISLATION CONCERNING DESERT1: mattered little, filled out blank forms,
AN ARREST FOR LAND and in ninety-nine cases out of the hunLANDS.
dred had their statements accepted by
STEALING.
Washington, January 11. Attempts the local land officials without quesin many cases ttie settler has
are being made in Congress to divert1 tion.
attention from tbe necessity for the openly evaded the letter as well as the
repeal of the Desert Land law and other spirit of the law. The former, by a
land laws through the introduction of rigid administration, could be stopped,
but even with such enforcement it
numerous bills amending and modifying
these acts, instead of striking them would be impossible to stop land absorpfrom the statute books as was recom- tion in large tracts and without settlemended by the Senate Public Lands ment since the laws are inherently decommittee of the last Congress. One fective. At a low estimate 30 million
acres of government land have passed,
measures which lias been
of these
within the last two years, into private
and
tbe
fraud
for
all
a
cure
as
heralded
and now lie idle or in grazland absorption under the Desert Land ownership
tracts with no attempt at settleing
Senintroduced
act is a bill recently
by
ment having been made, which should
ator Ilansbrough of North Dakota
still be government land, open to entry
act.

Washington.

Letter from

amending this
This Ilansbrough bill limits
laud entry to 100
at

acres as

present.

a

MAINE'S AFFAIRS IN 1903.

!

desert by

1

Bangor..

Bethel.

Farmington.
Greenwood.
Lewiston.
Machias.
Old Town.
Portland.

Phillips.

733
4,703
Rockland.
1,374
Waterville.
5,988
Waidoboro. 2,968
Webster.
1,873
Wiseasset.
2,739
The different varieties of liquor sold included 11,717 gallons of whiskey, 430 gallons
of brandy, 1842 of gin, 7538 of alcohol, 1102
of wine, 510 of sherry, 1845 dozen quarts of
whiskey, 1541 dozen quarts of ale. The increases in sales have been at agencies located in counties where enforcement prevails.

Guy E. Mitchell.

instead of 320
It also repeals the

THE FARMERS PROSPERING.
assignment clause to the Desert act,
in
to
the
act
Mr. James Wilson, Secretary of Agw hich clause was added
the early nineties. While appearing to riculture, was recently asked by the
lie important concessions to the advo- Washington correspondent of the Boscates of land law repeal, these pro- ton Herald for his views as to the susof the American farmer
posed changes in reality amount to taining power
studied in the face of great business depression
when
and
nothing,
practically
caused by the depreciation of securities
in their probable effect show the real
in WTall street.
attitude of the interests which are bend“To one familiar with the situation,”
or
to
effort
modify
prevent
ms every
Mr. Wilson, “it must appear
legislative action that would cut off op- replied
tire acquirement of gov- that there will be no panic in this counfor
unities
port
with- try now, so long as the farmer of the
,-mn cut land in large tracts and
United States is able to produce good
out settlement or residence.
and salable crops. The American farfrom
of
thedown
acreage
rim cutting
mer sustains the
country and feeds a
vjo to mo acres, simply means tbe stock
great
secure
portion of the world. He is virto
men and speculators desiring
of any other class.
•uul aider this act would have to em- tually independent
“Let me premise by giving a few figmen
of
entry
Vov double the number
ures from my annual report, just issuThere has never been any
..!• dummies.
ed. From 1880 to 1890 the average of
an
in
securing
ilill;,- ,!t' experienced
exports of farm products was more
nnlin ted number of dummies to tile on
lu 1901 they were
un- than $703,000,000.
claims
homestead
or
timber claims
each of $952,000,000. In 1903 the surplus, which
the

ier

to inn acres,

and

real

u

;:

into

speculative

passed
irporatt ownership with
laws

sc

sign of
or
It must be preu auout residence.
j,
desert
si,:i ... that this proposed reduced
likewise.
would
u:
operate
’.cveage
of the “assignment clause”
1
no

■

repeal
uo

.,,

regarded with complacency

aial grabbers.

The enactment

stated,

compareand the desert land law
us Nourished for years like

use. as

s

was

we mu not ueeu m

tins

country

ana was

sold abroad, amounted to $878,000,000.
■‘It was the farmer who kept the balance of trade with the United .States.
Excluding the products of the farm,
there was during the period from 1890
to 11(02 an annua) adverse balance of
trade amounting to $02,000,000. Including the farm products, this balance is
wiped out, and we had left $275,000,000
to the credit of this country. During
1903 there was an unfavorable balance
of trade in exports and imports other

to he in

compliance

with the law

entuihig the entrynflcn to a patent for
.and. V residence, is required, and
..
: .oms aie built, and no people live
tIn- land.

n

Tin fi lends of the national

and

western

use;

ity

tempt

to

irrigation,

home-making and

corn-

building will oppose any atweakly modify the desert or

,-xisting land laws which allow
so. sat ions and syndicates to monopop/i juPiiii- and which might otherwise
tie irrigated and settled in small farms.
If senator Hansbvough will introduce
an amendment to the Desert Land law,
,,t

s

;

itting

down to 100 acres and pro-

dim. for an actual Jive years' residence
uefore title passes from the government
lo the settler, then the X'ational Irrigation Association and the other friends
or the national irrigation movement
will accord it their hearty support.
Such an amendment would spell repeal.
The recent arrest of John A. Henson
•f California for land stealing and
rands against the government on a
arge scale, promises to be but the first
of a series of developments of this

the

long

haul and

heavy freight

rates.”

told that there is between
$400,000,000 and $500,000,000 of farmers’
money in New York banks or on loan.
From Iowa alone somewhere in the
character, which for magnitude will neighborhood of
$60,000,000 lias been
surpass anything that has been brought sent to Canada to
purchase grazing and
:o nght ior many years,
it seems that
farming lands. The western farmer is
u this ease there lias been a clear case
looking for good investments.”
if fraud against the government, and
bVUlUKI O UKUWlfl,
oribery, under which valuable national

acquired for nothing. The
“The Progress of the United States
fact, however, which the
in Us Material Industries” is the title
people of ti e country do not yet fully
of a statistical statement
presented by
realize, is that legal steals have been
the department of commerce and labor
perpetrated for some years in Western
the annual report of the chief
-.fates along side which even these through

property
more

vas

sinister

After March 1 fskowhegan is to have a
free delivery service. Two carriers will do
the work at the start and the village will
have 16 letter boxes.

656. B 7

Janies H. Duffy of Machias, who has
made himself famous by his ability in tempering copper, brass, lead, and aluminum,
has added another laurel to his many honors by inventing a new dental metal.

827. C

The 15-months’ old daughter of Michael
Mahoney of Phillips died Jan. 6th from a

THE

335.39

THE OLD TOWN INDIANS.

The report of George H. Hunt of Old
Town, agent of the Penobscot tribe of Indians, shows the same tendency as exists
with the Passainaquoddy tribe, in that they
all have soured on farming. Much stress
is laid on the fact that the red man is pretty generally abandoning cultivation of the
soil. Instead of promoting the farms, the
braves are working ill the mills or making
baskets. There are 300 in the tribe, 14 having died during the year. In the school 55
STATE PENSIONS.

Col. E. C. Milliken, who is in charge of
the State pension office, reports that there
have been 2,595 applications filed and 2,397
certificates issued. The face of these certificates would call for an expenditure of
$85,970, but by reason of deaths occurring
and other causes, the amount actually expended, with other allowances made from
the appropriation, would exactly balance
the amount appropriated by the legislature,

of the bureau of statistics. The table $85,000.
frauds of the Benson class appear hut
HUNTER’S licenses.
pictures conditions in the great indussmall.
The last of the 83 agents authorized by
tries and material interests of the
the
nation
10
but
is
There
question
the fish and game department to sell lithe
land and United States in 1903, where such censes to non-resident hunters has been
has been

T 34. 1)

down at $1235 in 1900 and $307 in 1850,
dignation worse than any postoffice
having thus more than quadrupled
a
hundred
fold.
looting if multiplied
meantime. The per capita money in
Yet the laws are upon the statute books
circulation in 1903 is $30.21, against
and the influences which have hereto$26.94 in 1900, 19.41 in 1880, and 13.85
fore successfully opposed any attempt
in 1860. Deposits in savings banks
hard
at
work
are
removed
them
to have
in 1903
are
$2,935,000,000, against
to keep them there, or have them in$1,524,000,000 in 1890, $550,000,000 in
that
the
so
looting
amended,
effectually
and $149,000,000 in 1860. The value
can proceed as heretofore.
Every head 1870,
of manufactures for the census year
of a family in the United States has an
1900 is given at $13,000,000,000, against
actual ownership to about 35 acres of
in 1880, and less than $2,$5,333,000,000
the remaining public domain. Does he
000,000,000 in I860.' Railways in operasetfor
future
it
wish to see
tion in 1902 were 203,132 miles, against
preserved
tlement, peihaps by his own children, 166,703 miles in 1890, 93,262 miles in
1880, 52,922 miles in 1870, 30,626 miles in
or is he indifferent and willing to see it
and 9,021 miles in 1850.
live 1860,
pass into the hands of some big
stock concern or some land speculator
ASTORIA,
t The Kind Yon Haw Always Boqg
along with thousands of 35 acre blocks
Last
his
to
neighbors?
year
belonging
22,800,000 acresof the public lands passed
into private ownersnip, the 35 acre
Scratch, scratch, scratch; unable to atheritages of 650,000 American families. tend to business during the day or sleep
the night. Itching piles—horrible
during
The inspection instituted by the Secplague. Doan’s Ointment cures. Never
ret ary of the Interior, independent of fails. At any drug store, 50 cents.

$275

department

over 1902.
was for

ceipts

$11,406.

$16,970,

gain

The largest item of the relicense feesapaid by agents,

Farmers and the Game Laws.

11 9- M 8

Louis.

A Vest Pocket Doctor.

<

1

Never in the way, no trouble to carry,
easy to take, pleasant and never failing in
results are DeWitt’s Little Early Risers. A
vial of these little pills in the vest pocket is
a certain guarantee against headache, biliousness, torpid liver and all of the ills re
suiting from constipation. They tonio and
strengthen the liver. Sold by R. H. Moody

New Year’s

Promotes Digestion,Cheerful-
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Worms;Convulsions, Feverishness

and Loss of Sleep.
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A preparation was lately being sold in a
Maine city which it was claimed placed in
thin miik would increase its specific gravj
; it.' and cause a h» v\ cream to rise on it.
It was furiher said that milk duly treated
! would give the best of results when the
j Babcock tester was applied. A sample of
I the preparation was sent to the state laborafor uia.ysis, and its chief
j! tory at Augusta
ingredients found to be sugar and lime water.
It
originated in Chicago.
|
Manager Crowe of the University of
Maine track team lias engaged Steve J.
Farrell of Rockville, Ct., to coach the team
during the coining season. Mr. Farrell, who
was recommended
strongly by John Mack,
who, it will be remembered, developed a
championship track team at the U. of M.
during the spring of 1!K.»2, has been assistant
trainer and coach in Yale University, and
not only the members of the* track team but
the college at large feel that they have secured a valuable man and entertain
hopes
of a good track team for 1004.
There is but one craft on the sea which
flies the State colors and is owned by the
State. This is the handsome 30-foot gasoline launch employed by lion. A. R. Nickerson,commissioner of sea and shore fisheries. Now for the first time she will battle
| with the winter seas of the North Atlantic,
running along the coast from Kittery to
Eastport to carry out the provisions of the
seed
lobster law. Mr. Nickerson states
that she is a splendid sea boat. Hut she
was an open
boat, and w hile suitable for a
summer sea was hardly adapted for cold
weather cruising. So Mr. Nickerson is
having her covered in by a deck house of
ample size, so that the crew can cook, eat
and sleep aboard. The engine will al o be
covered. The improvements w ill he completed some time next week and the boat
resume her trips along the coast.
1
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Childhood

children do not grow to vigorous
womanhood.
Childhood com-

J®jr

plaints vivid easily to proper treatment— but then «'•
not correct themselves. The weak stomach, pallid com plexion.
^GL
gB' listless
bearing, irritable temper, disturbed sleep, speak plum l> of
the ailments common to children, most of which have their origin in
Bg

J
B

disordered stomach and bowels.
The greatest safeguard to children’s health is

I

Or. Tru*&
Write

for

free

I

It is reported that an informal canvass
of the State committee shows a majority in
favor of holding the next Kepublican Stcte
convention in Bangor, and that, whoever
may be nominated to succeed Gov. Hill, the
convention will be strongly in favor of the
enforcement of the prohibitory liquor law.
Senator Hale, it is understood, will preside over the convention. He will be a candidate for re-election to the United States
Senate one year from now, and just as the
chairmanship of the last Bangor convention was given to Senator Frye, the chairmanship of the coming convention will be
given to Senator Hale.
It is likely that the Hon. E. E. Chase of
Bluehill will preside over the Portland convention at which delegates will be chosen
to attend the Republican national convention at Chicago.—Bangor News.

M

booklet:

—

“Children

having registered.

Work has started in well in Commercial
Hall and the Commercial students’ club re-

cently held quite an interesting business
meeting and talked over plans for the winThe gymnasium is now opened to the
students and quite a good- deal of interest
is taken in basket-ball, and it is hoped that
a number of interesting games will
be
played this term.

means.

Strangers stopping

at

Gen.

Janies Longstreet

■

T 11 E

! Light and dark, day and night, are not more different
house lit by electricity and by some other way.
SJpAIore light, less

money, with our

*'*

X*

from each other than a

lights.

Our ELECTRIC FLASH LIHllT is

a

little thing, but it lights the darkest

places.

Call and see us, and tee would be glad to do business with you.

No. 13 Mechanic Street. Camden, Maine.

FRED ATWOOD, wS°kl

T,.lt,plluIie37-u

Insurance and Real Estate.

REPRESENTING OVEk FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
Fire, Lite, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam [toiler
Insurance and

inspection.

Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Keal estate bought and sold.

If You Want a

Quick Sale

Send us full description fo1’
next catalog. No advance
money required.
Our III. catalog will tell
y< u where the bargains
are.
It is FREE.
Ouv references are the
men in your own town for
whom we have bought or
sold farms.

!

M. S. STILKs,

Prooks, Manager

E. A.

for

Waldo County

StrouOgr

JUST

RECEIVED

NEW STOCK

Nuts of all Kinds,
Fine Confectionery,
Asi,sv,{
All the

Lowney’s Chocolates
WINTER I R l ITS,
in

Foreign

now

perfection.

and Homes/!c

Cigars,

Tobacco and Smoke s’ Articles.

Dead.

Gen. James Longstreet, soldier, statesand diplomat, and the last lieutenant
general of the Confederate army, with the
exception of Gen. Gordon, died in Gainesville, Ga., Jan. 2nd, from an attack of pneumonia. He had been ill two days. Gen.
Longstreet was a sufferer from cancer of
one eye, but his general health had been
good until Wednesday, when he was seized
with a sudden cold, developing later into
pneumonia of violent nature. He was 84
years old. ne is survived by a widow, two
sons and a daughter.
He will be buried at
Gainesville, which has been his home since
the Civil War.

Diseases.

Arc you interested in lighting your homes?
If so. let us estimate on your job,
and you can have your house wired for electric lights clieaner than vou
think for.

Remember the fences by the roadside
as well. Nothing is so attractive to the
passer-by as a well painted sign: “Millington’s medical mixture for mumps.”
Have your card in the hotel register
all

Their

DO ELECTRIC WIRING
OF EVERY KIND

x’x

X**

passenger.

by

and

Camden Eiectric Wiring & Construction Co.

go whizzing by
no one
read them, to be sure, but perhaps
the obliging conductor would stop the
train to accommodate an inqusitive

hotels for a night generally buy a cigar
or two before they leave town, and
they
need some inspiring literary food be
sides.
If an advertising agent wants your
business advertised in a fancy frame at
the depot, pay him about goo per cent
more than it is worth and let him
put it
there. When a man has three-quarters
of a second in which to catch a train,
he invariably stops to read depot advertisements and your card might take his
eye.—Detroit Free Press.

I

DR. J. F. TRUE &. CO.,
Auburn, Maine.

can

coming Conventions.

Elixir

as

indigestion, irritability, constipation, poor appetite peevishness, B
fevers, stomach and liver Lioubles.und worms it is um< puiled. I’arents K
of two generations have relied upon it. It restoiv
sound, vigorous
health when nothing else will. First it removes the cause, then
aids nature to repair the damage; builds anew the waste.
and sends a glow of health and vigor
'jmt enriches the blood
V* ever.v organ and tissue of the body. At all druggists, T.r.

CASTOR IA

me
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For

strung

year.—Leslie’s Monthly.
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in Detroit.

If the annual pill harvest of Detroit was
on thread, like Christmas
pop-corn,
the rope of pills would reach twice around
the earth, with enough over to tie in a bow
knot.
If this string of pills was cut in
pieces each of the 36,000,W0 women and
in
girls
America could have a different
necklace of pills for every day in the year,
with an extra long one for each Sunday.
Detroit produces 4,000,000,000 pills each

! Thirty Years

11 CASTORIA

aix-iu

average 12 months in regard to deaths,
[births and mmiages. In 1002 375 birili
107
ucath < ami 2ss mamage> were reported
|
Foi the past 12
i at the city clerk’s office.
months the figures were, 30!) births, 37!)
! deaths and 280 marriages. By comparing
these figures it will be seen that the year
1003 had six less births, 28 less deaths and
two less marriages.
an

Pills Made

|II

A perfect Remedy forConstipaHon Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

EXACT COPY OF WRA PPER.
Jii'

|

a

Rest.Contains neither H
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral. I
9
Not Narcotic.
ness and

1

Hon. A. R. Nickerson, commissioner of
sea and shore fisheries, says that the scourge
of the Maine seacoast just now is the dogfish,
which are so plentiful that they threaten
For Infants and Children*
to destroy the fisheries. “Never has there
been a year when they have been so plentiful
or staid so late as this year,” he said when
at the capitol last week.
“Within a week
a fishman set his trawls near Bristol and
got a dogfish on nearly every hook. If it
keeps on this way they will ruin everything in the fishing line. They are also destructive to lobsters.” The ground fisheries
How Not to Advertise.
were not as productive this year as last, a
fact which he ascribes to the dogfish. He
If you have goods to sell, advertise.
stated that the movement to secure a bounHire a man with a lampblack kettle
ty of five cents a head on dogfish from the
government was well underway on the and a brush to paint your name and
Maine coast and petitions to Congress were number on all the railroad fences. The
in circulation.
cars
so fast that

ter term.
In New Hampshire the Supreme Court
has held, in a case where a farmer was arrested by an over zealous warden for killing
a mink for destroying his chickens at a
time when it was unlawful to kill mink,
that a farmer had a perfect right at all times
to protect his property against any !wild
animals whatsoever. If there should be an
attempt in Maine to punish a farmer for
killing a deer destroying his crops, even
though in close time, there is no doubt
whatever but that the decision of the
Maine courts would be exactly the same as
the New Hampshire decision to which we
have referred.
But, of course, the farmer
would have to prove that his property was
in danger from his victim.—Bath Times.

a

The annual report of tire State commissioners of pharmacy shows that during the
past year 91 persons took the examinations
for registered pharmacists and five for
823. F 46 qualified assistants, and of this number 45
certificates were granted as registered pharmacist* and two as qualified assistants.
Fifty years ago, January 1st, the Northern Home Journal was first published in
Gardiner. The name was changed several
times and in February, 1893, the Daily Reporter-Journal was issued which now comT 798. F mences on its 51st year with hope that it
may live to finish another fifty years, and
increase in usefulness with its advancing
G 19-5
| years.
| The annual report of tire Cumberland
! County Treasurer James M. Thompson,
public Jan. 5th, shows that the conn| made
is in a very prosperous condition. There
125.29 ty
was an increase of .*17,000 in the lines
paid
i by liquor dealers and a reduction of .*l5.ooo
973. 11 j in the amount of county tax collected. Ail
| outstanding bonds have been retired, anil
; there is a sui plus over all liabilities of *127,K 63-5 187.
The county lias a cash balance of

great
and syndicates figures are available, and compares heard from. The exact number sold was
dve
those conditions with those of earlier 1,694. The sum of $33,000 has been turned
into the department. Most of this is for lia ith millions of acres of land, worth to
years, running back, where possible, to censes, $2,001 from registered guides and
E. M. C. Seminary, Bucksport.
the nation hundreds of millions of dolthe year 1800. The comparison in every the balance from fines.
ars. under a set of land laws, which, if
instance shows wonderful growth and
INSURANCE RECEIPTS.
School opened Dec. 29th with a good atthey could he seen in operation by the
The total receipts for 1903 in the State in- tendance, quite a number of new students
The
progress.
wealth
is
set
per
capita
surance
of
a
were
average citizen, would incite him to inpiesenting
stock companies

to receive

men

The books at the Bath city clerk’s office
for the year 1903 show 113 marriages, 225
births, 186 deaths, and 25 bodies brought
from out of towns for burial. In 1902 the
record was 99 marriages, 237 births, 173
deaths and 41 brought from out of town for
burial.
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Of the many popularity contests going on
THE LOBSTER FISHERY.
According to figures furnished by Hon. iu the country at present, The lioston HerA. If. Nickerson, commissioner of sea and ald has inaugurated the most novel and the
shore fisheries, there was packed in the
yet undertaken in the
State in the season of 1903a total of 1,181,170 largest proposition
newspaper world.
cases of sardines, an increase of 2,202 cases.
The Herald is going to send 100 persons
The total catch of lobsters in Maine for the
absolutely free for a ten days’ lark at the
year ending November 30, was 7,491,091, in- St. Louis World’s fair next summer. The
cluding in Cumberland, 302,034; York, 282,- voting began Jan. 1, and is by
coupons
600. The value of all the lobsters taken
printed daily in The Herald. The candiThe total catch falls behind dates
was $1,219,949.
are to be chosen from five classes, poof
1902
but
the
value
that
falls
by 690,650,
licemen, fireman, G. A. R. veterans, letter
short hut $6,618 owing to the higher prices. carriers
and sales-people. Three districts
The dill'erence in the total catch is accoun- in New
ted for by the loss of gear and pots during outside ofEngland, lioston, Massachusetts
Boston and New England outside
the severe storms which visited our coast. of
Massachusetts, each are to choose 25 faThe catch was divided among the different
vorites, five people from each class.
A unique feature of the scheme provides
I counties as follows:
Number
Value.
the sending of 25 additional persons, also
Washington.1,448.662
$218,680,00 free of charge, who will be named by the 25
| Hancock.1,714,IKK!
280,317,00 candidates receiving the highest total votes.
The Herald will send its party on a luxWaldo.1,126
211,00
Knox.1,901,971
308,330,00 urious train id' Pullman cars, and will pay
all
expenses for the grand excursion.
Lincoln.1,693,698
276,216,00
Sagadahoc.149,694
25,578,00
Cumberland.302,084
58,513,00
The Dog Fish Scourge.
York.282,600
52,104,00

In the year which closed Dee. 31st, the
State of Maine cleaned up the tidy sum of
$148,570 from its corporation business, a
sum total exceeding that of fast year by
$21,485. Ninety-five thousand, five hundred and seventy dollars comes from fees
paid for the organization of new corporations and for increase in the capital stock
of existing corporations, and $53,000 for
franchise taxes on corporations.

Always Bought

promotion iu the Boston police department
was Herbert E. Chapman, who was born in
Damariscotta, Me., in 1864. lie entered the
department in 1895 and is now promoted
from a patrolman to be an inspector.

Deland, Margaret.

Tracy,

The Kind You Have

a

One of the 12

Life of Robert Browning. 1903.
(English men of letters). B2-B8c
Craik, D. M. Mulock.
Adventures of a Brownie. 1900.
356.11
Crawford, Francis Marion.
Heart of Rome. A tale of the
“Lost Waters.” 1903.
C 85-12
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BETTER EDUCATION OF YOUTH.

For Infants and Children.

|

unusual accident. She was drowned
wash boiler containing three inches of
water. The child’s face was badly discolored bj washing fluid in the water.

G. K.

Dr. Lavendar’s people. 1903—
Du Chaillu, Paul Belloni.
The Viking age. 1890. 2 v.

CASTORIA

must

in

The returns are coming in at the office of
The wings of the morning. A
the State Superintendent of Schools under
T 07-1
story.
the “Act for the better education of youth,’’
chapter (is, passed by the last legislature. Ij Wesselhoeft, Lily F.
333.32
This is the act which provides that any
Jack, the lire dog.
youth residing with parent or guardian in White, (Stewart Edward.
any town which does not maintain a free
The magic forest. A modern
high school, may, when he shall be preW 58-3
fairy story.
pared, enter any secondary school in the
State.
In such case it is made mandatory Woodberry, George Edward,
for the town in which he resides to pay his i
Makers of literature. Essays... 801. W 8
tuition, not to exceed $30 annually, for anyone youth.
When any town is requested Wright, Mabel Osgood.
to pay such tuition the State reimburses it
Aunt Jimmy’s will. A story.
from the free high school fund for one-half
1903.
IV 93-3
the amount expended.
Nineteen towns
availed themselves of this law, among them
The Boston Herald Contest,
Montville, which receives $81.80 from the
State, and Waldo, $10.50.

is an optimist.
In the West the
banks are bursting with farmers’ money. The farmer lias luxuries such as
one would not have dreamed of
seeing
in a farmhouse 20 years ago. The farmer often lias a telephone iii his house.
His daughter has a piano, and goes, to
boarding school. The children have
am

Chesterton,

1903...

FOR

er

“I

active service on merchant
vessel and man-of-war

928. B

in

Fielding, Henry.

Mr. 'Wilson said furl her that the farmers of the West were never in such
easy circumstances: that on the Pacific
coast the story is the same, and that
the South is rapidly hecom ng as prosperous as those other sections of the
country which escaped the devastations
oi civil war.
When asked, as one acquainted with farmer conditions, as to
the prediction of hard times for next
year Mr. Wilson replied:
“There can be no hard times, such as
Mall street predicts, so long as the Totals.7,494,091 $1,219,948,00
crops do not fail. The American farmTHE CORPORATION BUSINESS.

bicycles.

Bates, William, editor.
The Maclise
portrait gallery of
illustrious men of letters. 1898.
Brooks, Elbridge Streeter.
The story of the American sailor

thirty ;
twenty.
forty-nine were married and eighteen ! Townsend, William John.
single; forty-one were natives of Maine I Robert Morrison, pioneer of Chi
and twelve were foreigners.
nese missions.

than those of the farm, which amount-

ed to $56,000,000, but when the farmer’s
part of the international commerce is
t.iv, building up dozens
the included the balance in our favor is
itt-s oi great feudal estates in
just about $367,000,000. Here you liave
ill out settlement and without
>.
the tremendous reserve sustaining powto
do
continue
will
it
seine-, just as
er of the farmers of this country.
They
with its "assignment clause” reeven
are the people who pay the foreign
onereduced
by
its
acreage
,-ovi .1 and
bondholders.
half.
‘T will tell you that the farmers are
The vital defect of the desert land
of the banks, the money
independent
remedied
he
act. and one which cannot
lenders or anybody else. They are prosthat i
the
fact
in
lies
except by repeal,
perous. In the East everybody can see
is re., residence and no home-making
it for himself. They are getting good
he
puted on the land. The land can
prices for their grain, hay. milk, butter,
„,ven a little water and made to procheese, fruits and other produce. Think
duce a crop of the wild grass growing of
the prices for eggs and poultry!
|
1
.... oiu without ploughing or cultivaThen they have the advantage over
is
te. o: other improvement, and this
their western brethren in not
having
u;

JAILS.

J

enor-

unbroken tracts, in many cases
as under the desert land act
: jo acre limit, have under each

s

THE

In spite of prohibitory notices, printed in
five languages, a man spat on the new tile
floor of the Kumford Falls post office the
other day and it cost him $8.41 in court.

New Books. January, 1904.

1903 liav'ng been the first year of more
Tom Jones. The history of a
general enforcement of the liquor law in
foundling. Edited for modern
the State there is much interest in the stareaders.
tistics of the business of the jails. There
were 487 prisoners in jail Dec. 1, 1902, as
Filippi, Filippo de.
against 459, Dec. 1, 1903. The whole number
The ascent of Mount St. Elias
for 1903 was 4,708. Of these 4,512 were males
by II. R. II. Prince Luigi Ameand 196 females.
The commitments for
drunkenness this year were 2,364 against
deo, Duke of the Abruzzi.
3,193 in 1902; for selling intoxicants, .’546
Translated by Linda Villari.
against 234 in 1902. The tramps committed
1900.
numbered 137; committed for non-payment
of fines, 1,360. Of the prisoners committed Garland, Hamlin.
544 were of foreign birth. Twelve escaped
Ilesper. A novel. 1903.
and seven were recaptured.
Regulation
suits are worn in all the counties except Gay, Sophie.
Marie de Mancini. A romantic
Lincoln and Somerset.
The counties in
which the prisoners labor are Audroscogepisode of the early years of
gin, Cumberland, Penobscot, Waldo and
Louis XIV.
York. The highest board paid is in Hancock and Piscataquis counties, $2.50 a week. Harper’s encyclopaedia of United
States history. 1902. 10 v.STATE PRISON STATISTICS.
Kirk, Ellen Olney.
are
Thirty-four persons
serving life senGood-bye, proud world.
tences for murder in the State prison at
Thomaston according to the annual report Lane, Charles Henry.
of Warden Hillman Smith.
All about dogs. 1900
636. L
During the
past year sixty-seven convicts were re- Lewis, Arthur W.
ceived, seventy-one were discharged by exLondon fairy tales.
398. L
piration of sentence, one died, four were M........
it.
pardoned. The largest mini tier of prisoners
:1 t M 11 V flllh tillia ll-I
1 ID)
fill. _IV«.»1 loci
M 37-2
Holt.of Heathfield. A novel—
her 155, and the average daily number k;k. I
The largest number committed, 11, was for Overton, Gwendolen.
Ov 2
breaking, entering and larceny. The larg- | The captain’s daughter.
est number, 21, were committed from Cum- i Ray, Anna Chapin.
berland county, while Oxford and Franklin
R 2-5
Nathalie’s chum.
counties furnished one each. Of those comR 2-8
Ursula’s freshman..
mitted seven were between the ages of fifty i
and sixty; ten between forty and lifty Tolstoi, Lyot' N. Count.
years; eighteen between thirty and forty
Childhood, boyhood, youth.897. T 5-1
years; twenty-eight between twenty anil
What to do?. 897. ri 3-2
four under
Of the number

commutation clause,
icitefl

us

THE BUSINESS OF

MAINE NEWS ITEMS.

LIBRARY.

4,907 Campbell, Walter Douglas.
1,669
Beyond the Border. Fairy tales
5,569
told in the twilight.
2,456
28,202 Chambers, Robert W.
Outdoorlaud. A story for chil2,576
1,793
dren. 1902
25,434

Randolph.

actual settlers.

acres

From Reports of State Officials.
The annual report of Justin M. Leavitt,
iquor commissioner, shows a big increase
n the amount of liquor sold, the aggregate
raving been $117,351, which is nearly double
hat of former yeais. In 1901 the total of
Commissioner Wakefield's sales was $08,860
md the sales for 1902 were about the same.
The value sold each agency in 1903 was as
follows:
Auburn. $15,837
liath.
5,234

gleanings

BELFAST

Fresh Roasted Peanuts.

man

6. B MARSANO
TWO STORKS, 98 & 109 High Street

This

Handsome

Couch

Given with $16 assortment of Soaps. Extracts.
Spices, Tea. Coffee, Cocoa, Toilet Goods and
Standard Groceries.
Send at once for our big catalogue of

..FOR.

200 OTHER PREMIUMS.

Home

Supply Co,

The Republican Journal 1 year, $2.00
Everything is in a name when it come to
N. Y. Tribune Parmer I year,
1.00
The Time to Buy Real Estate.
Witch Hazel Salve. E. C. DeWitt & Co. of AT THE BULL’S HEAD,SOUTH END
Chicago discovered some years ago how to
SALE AND COMMISSION STABLES,
$3.0 I
make a salve from Witch Hazel that is a
If it is true, as stated, that the building of
120 DOVER STREET, BOSTON, MASS.,
for Piles.
For blind, bleeding,
the electric railroad from Rockland to this specific
itching and protruding Piles, eczema, cuts,
CORNER OF WASHINGTON STREET,
Both papers will be sent, to different
place, Owl’s Head, Crescent Beach, etc., is burns, bruises
and all skin diseases DeWE HAVE
now assured, this is the time to buy' real
Witt’s
Salve has no equal. This has given
addresses
if requested, for fj.oo in adestate here. It may be obtained at present
rise to numerous worthless counterfeits. 100 Head
vanee.
Address
at very reasonable prices, and, as soon as
Horses
Ask for DeWitt’s—the genuine. Sold by
the railroad is completed, or even when the
REP. JOUR. PUB. CO
R. 11. Moody.
in matched pairs, weighing from 2000 lbs. to
construction is actually begun, it will more
3300 lbs., suitable for farmers, lumbermen,
than double in value. This has always been
in
Belfast, Maine.
for
most
busifact,
loggers,
any
express,
A Card.
the case wherever roads of the kind have
ness.
We have on hand the best lot of secbeen built.—South Thomaston Correspon30 MEN to learn to
ond-hand horses in Massciuissetts for sale at
tAJ
A
Ainrim
1
We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to
| CU ! last, edge-trim, and
all times, 300 from a well-known lee Co. to be
dence Rockland Opinion.
refund the money on a 50-cent bottle of
edge-set. McKay sewing, fair-stitching, heelsold. Each and every horse hitched and pullThis applies as well to real estate on the Greene’s Warranted
si
also 30 young women,
if
aving,
and
not
as
bottom-finishing;
Syrup of Tar if it fails
refunded,
represented money
to learn cylinder-vamping, top stitching, tiped ; we have some that can step very fast. 5
line of the proposed electric road between to cure your cough or cold. We also guarstitching, under-trimming, lining-making and
minutes’ ride from north and south stations.
antee
a 25-eent bottle to prove satisfactory
Belfast and Camden and which will certaintable work. Plenty of shoes to work on amt day
or money refnnded.
M. E. SULLIVAN, Boston, Mass.
6mo. 45
and evening school. W. E STEINHOBN, gas
ly be built at an early day.
A. A. Howes & Co.
W. 0. Poor & Son.
Tel. 641-4 Tremont.
2wl
Center Street, Brockton, Mass.
4w l
What*8 in

a

Name?

Young (sSandu)

large proportion of the people can journey to the ocean—on foot if need be—
to worship the saint in a fit and becoming manner. Of course it is made a
legal holiday, for nobody dreams of
working at such a time. With the first
peep of dawning all the bells are rung,
and in every church the usual six
o'clock mass is celebrated. The largest
sanctuary in the place has been decorated beforehand for the occasion, with
Mags and Mowers and votive offerings
around the shrines of the holy fisherman.
At ten a. m. the people congregate, and a procession is formed to
march down to the ocean. A life-sized

COAST TOWNS OF CHILI.
the AGRICULTURAL SECTION OF THIS
LONG AND NARROW COUNTRY.

Special Correspondence
1\ uAiii AXo,

turning

of Tile

Journal.]

Chili, Dec. 3,

1903.

from Crusoe’s Island to Tal-

limano, about midway down the coast
this long and narrow country, stretclinbbon-like along the southern Pair 1 find so much of novelty and inlost here the impulse is strong to
p for a time. Though the northern
f of the republic is richer in minerami large cities, tiie central and
athern portions comprise nearly all
agricultural area, which will insure

:

THE CHICAGO TRAGEDY.
A MAINE

MAN'S EXPERIENCE IN THE
IROQUOIS THEATRE FIRE.

Augusta,

Jan. 6. Francis M. Peaks
letter this afternoon from
his father, Col. J. B.
Peaks, railroad
commissioner, who, with his brother-inlaw, was one of those having uarrow
?sP?P.es from the Iroquois theatre fire
T,ieletter says in part:
in.ViMlca^°'
1 he scenes were too horrible for
description, yet I did not see, I presume, a tenth part of the fearful efforts of the crazed and maddened
throng to escape from a horrible death.
\Y e had seats on the fioor in the
eighth
row from the stage, and about
midway
from side to side of the theatre. The
capacity was less than 1700, I am told,
yet it is said over 2200 tickets had been
sold. I know that when we went into
the theatre ‘standing room*
only w*as
being sold at the ticket office.
“YVe took our seats just as the orchestra commenced the overture. Twothirds of the audience seemed to be
women and children.
1 saw but few
men m front of us.
The first act went
off with a jolly eclat.
The audience
seemed to appreciate to the fullest the
catchy music and the holiday spirit of utes.”
the play.
Y oung women and children
all about us applauded
enthusiastically
and seemed especially merry and hap'received

figure richly dressed,
representing the apostle Peter, is carried at the head of the procession with
vinauent prosperity after the gold
great pomp and ceremony. Arrived at
silver and nitrate and guano of the
the water’s edge, the image is placed in
wax

cits in the north are exhausted.
In
M-enical point of view the south is
uinly to he preferred, with its lofty

or

wooden

boat and held over the sea, and at
Talcahuano it is rowed all around the
bay, while priests bless the waters that
*ii it a ins, great rivers, green valleys,
they may produce fish abundantly.
dark forests, where dwell the yet
Those who expect to reap the reward
mineral Araucamans—the bravest of this
saintly patronage, the poor fishalls in South America. All the coal
ermen, are highly taxed to pay for the
hid is found in the south, (which
a

performance.

from SAT to s30 per ton), and all
imlier: and though it has neither a
ago nor a Valparaiso, the city of
o ption is not a great way behind,
a reckoned third in size in the re■o while Valdivia, Linaries, Coro-

Pone,

short, its southern half is to Chili
tlie great west is to the United
os. and is a comparatively new posbeen part of Patagonia
recent period, when that terri-

having

a

less than ten thousand dollars

divided between Chili and the

was

entitle

bay

carrying passengers

Republic.
or

<

opposite side of the bay,
Poe-nay, accenting the

the

oueepeion

is

seems

about six

strange that

across

so

the

a

“The curtain had been rung down upon
the first act before an audience of delighted people. The second act was begun. The scenery was gorgeous, the
music delightful, the costumes magnificent. A double quartette of male and
female voices commenced to sing “In
the Moonlight.’’ I was looking at the
moon showing just above the clouds in
the scenery, when, at the left of the
stage, about two-thirds up from the
fioor, I noticed a little puff of flame. It
seemed to go out, but sparks kept falling to the floor, I was somewhat startled but kept my seat. It flashed again, a
little further up, and I became aware
that the scenery was on fire.
reopie grew uneasy. L feared a panic,
so I stood up and said to those about
us, ‘Don’t be alarmed, this will be out
in a moment.’ William also said to
those in front of him, ‘It is better to be
calm and not create a panic.”
“One woman sitting in front of us, a
lady of some 60 years of age, who apparently had a party of young girls in
charge, behaved heroically. She had
risen from her seat, but'on hearing
William’s reassuring words she called
to her young ladies with a smile I shall
never forget, and said: “Now be cool
and keep your wits and we shall get out
safely.’ (I afterwards had the satisfaction of seeing these women go out of
the theatre ahead of me). By this time
the scenery was well aflame on the left
hand side of the stage, but we felt no
heat from it.
“Some of the stage hands were attempting to lower the asbestos curtain,
but it would not lower. It stuck on its
way down and they could not move it.
Eddie Foye, the comedian of the play,
with sparks and portions of the burning
scenery falling upon him, stepped to the
front of the stage and said something
which 1 could not understand. By this
time every person who had been sitting
in front of us had gone out into the
aisle and were pushing their way to the
back of the theatre.
The confusion
was indescribable.
“The screams of the women, the
cries of the children and the stampede
of the whole audience created a bedltim
of the entire place. The stage was all
on tire and burned like a dry brush pile.
Up to this time William and I had not
left our seats. Though we had not exchanged a word we seemed to be of one
mind, that we would not get into the
vortex and have our lives crushed out
in the mad frenzy.
Suddenly, as
though some one had opened wide a
door in the rear, the wind blew the
tlames out from the stage into the
theatre so that our faces were burned
and our clothes were scorched.
“1 said to William. ‘We can’t stay
I looked behind me
here any longer.’
and to my amazement saw the seats

year

bay.

It

much of the bus-

wide, and is iness on Chili’s coast is in the hands of
ai rone one nears more
mills the best and safest for large foreigners,
-'(■Is on the coast of Chili. The port English, French and German spoken
frequently, when
; m ahuano occupies its southwest than Spanish; and
with the villages of Tone, Liri- wrestling with the native dialect iu an
aml Teuco on the east, the island effort to buy something, you are sur■
juiriguina at the entrance, and the prised by tbe question, “Don’t you
rtant city of Concepcion
only speak English, madame?” They make
miles
reached
inland,
ty
by rail- barrels in Pone, and wine, whiskey and
o in a few moments.
The name of brandy to till them; also Hour, brick, tilport, by the way, is pronounced as ing and an excellent quality of woolen
tiled Thal-cah-whan-oh, accented cloth. The bathing is said to be excepthird syllable. Viewed from the tionally good, but there are no bath
"f a steamer the village presents houses, and I am informed that it is
lutiful appearance: hut, like other the custom for parties coming here to
American coast towns, 'tis dis- bring along small tents, in which mattends enchantment. Its pictur- ters of dress may be adjusted; or matchurcli spire forms a conspicuous ters of undress, rather, for strollers on
long by

'■

four miles

e

toward which ships steer to an- the beach at almost any hour may see
and a wooden pier juts far men, women and children disporting
in the water in a
nto the
hay. There is a large themselves gleefully
nude condition, who appear
perfectly
in arsenal, a seamen’s
a
hospital,
■d station on a lookout hill: and at neither startled nor embarrassed by
western end of the village, elose the gaze of beholders.
tce.

the sea. is a handsome
from

which

mii south, thus

trains

railway

run

both

bringing the port

i

communication with the in- !
There are government works in !
mi where repairing to the ma- ;

n

et

nf vessels can be

v
m

that the
rages

a

effected, and 1
yearly shipping in the

thousand vessels. About

ago Talcahuano was entire-

.ns

"yed by an earthquake. After
shakmg-up the inhabitants,
i' ly
for themselves, Med en
*

the low hills behind the town;
that vantage ground, with

m
a

trembling

eni

so

that it was

;

The city of Concepcion, formerly
named Peneo, was situated on the eastern side of the bay; but its repeated
destruction by the sea, earthquakes and
the Araueanian Indians, finally drove
miles inland,
tbe inhabitants nine
where they located the present city
upon the northern bank of the river
Bio-Bio, a large, navigable stream. Old
Penco, as tbe former town is now
called, possesses peculiar interest from
its historical associations, for it was
here that Pedro de Valdivia first raised
tlie Cross of Spain in Southern Chili, in
the year l.V>0. All that is now to be

;
violently be- j seen of its former greatness are the reimpossible to mains of an ancient fort, or water-bat-

tery, with walls six feet thick and of
great extent. On the facade the Spanish coat of arms, covering a space eight
i feet square, is cut iu stone.
The road
J from Talcaluiano to Concepcion travI erses a sandy plain, dotted here and
there by bushes and dwarf trees. As
the traveler approaches he sees what at
first appears to be a few scattered huts
at the base of a range of sand-hills and
not far off the mighty Bio-Bio; and is
amazed to find himself almost immediately afterwards in the midst of a city
of 20,000 people, it was noon when we
reached Concepcion, and iu passing
through a long street to our hotel we
saw only three animated objects—a
muleteer, a boy and a donkey. It was
dusty stieets are generally the siesta hour, and the whole city was
eiitless, and there is one plaza, asleep; and in broad day, among thouif you share the native fond- sands of human beings, utter silence
: that kind of
amusement—you rpians Thp hnt.pl tn ivhin.h ivt» u'cra
about among peons, dogs, directed is quaint enough to merit
and tleas, and behold frowzy description. There is a passage in the
sitting in their doorways strum- center, through which donkeys, laden
with wood, bags of water, sacks of coal,
pun guitars.
which is baskets of vegetables, dead pigs, sheep,
ng the summer-time
■ ter of
our latitude you know) etc., are driven on their way to the
it is a great resort for whale, kitchen.
The only room to sit in is the
though they are now much less dining room, which is floored with
is than
formerly; and then the brick and has a bar of liquors in one
abound with drunken sailors, corner. All the bed-rooms open on the
>■
sure to be found in some sort central court, and if you are partial to
irbance. Here, as at Valparaiso, light and air enough to keep a door or
standing the long pier, ships are window open, their interiors may be
d unladen by means of launches. scanned at leisure by all the neighbors.
That the quaint old city has made
men are a distinctive class of
" ho follow no other business
many advances in civilization the folin-ration to generation. A launch lowing true story will show: A little
near the beach and then forced more than 40 years ago, a beautiful
1 stern
foremost, as far as the girl, whose parents were among the
t water will
permit; and then wealthiest citizens of Concepcion, marnaked, except for a piece of ried the son of another equally promi"ut the loins and sometimes a nent family, and the pair settled down
t, wade through the surf car- to housekeeping with flattering prosudes ashore, no matter what pects of future happiness.
Children
from a box of candles to a came to the casa, and for a few years
■l-’e.
Their muscular frames be- their domestic felicity was undisturbed.
"iiderfully developed by this Then the demon of jealousy took pos'•xercise, and it is astonishing session of the wife (whether on reasonat rapidity they perform the able grounds, I do not know); and one
night, while the husband slept,"~she

plight, they beheld

an awful
receded a long distml then advanced in three sucwaves -each an unbroken wall
r thirty feet in height,
dragging
i: >m their anchors and dashing
them far inland; then the subof the billows swept houses
eir foundations and bore away
iins, together with Hocks and
leaving the town site desolate
ii'pty, the citizens homeless and
stricken. Talcahuano has now
ilation of 5,000 or so, and, like
< hilian
villages, is mostly built
he. though there are a few brick
line houses in the place belonging
man and English residents.
Its

l iit" ocean

I1
k""

,

^

■

a

danger that we cannot
see.
The danger of
being run-down by

a

horse is a very real
one to everybody, the
danger of being mur-

dered by a microbe
does not trouble us.
And yet the minute microbe ia more dangeroua
than the wildest horse.
The only people who can
afford not to fear the microbes of disease are those
who keep their blood pure
and rich. These are practically immune from the
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you 10 per cent or more
anything you buy in our line.

And tlie Influence It May Have in Maine
Politics.
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Atlantic
to

almost unbearable as it would itch so,” writes
Mr. John Larison, of 115 Powhattan St.. Dallas,
Texas.
I concluded to
try Dr. Pierce’s Golden
Medical Discovery, and after using five bottles
found that I was'entirely cured. Please accept
many thanks.”
no substitute for " Golden Med-

fail

to

Atlantic

Accept

Range.
is

IMPOSSIBLE.

Ranges
Always Bake.

MANUFACTURED

IPORTLAICD

BY

STOVE FOUftERY, PC RTL Ar' D MAINE.

WRIGHT &hHALL, Opera House Block, Belfast, Sole Agents.
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Atlantic

Ranges,

I

OF AN

Bake

PRACTICALLY

as

1111s lniormamorning contemporary.
tion is interesting from a purely journalistic standpoint, inasmuch as it is
expected that both newspapers will be
improved and their already high standards as purveyors of the news and
moulders of opinion surpassed, but far
more so on account of the political
significance of the transaction, involv-

♦

X

THERE Is A FEELING

scrofula, eczema, boils, pimples
and other eruptive diseases which are
caused by impure blood.
■»
"I had been troubled for.about four years with
eczema, or a skin disease, which at times was

ical Discovery.” There is nothing "just
good for diseases of the blood.
Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets cure constipation and its consequences.

J

♦

E. P. FROST, 74 MAIN STREET.

j;

cures

[From the Hath Daily Times.]
Authoritative announcement was
made last week, not only of the acquisition of the Portland Press, to
which we have already referred, by a
new corporation controlled by Hon.
Joseph H. Manley and his friends, but
of the further acquirement by the
same gentlemen of the Portland Advertiser, which it is expected will soon
issue from the same plant with its

♦

I

•

can save
°n

attacks of most microbes.
Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovert purifies and enriches the blood, and
gives the body a vigorous vitality. It
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Furnaces and Parlor Stoves
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ing the Governorship of the State and
representation of Maine in the

the

United States Senate.

EVERY

EVERY

WIDE-AWAKE

UP-TO-DATE

FARMER

FARMER

lion. Joseph II. Manley, as we have
said, is a prominent member of the
new corporation.
Mr. Manley is a candidate for Governor and has also been
said to have Senatorial aspirations.
The Press was his most outspoken and
who is interested in the news of his
persistent opponent and by purchase
town and county should subscribe for a
lie has made that sheet his leading and
influential advocate.
The head of the
new company is Hon. Henry B. Cleaves,
Good Local
a former Governor who is still a power
in Maine politics and who is credited
On the
with a desire to supersede Hon. Eugene man or accuracy of the statement that a young Weekly Newspaper
woman with ability anil practical knowl- i
Hale as United States Senator. The edge of commercial affairs
lias little trouble in
to keep him in touch with the doings of
control of two of the most influential getting a situation.
his neighbors, the home markets, and
organs in Maine by these gentlemen
Get
a Business Education
can be easily seen to be worthy of
all items of interest to himself and
more than a passing thought.
by taking a course along with your needs by family.

You Can Bank

attending

NEEDS

A

High-Class

Agricultural Weekly
to give him the experience of others in
all the advanced methods and improvements which are an invaluable aid in
securing the largest possible profit from
the farm, and with special matter for
every member of his family.

The New-York

generally believed that Manbe the next Governor, but it is
ley
The
said that if lie becomes convinced that
such is the case lie will throw the
KKI.KASI', >1 A1\K.
weight of his by no means unconsidNew-York City,
erable influence for Hon. Charles 11.
Belfast, Me ,
Prescott of Biddeford, who is also in
will post you every week on all impor
the field, and against lion. William T.
will admirably supply your wants for
Cobb of Rockland, who is the choice of
taut agricultural’topics of the day, and
the good mother, gives timely warning
Nature,
and
a
welcome
visinews
prove
county
Sagadahoc County and all tiiis section
show you how to make money from the
of Maine and who has been generally of every illness Depression, failing appetite, tor in every household.
farm.
indigestion,
chilliness,
lagging
footsteps, pale
selected as the probable successor of
Governor Gill.
A contemporary as- anti sallow skin, blotches, constipation, foul
Regular Price, $2.CO Per Year.
Regular Price, $1.00 Per Year
coated
breath,
head
and back and
tongue,
aching
serted the other day that the Times
has been up to this time the only daily limbs, jumpy nerves—all these are Nature's
in the State openly backing Cobb. We warnings that you are in low condition.
Don’t wait until you cough, uniil grip, pneuBoth of ihese papers one year for $2.CO if you. send \our
do not expect to be alone in this regard
! long, and when the time comes the pop- monia, rheumatism, neuralgia, and other dread order with the
money to
ular Rocklander will scarcely lack plen- winter diseases clutch you—Nature warns. The
time is now:
of
inty
newspaper support.
Many
The Republican Journal Pub. Co., Belfast. Me.
Dr. Parker’s Tonetic Tablets are the best tonic
fluential weeklies have been for him
j
and restorative ever made. They are the reliable
since
his
Send your name and address to Thk Xeiv-Yobk Tumi m F.uoiki;. New
was announced.
candidacy
j
prescription of New York’s highest physician. York
empty and the people struggling in We advocate Cobb because we like his Being m tablet form
City, for free sample copy.
they cannot contain alcohol.
aisles. We jumped to the tops of the cleanliness and honesty, admire his
The floor was strewn with ability, and believe that Maine could They cannot give you a habit. Each package
seats.
not honor a more deserving son with contains two medicines. The Liveroid Tablets
clothing of all kinds.
$4* >4♦'-K?-4*
the liver and bowels gently, but effectivePer
“Furs, capes, coats and hats were the Governorship. Such advocacy can- purge
cur constipation, biliousness and headaches
left in confusion. We walked on the not fail to have more weight than that ly,
and put you in condition to be instantly benefited
backs of the seats to the rear of the of any newspapers any candidate may
theatre and instinctively started for purchase, and when it comes to the by Dr. Parker’s Tonetic Tablets. These make
the main exit, (horrible misnomer). But ballot, the considerations which have the blood rich and red, increase the circulation,
ah! What a sight. For some reason actuated the Times will operate in the stimulate the appetite, cure indigestion and bring
there were no lights and I could see conventions and at the polls, where to normal action the stomach, liver, bowels and
only the light from the burning scenery money, although it has some influence, kidneys.
Un all sales from our
is by no means an equal antagonist !
This combined treatment builds up all the
which showed diagonally across.
large sto k of...
“The exit was choked with bodies for personal popularity or honest con- bodily functions and puts you in prime condition
to pass a healthy, wholesome and happy winter.
piled six or eight deep where mature viction.
Each box contains 50 Tonetic Tablets for
women, young women, girls and chilBody,
dien had been tumbled into a heap at
As for the Senatorsliip, many con- Blood and Nerves, and a small box of Liveroid
what seemed to me to be a landing at sider that it is undesirable to make Tablets for Liver and Bowels. 50 cents a box or
of some stairs, and any change, so long as Hale and
the
bottom
Frye 6 boxes for $2.50. At all druggists or the Dr.
hundreds were jumping upon and are able and willing to continue their Parker Medicine Co., 51-53
Exchange St., Portclimbing over them, only to increase valuable services. Leaving personal and, Maine, U. S. A.
the horror and the impossibility of considerations out of the question, it
.AN I)_
Igetting out.
must be admitted that Maine’s influji bUUlU BCC UU
111 1/11(11/ U11CCence in the councils of the nation rests
tion unless I trampled upon the bleed- chiefly on the shoulders of these staling foims of these women and children, wart parliamentary veterans. JJo man.
and I involuntarily turned back, say- whatever his abilities, could
hope to
ing to myself, ‘I am too old now to achieve except in years the influence
die the coward,’
wielded in Washington by the present
and everything else usually
'T saw things there that are too aw- Maine Senators. Maine’s prestige in
We are getting our catalogue ready for
found in a well-appointed
fill to believe. I saw one man kick an- the House, though it is no doubt being
other who was in his way, when each gradually recovered, is not and cannot next season's distribution and now is the
Drug Store.
was endeavoring to assist some loved
be expected to be soon what it was be- time to list your property with us.
REone from that human death trap. I saw fore the
great quartette composed of MEMBER it costs you nothing unless we BKST QUALITY OF
men strike each other and women catch
Reed, Dingley, Milliken and Boutelle
each other by the hair in their agonized began to break up. Since, therefore, SELL your property. We advertise YOUR
We carry
efEorts to free themselves from the we have in the Senate two men who property with OUR money. Come in and
crowd. Awful as this is to relate it is are among the most honored by and let us tell
A good line of
you how we can get you a CASH
nevertheless probable that those very influential among their colleagues, it
customer.
5:Jtf
persons were for the time bereft of rea- would seem decidedly inexpedient to
LADIES,
son, and knew nothing but the instinc- dispense with the services of either so
HOLMES A WEST.
tive law of self-preservation.
Marked down from 60 cents to
long as their estimable service is to be
“As I turned back from this scene of had.
NOTICE. The subscriber
Both, unfortunately, are getting
MISSES and
hereby gives notice that she has been duly
horror I heard William saying to me: along in years, and the interference of ADMINISTRATRIX’S
administratrix of the estate of
‘This way, 1 think there is an exit on Nature to retire them is all too immi- appointed
ELLISON F. BROWN, late of Lincoln ville,
the other side.’ I followed him across nent, though it
may yet be delayed in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
CHILDREN’S
the threatre where we found an exit some
years.
Perhaps the reported as- bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
into
an
This
exit
at
that
opening
alley.
pirations of Manley and Cleaves con- are
time was not blocked at all. In fact, cern only the time when Maine shall and desired to present the same for settlement,
all indebted thereto are requested to make
William and I were, I think, the last be forced to choose a new Senator. We payment immediately.
two persons who went out of the lower hope that that is the case,
EMMA A. BROWN.
although
Lincoln ville, December 8,1903.—3w63
floor of the theatre except those who either of them, without
doubt, is well
were struggling in the exit near the equipped for the Senatorial duties and
main entrance.
DRUGGISTS.
dignities.
"As 1 followed William out of the
theatre 1 took a last look at the burning stage. The roar of the fire was
The Value of Farm Crops.
SLEIGHS!
via Savannah Line
Some odds and ends for
something awful. The flames seemed
to be bellowing out their fearful wrath
The linal crop estimates of the Bu- To Savannah, Jacksonville, St. Augustine
!
from the stage, and leaping to the bal- reau of Statistics of the
sale now very cheap.
Department of
conies, as if they were determined to Agriculture for the year 1903 give and all Southern points. For rates and inISAAC S. STAPLED, BROOKS,
visit their terrible vengeance upon the *2,534,187,307 as the
formation apply to
ORRIN
J.
DICKEY,
aggregate value of
$
Has a new lot of sleighs just finished and
poor victims confined there.
the chief farm products of the country;
4» •■•I* ■•!•<♦ 4**>4*
Belfast, Me., or
“The shrieks above me were benumb- not
J. M. KEELY, Trav. Pass’r Agent,
FOR SALE.
including cotton, which would raise
47tf
ing No words can tell of them, and the total sum considerably above three
3m45*
208 Washington St., Boston
now as the door opened, and I could
billion dollars.
The crops thus estifeel the delicious atmosphere from the
mated, in the order of their value, are
Our Clubbing Offer.
We have just
outside, I was inclined to go back and corn, hay, wheat, oats, potatoes, barley,
try to help some less fortunate victim tobacco, flaxseed, rye and buckwheat. made a new contract with the publishers of
to safety, but I saw no one on the floor The
place of cotton, if included, would the New York Weekly Tribune, under
Don’t put your carriage away; bring it to
of the theatre. I could not get into be second in the
me now.
I am thoroughly equipped to do
list, between corn and which we are able to furnish that paper
the balconies if I would. I could not hay.
the very best work in
that out, the total value and The Republican Journal each one year
Leaving
even see into them, as 1 was beneath
of farm crops is less than that of last for 82. This offer is
open to all, whether
them.
TREATS ALL DOMESTIC ANIMALS.
year by $24,000,000, and the quantity is old or new subscribers, who
CARRIAGE
“So I went out of the building and here smaller in
pay for The Offices 61 High Street and over
Moody’s Drug
considerably
greater
propor- Journal one
The regular
year in advance.
again was an appalling sight. Scores of tion, that difference being partly made
Store. Telephone 19-3 at both offices.
bodies lay upon the ground, some lifeup by higher prices for most of the price of the New York Weekly Tribune is
SIGN
less, others writhing in agony. I saw products. There was a diminished area 81 a year, and it is one of the best farm
bodies, mostly of women, falling from of corn, wheat and oats and a more and home papers published. We can also
above us. We hugged the wall of the
Piano Polishing and Fancy Staining
largely diminished yield, but though furnish the New York Tri-Week ly Tribune
I".he undersigned, having been a member of the
building to avoid being struck by them these crops were not wholly up to “the
and also to keep from stepping on those record” in none is there a serious defi- and The Republican Journal each one year W. F. Curtis Co., a corporation ora copartnership,
Of all kinds. A trial will satisfy you. Call
for 82.50. The Tri-Weekly Tribune is as and having withdrawn from the same, hereby give
at our shop, just above Dunbar's Stable.
which had already fallen.
this public notice and statement of the above
ciency.—N. T. Journal of Commerce.
“The fire escapes from the balconies
good as a daily paper and better than many fact, as I disclaim any personal liability of any
name or nature, bv reason of my associawere high, narrow and dark and in the
dally papers. Besides all the telegraphic kind,
H. H. HADDOCKS,
tion with said W. F. Curtis Co and claim no
crowd many women were pushed over
news it contains much general matter of further profits or benefits which
might accrue
while others jumped to the ground befrom
the
same
CHARLES
BEAL.
interest and is handsomely illustrated.
Tb» fuww Kttto pH*
Frankfort, December 23,1803.—53
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ATTENTION !

VETERINARIAN.

PAINTING,

still young and handdragged, screaming, to the

“Hill of Death,” or place of public execution. There, according to her sentence, she was shot; and then her yet

NOTICK

warm body was sewn
up in a sack, together with living snakes and rats, and

Fannie B. Ward.

We seldom fear

One Hundred Farms

was

sunk in the middle of the Bio-Bio.

< ►

J

ountry in the neighborhood of deliberately poured a kettle of boiling
amply rewards cultivation, water over his face and head. After a
"in of the
valleys back of Con- few hours of horrible torture, he died;
are said to be
among the rich- and so did she, seven days later, in a no
!
the world. All kinds of
Though her
fruits, less shocking manner.
and vegetables are
produced in father offered the whole of his wealth
"tiiee; beef, mutton, pork and to save her life, and tendered the govare well fattened and
cheap, ernor a million dollars in gold, the
woman—who

J3

E. P. FROST’S, 74 Main St.
All dollar goods at 90 cents or less.
All 50 cents goods at 45 cents or tt-ss.
All 25 cents goods at 23 cents.
Boys’ Suits at $1.50 and upwards.
Youths’ Suits at $3.00 and uptvards.
Bargains in Men’s Suits and Overcoats at $4.00, $5.00,
$6.00, $7.00 and upwards.
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some—was
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CASH DISCOUNT

i tmer

!t can
be netted in incredible
’from the beach at Hood-tide,
ttie fisheries reminds me
i’eter’s day, which is made a
'"'sta in all the coast ti^vns of
I'eter was a fisherman,
you
and this
country has a great
n|fieB of sea shore, while its
st width is not so
wide but that a

A

f
f

Clolljr, Hats, Capa, Mrwear, Etc.,

Cent.

■

!

a

iiThe Great Reduction Sale off

py-

(pronounced
final syllable', is a favorite summer resort for the people of this section. A
tiny steamboat, fifty feet long by fifteen wide, with a canvas awning to
protect the passengers from sun and
rain, plies continually between Talcahuano and Pone. It was bought one
day by an energetic German, for what
loose change lie happened to have in
his vest pocket, and now he realizes no

Imperial and other growing towns
already of considerable importance,

m,

on

low. It was not four o’clock in the
afternoon but in that narrow alley between high buildings, with the smoke
pouring from the windows to add to the
gloom, it seems to me as I think of it
now to have been as dark almost as
night. VVe made our way as quickly as
possible to the street, urged on by the
firemen who were endeavoring to lay a
line of hose through the alley.
‘‘The whole experience 1 have detailed from the time we saw the first
flame did not exceed seven minutes. I
do not think it exceeded five minutes.
The tragedy in the balconies I cannot
tell you of because I did not see it. I
I feel as it is that I
am glad I did not.
never can be entirely relieved of that
hideous nightmare.
“For two hours afterward policemen
and firemen were occupied in the removing the crushed and mangled
No one
bodies from those balconies.
can even imagine the sufferings of the
between
thick
walls
people imprisoned
of brick on the one side and a roaring
sheet of flame on the other.
“J can tell you only of my own experience. Of the rest you can read and
You cantry to imagine for yourself.
not of course appreciate their situation
as I do, for I can never tell, and 1 shall
never try to tell, what I endured in
mind during those few fateful min-

I
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this decision

arrived at after some
discussion, when a motion to send the
usual laurel wreath was “overwhelmingly voted down." The president and
members of the chapter refused to
give further information, but the Savannah News volunteers this statewas

ment:
CHAIM.I s A

PH.SBUHY,|

Sciim'Uii'tmx
SI 00 for mx
An\

Kiirisi.Nu

It was said that the reason given was
that Gen. Longstreet had disregarded
His life
Tkhms: In advance,f2.00 a year; orders on the field of battle.
montlis; no cents lor three months. ! after the cessation of hostilities was
Thuis: For one square, one inch not
permitted to figure in the discus-

BusS^Manager.

length in column, 75 cents for one week, ami
eei11 s for each subsequent insertion.

25

sion when the vote was taken.

This makes a bad matter worse. It
dollars to doughnuts that those
Daughters of the Confederacy refused
to honor one of their most gallant deWhy fiot ask Henry Loomis Nelson, fenders
simply because after sheathing
the Boston Herald’s oracle, to settle
his sword he emphasized his renewed
ttie eastern question?
allegiance to the Union by affiliating
The Massachusetts Democratic State with the Republican party. Because of
committee has declared unanimously that they would smirch the record of
for Richard Oltiey as a Presidential one of the South’s ablest and bravest
candidate.
generals, a soldier whose valor wa3
never before questioned, and who lias
A decrease of $ll,000,u00 in the public
ever commanded the respect of those
debt for December is one of the Repubwho met him on the field of battle.
lican surprises that gratify the country
THE CHURCHES.
from time to time.

The Lewiston Sun is for “Boothby
and resubmission.”

“captains
industry’’ :?) ttie steel trust, ship•buiiding trust and eoal oil magnates,
Those who think ttiat the

of

is

Rev. George S. Mills, pastor of the Congregational church, has had a call from the
Second Congregational church in Benning-

and elect a President of the ton, Vermont.
Christian Science services
ailed States reckon without the peo-

can name
1

held at No.

Cedar street at 11 o’clock every Sunday
morning, Rev. Henry S. Fiske, first reader.

5.")

V’-c
_

apology is tine to Mr. Carnegie for
slip of the lien which credited him
with endowing colleges and libraries at
Ai

a

the expense of the consumers of kerosene. Rockefeller is the “oil king," and
he is just now levying heavy tribute upon

are

ins

subjects.

‘Among the soldiers, orators, statesmeu and Christian gentlemen of tiie
south the name of John Ji. Gordon
stands
preeminent,”
conspicuously
says an exchange in announcing the
death, Jan. 9th, of Gen. Gordon.

All who

are

interested are invited to attend.

Rev. C. Everett Bean, a well known
member of the Maine Methodist conference,
who has held pastorates in South Portland,
Stroud water and Wells, has left the ministry and become sporting editor of the Portland Argus.
The annua1 meeting of the Congregational
church wfii occur this, Thursday, evening.
Supper will be served in the vestry at 6
o’clock. Roll call of members, reports, busiAll members of the
ness at 7.30 o’clock.
parish are invited.

WEDDING BELLS.

OBITUARY.
Weston W. Dow died at Council Grove,
Kan., Nov. 4. lie was born in Vassalboro,
Maine, May 20, 1840. In early manhood he 1
ioined the Baptist church in Belfast, and
was earnest and helpful in church, aiso in I
temperance work, and in the Y. M. C. A.
About the year 1874-5 he removed to Rock- I
land, joining by letter the First Baptist,
Here, aiso, he was faithful in his church
and other duties, but failing health made
him seek a change of climate, and he made
his way to Kansas in 1879, taking up a
claim nine miles from Council Grove, in
Morris county.
Here he lias lived tiiese
many years, making a home with God’s
help, as he often said, from the bare prairie,
sowing blue grass and setting out fruit and
shade trees, also rose bushes and shrubs,
until the wilderness did “blossom as the
rose.” All this he did in weakness and
feebleness of health, often prostrated with
heart trouble through the day and getting
up and working far into the night while it
was cool.
When he first went to Kansas he
helped to organize a Baptist church and
lie
was licensed to preach by that church
also served the charge as its pastor until
health
to
compelled by failing
relinquish
the service. Mr. Dow was also a soldier in
the Civil War, enlisting at the outbreak of
the rebellion in Co. A., 5th Cal. Vols., and
served three years and three months. He
was then honorably discharged, but he
came back to Maine, broken in health from
exposure and privation, so that he has been
His last sicka sufferer all these years.
ness, caused by congestion of the lungs and
heart trouble, was of short duration and he
quietly and peacefully passed away He
did not need to leave any dying testimony,
for his life had been a witness for the
Master whom he loved and served.—Zion’s
Advocate.
Mr. Dow lived in Belfast in the early ’70s
and was active in the Baptist church, the
Y. M. C. A., Good Templars and Masonic
He worked awhile with the
fraternity.
late W. C. Tuttle in the photograph business and afterwards carried on the carriage
wood-working business. He married Jennie, a sister of the late Joseph L. Havner,

Loss of Flesh |
When you can’t eat bread
and butter, take Scott’s
Emulsion. When you have
been living on a milk diet and
want something a little more
nourishing, take Scott’s

at the appointed hour the strains of Mendelsshon’s wedding march were played by
Mrs. P. L. Nickerson, and the bridal party,
consisting of Rev. E. S. Philbrook, who officiated, the bridegroom wearing the conventional black, Miss Alice Ford, a sister
of the bride, beautifully dressed in light
blue lausdowne with trimmings of light
medallions, acting as bridesmaid, Mr. Walter Howard, brother of the groom, who

Emulsion.

To get fat you must eat
fat. Scott’s Emulsion is a

>

great fattcner,
strength giver.

a

me ounuay scnooi oi the Belfast Conaggregate would
big showing. Turf, Farm and gregational church has chosen the follow-

make a

Home save:

Unity and Thorndike are two towns
that have as fine a set of horses started
as are generally found.
The colts in
these two towns are all good bred ones
and it is breeding that counts, and they
almost without exception show their
breeding. A thing that looked encouraging to us was the number of
colts that w ere evidently struck out for
large horses. These are the kind for if
they don’t make fancy ones they are
good for farm work.
Bucksport

talking of getting out
an illustrated booklet
setting forth the
beauties and advantages possessed by
is

the town for a summer resort.
The “beauties and advantages” are

unquestionably there. Now if the land
in front of the Robinson House, and
( xtending to the
water, could he bought

and made into a park, with a boat landing, and the hotel modernized, with verandas in front at each story, there is
no doubt but that it could he filled to

ing officers for 1904: II. M. Prentiss, superintendent; John R. Dunton, assistant superintendent; Maud K. Russell, secretary
and treasurer; Louisa Ferguson, librarian
;
Kev. G. S. Mills, H. M. Prentiss, Miss
Louisa Ferguson, Miss Caroline W.
Field,
Miss L A. McDowell, executive
committee;
Miss Louisa Ferguson, Rev. G. S. Mills,
Miss Margaret liazeltine, library committee; II. M. Prentiss, Mrs. C. M. Craig, Miss
Avis Morison, committee on supplies; John
Parker, chorister; Miss Amy E. Stoddard,
organist; Rev. G. S. Mills, superintendent
Home department.
At the Unitarian church next
Sunday
morning service at 10.45 o’clock, with
preaching by the pastor, Rev. Harry Lutz;
subject: “Faith and Doubt;” Sunday
school and Bible class at 12.
Sunday evening at 7 30 o’clock the union vesper service
will be held and a cordial invitation is extended to all. The followingistheprogram:

Organ voluntary,
Anthem, “Shades of Night

Miss Faunce
are

Falling,"

Sheldon
Rev. Ashley A. Smith

tl

Reading,
overflowing each season. The view Duet,
“Evening Brings us Home,”
down the Narrows, with the passing
Philbrook
Mr. and Mrs. Pitcher.
is
shipping,
unsurpassed, and there are
Rev. Ashley A. Smith
',‘raypr.
attractive drives in every direction. It Solo, “Plains of
Barnard
Peace,”
is a further recommendation that some
of the best people in the world live in

Bucksport,
By an almost unanimous vote the Savannah Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy, at its annual
meeting yesterday, in that city, determined not to send a laurel wreath to
Gainesville, Ga„ to be placed upon the
grave of Gen. James Longstreet.
“It has been the custom of the
daughters of the Confederacy,” says the Jacksonville Metropolis, “to send a laurel
wreath when those who fought for the
Confederate States have joined the silent majority, but in the case of Gen.
Longstreet there will be no laurel
wreath, so far as the Savannah Daughters of the Confederacy are concerned.” The Savannah News says that

Those who have lost flesh

the best.

many

goods

in the face. To

the work of hand|ing
bargain inducements.

sav£

offer many

Remnants and Short

Lengths,

Broken Lots and

Stock

Surplus

ON OUR CENTER COUNTER

body

only

tissues,

bone,

AT REDUCED PRICES.

all,

flesh,

invalids,
valescents,
consumptives,
children,
flesh,

!

S»f-4>

Cloaks, Suits and Furs

food,

MARKED DOWN.

flesh,

|

SCOTT & BOWNE,

Miss

CHEMISTS,

409 Pcari St., N.Y.
50c. and S'al! druggists.
ami had always followed the trade of
ship carpenter, lie leaves a wife.

Barker of Camden; two sons, William M.
and Albert Thayer of Belfast, and seven

grandchildren, to whom the memory of her
presence in the home will ever be as

a

sweet

benediction.
The remains of
man Green and a

Martha,

widow of

a

Transters

in

Real Estate.

The following transfers in real estate
were recorded in Waldo County
Registry of
Deeds for the week ending Jan. 13, 1904:
Chas. A. Hopkins, Belfast, to Ephraim

Ly- Wiley, do.;

long resident of Troy,

were brought there for interment Dec. 24th.
Services were held at the church at Troy
Corner, Rev. J. C. Lamb officiating. Mrs.
Green had been living with her daughter,
Mrs. Florence Johnson, in Vermont for the
past nine years. The remains were accompanied by her daughter, Mrs. Johnson, and
two sons, Herbert Green of Concord, Mass.,
and Clarence Green of Deer Isle, Mass.
Mrs. Green was 80 years old.

land and buildings in Belfast.
Chas. G. Sheldon, Exeter, N. H., to Frank
A. Curtis, Searsport; land in Searsport.

Thomas estate, Lincolnville, to
Mary D. Young, Newton, Mass.; land and
buildings in Lincolnville. Benj. T. Cole,
Wiuterport, to Geo. W. Smith, Hampden;
land and buildings in Wiuterport (2 deeds.)
Hiram' P. Farrow, Belmont, to Geo. P.
Field, Bostou; laud in Islesboro. Abbie E.
C. Wright, Baltimore, to Chas. A. Crockett
et als., Rockland; land in Northport. John
Richard Arey, a well known and esteemed S. Hodgdon, Waterville, to Ruel Willey,
land in Unity. Ida E. Braley et
resident of Vinalhaven, died Jan. 4th, aged Unity;
to Allen Braley, Burnham;
63 years, 2 months and 24 days. He was a al., Benton,
land in Burnham. Benj. B. Merrill, Brewer,
member of the G. A. R., having served in
to James M. Treat, Stockton Springs; land
Co. G., 28th Maine, and a member of Moses
in Stockton Springs.
William D. Elliott,
Webster Lodge, F. & A. M. He leaves an
Knox, to Henry J. Scaife, Boston, land and
invalid wife (nee Sabra Vinal); a

daughter,

Mrs. Edith Newbert, whose ministrations
to both father and mother have been unfailing and most tender; a sister, Mrs. E.
R. Roberts, and two brothers, Rufus, of
Vinalhaven and Timothy of Worcester,
Mass.

Joshua Bramhall.

are

so

we

us

bone,

Mr. Pitcher.

Hall’s Family Pills

stares

as

costly, showed the high esteem in which
the couple were held.
want to increase all
Among the gifts
were the following: Couch from Walter
fat. Scott’s Howard, Myrtie Carter, Mr. and Mrs. A.
not
L. Howard, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Hamilton,
Emulsion increases them
Lizzie Howard, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nickblood and erson, G. W. Nickerson, Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Herrick, Mr. and Mrs. R. Herrick,
nerve.
Annie Webber, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Crosby,
For
for con- T. C. Nickerson and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
Elnatha Robbins, Mrs. Etta George and
for
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Richards,
for all Mr. and Mrs. Ora Richards, Mr. and Mrs.
for weak
J. Roberts, Mr. and Mrs, S. K. Richards,
Scott’s Mr. Warren Nickerson; oak rocker, Alice
who need
and Melvin Ford; china toilet set, Mr. and
Emulsion is a rich and com- Mrs. Chalmers
Ford; silver berry spoon,
who survives him. They had no children.
fortable
and a natural Mr. and Mrs. Albert Stevens: pillow slips,
Mrs. Luella Curtis; pillow slips, Mrs. EuDied in Searsport, Nov. 3,1903, Eliza Ann
tonic.
gene
Curtis; pillow slips, Mrs. W. S. ParEnoch
W.Robbins.
was
She
Robbins,w!feof
ker, Nancy Parker and Mrs. John McKeeu’
Scott’s Emulsion for
born in Swanville Feb. 24, 1832, the daughparlor lamp, glass ware, mat, handkerchief,
ter of Jonathan and Martha Nickerson.
In
drawn work, motto, Mrs, Levi Curtis; doi
blood and nerve.
1852 she was married to Enoch W. Robbins,
lies, three table cloths (linen), 1 dozen napand to them were born five children—Enoch i
We will send you
kins, .J doz. teaspoons, 4 doz. tablespoons, J
B., who died in 1885, Mrs. Annie M. Weba free sample.
ber and Elnatlia W. of Belfast, Ilorace E.
| doz. dessert spoons, 4 doz. knives, J doz.
forks, from Miss Mary Ford, Nutiey, N. J.:
and Mrs. Valeria E. George of Searsport. |
Ee sure that this picture
2glass dishes, Mrs. Beau; silver cake basin the (arm of a label is on
She leaves three brothers, Jonathan S. j
ket, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Achorn, Mr. and
the wrapper of every bottle
Nickerson of Searsport, Charles K. Nicker-!
Mrs. E. W. Curtis, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
of
Emulsion
buy.
you
son of Prospect and Nathan E. of MassaBrown, Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Stephenson,
chusetts.
Mrs. Robbins was a faithful

Solon Bramhall of Camden, who lost his
Lecture, Literature and Life,
Rev. Harry Lutz life In the burning of the Tontine Hotel in
,,
Hymn.
Brunswick, Jan. 5th, was a native of BelBenediction.
fast, the youngest son of the late Capt.
•100 Reward 9100.
The readers of this paper will be pleased
to learn that there is at least one dreaded
disease that science has been able to cure
in all its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s
Catarrh Cure is tbeonly positive cure known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a
constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is
taken internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system,
thereby destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting
nature in doing its work. The proprietors
have so much faith in its curative powers,
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for
any case that it fails to cure. Send for list
of testimonials.
Address, F. ■). C H ENET & CO., Toledo, 0.
tysold by Druggists, 75c.
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tion pinks, descended the stairs and entered
the room, stopping under a beautiful arch
of evergreens. The ceremony and congratulations over, the wedding lunch was served.
The presents, which were numerous and

great

j

the

-NAMES H. HOWES’*-

best man, aud the bride charmingly gowned in white lansdowne with white
applique trimmings, weariug white carnaacted

I)r. Geo. Winslow Foster, who died in
vea>‘. cakes.
Unfortunately she could
beginning Jan. 12th there will be special her late home November 6th. The floral
last week, was born in Burnham.
not illuminate with the fight of other services in the Warren Congregational decorations were many and beautiful. Bangor
lie spent his youth and
Sept. 18, 1845.
them
was
a
wreath
Among
marked
church
life in
each
oil.
married
for
one
week.
Rev.
Bangor, having
evening
days—whale
1 early
Rollin T. Hack of the Second Parish Con- “Mother” from her children, a bouquet married Charlotte F. Adams. In 187!) he
from the grandchildren, a wreath from I left Bangor and after spending some time
In the hurriedly written notice of the gregational church, Portland, will
preach,
in insane hospitals in Taunton, Mass., ConUnitarian banquet last week a serious including the following Sunday morning the Mrs. Howards, and numerous cut flow- ] cord, N. H., and Washington, D. C., was
The funeral was conducted by Elder called west by family interests involved by
omission was made. The toastmaster, and evening. A chorus choir composed of ers.
j
Horace Welch of North Searsport, who ( the death of his father. In 1888, leaving
Mr. Iirown, paid a well-merited tribute 20 voices will sing each evening.
he settled in Salt Lake City, Utah,
words of comfort to the bereaved ; Iowa,
spoke
for genera] practice. Having an opportunThe services at the Methodist church
to the part the women had borne in the
husband and family.
his work among the insane,
to
resume
ity
work of the church, coupled with the next Sunday will be as follows: Preaching
he returned to the government hospital in
the
Rev.
G.
E.
by
pastor,
Edgett, at 10.43
name of Mrs. J. W. Frederick, and she
Mrs. Rachel J. (Ayer) Abbott died at her Washington in 1893, where he resided until
he was called to Bangor to take the position
a. m.; subject, “What Methodists believe
home in Knox Sunday evening, Jan. 10th,
responded with a bright little poem,
of superintendent of the Eastern Maine Inabout Jesus Christ”; Sunday school at 12 at the advanced
of
80
and
I
13 days, sane hospital, which was opened under his
age
years
read for her by Mrs. John II. Quimby.
m.; Epworth League at 6.30 p. m.; at 7.30
after an illness of some weeks caused by a i direction in 1901. Dr. Foster was a graduthe
will
m.,
deliver
an
pastor
address fall in which she broke her hip. She was ate of Bowdoin college in the class of ’71
All the Maine papers save the Port- p.
later of the Maine Medical school, lie
land Argus omitted that portion of the and Mr. Roy Copeland will render a bari- born in Freedom, the daughter of Peter and and
was a member of the Maine Medical assoAssociated Press report of the big tone solo.
Jane Ayer of that place, and her early life ciation, Washington, D. C., Medical assoDemocratic dinner in New York Monand the Penobscot Medical associaMeetings at the Auxiliary Mission, 58 was spent there. On her marriage to Sum- ciation
tion. The funeral took place from the hosday night, which stated that a message Church
street, Tuesday and Friday even- ner Abbott she went w ith her husband to pital Jan. 7th, Rev. Charles H. Cutler of
was read from Bryan, and which was
received with tremendous cheers.—Wa- ings, and Sunday at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m. Knox, where they cleared a farm, which ; the First Parish church officiating. The
Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Johnson would be glad has since been her home. Mr. Abbott died bearers were Dr. P. II. S. Vaughan, Dr. W.
terville Mail.
C. Mason, John R. Mason, Gen. A. B. FarnIt sc happens that it was a bogus to receive at the Auxiliary Home, 5G Church in 1867. She was the mother of six chil- ham, E. G. Wyman and .1. G. Blake, lion.
1
four
of whom are living, and who are: E. E. Chase and Hon. N. M. Jones of the
wireless message that was read; but street, any cast-off clothing for distribution dren,
1). C. Abbott of Knox, R. Abbott, who re- j governor’s council, lion. S. M. Bird of
ti.e applause may have been genuine. to the needy this winter. Mrs. W. b. ConHon. George E. Macomber of
the President, will superintend this de- sided with her on the farm ; Sumner Abbott Rockland,Dr.
Augusta,
Biglow T. Sanborn of the AuCleveland and Gluey were also applaud- ant,
of Knox, and Mrs. J. W. Gilchrest of Knox. 1 gusta hospital and many other prominent
partment of the mission.
ed. so that after all honors were easy.
She is also survived by four brothers and people were present.
The services at the Uuiversalist church
1
sisters, she being the oldest of a family of
The comments of the Bath Times on next
Mrs. Marcia B. Powers died Dec. 29th at
Sunday will be as follows: At 10 45 eight. They are Joseph 1!.
of BanAyer
the recent newspaper deals in Portland, a. m., regular
the home of her son, Henry B. Powers in
service; preaching by the gor, Mrs. J. li. Vickery of
Mrs. C. Presque Isle. She was sick for only a week,
Unity,
published on the 2nd page, will he read pastor, Rev. Ashley A. Smith; at 12 m., E.
Springer of Toledo, Ohio, and P. W. and her death was caused by general debilwith interest by all who are concerned Sunday school; at 7.30 p. m., third in the
Mrs. Abbott when ity, resulting from old age. Mrs. Powers
Ayer of Freedom.
was born in Monroe and went to Aroostook
in Maine politics, and will cause much series of union lectures at the Unitarian quite yuung united with the Methodist
county in 1858 from Augusta. .She was
church;
“Literature
and
subject,
Life,”
by
church and ever led a Christian life. She married in 1844 to Abraham Powers, whom
speculation. But unless we greatly misRev. Harry Lutz. A cordial invitation is
she survived about 18 years. Mrs. Powers
take the signs of the times the personal
was a kind mother and neighbor and a
was a member of the Methodist church,
extended to all.
friend
to
the
and
the
son
who
lived
is
a
needy,
source
of
weakness rather
organ
with which she had been connected ever
at
home
and
cared
for
his
mother
The first of the union series of evening
since her childhood. She was the mother
tenderly
than of st length; that is to say, a newslectures of the Unitarian and Universalist feels her loss deeply. The funeral servioe of seven children, three of whom, Henry B.
paper devoted to an individual, or a
of
Presque Isle and Lee and Addison, of
will be held today, Thursday, at 1 p. in., at
ring, loses its influence with the gener- churches was held in the Universalist
Spragues Mills, survive her. In 1863 her
church last Sunday evening with a good her late home, Rev. II. Small of Brooks of- husband and oldest son, Henry, joined the
al public.
Be that as it may it is eviaudience present. The music was by the ficiating.
army, serving until the close of the war,
dent we are to have a change from the
leaving the care of the family upon the
Universalist choir, and Rev. Harry Lutz
hands
of the wife and mother, who devoted
cut and dried politics of some years assisted in the
Jane L., widow of Willard B. Thayer, 1 herself with faithfulness to the burden
opening exercises. The
hack, by which the offices were allotted sermon was by Rev. Ashley A. Smith on died at her home in Searsmont,
January thus imposed upon her.
two and four years in advance.
“Vanity of Vanities,” and the subject was 6th, aged 86 years, 9 months and 11 days.
Josie, wife of John Hoyt of East Dixvery frankly and candidly handled. He ac- Mrs. Thayer possessed many estimable mont, died at her home Dee. 29th.
Beside
]
We print on the 7th page some notes corded merit due the thoughts of the
pessi- qualities, chief of which was a hopeful, i her husband she leaves two sons. Dr. C. B.
from
the
of
mistic
creed
of
on Waldo
and
hut
Horses
W.
the
Solomon,
Hoyt
Liberty,
preferred
Joseph
Hoyt of
County
cheerful disposition which endeared her to
j Hampden ; and two daughters,
Mrs. Arthur
Turf. Farm and Home.
Practically teachings of the Sermon on the Mount for a wide circle of friends. She leaves two Simpson
of Boston, and Mrs. Elijah Ritchie
only two towns are reported, and if the earnest, active life and the peaceful end daughters, Miss Martha Thayer, who lov-! of Monroe, to mourn their loss.
others known to have promising stock of existence.
ingly cared for her mother, and Mrs. Henry
included

Belfast occurred at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Chalmers Ford Wednesday, Jan. 6th,
at 5.30 p. m., when Miss Jennie F. Ford and
Colby R. Howard were united in marriage.
About 80 invited guests were present, and

When you can’t eat breakfast, take Scott’s Emulsion.

[

The Sunday services at the North church !
will he as follows: Sermon by the pastor,
Police Commissioner McAdoo of Usevv liev. G. S. Mills, at 10.45 a.
in.; Sunday
Cork city says he is in earnest in de- school at
noon; 0. E. meeting at G.30 p. in.,
run
c.aring that New York will not be
topic, “How may I overcome temptation?”
in a wide open manner while he is in Address by the pastor at 7.30 p. m., subject,
j wife and mother and a kind neighbor and
office, and evil doers are beginning to “being Perfect.”
friend. She had been in poor health for a
think it is not McAdoo about nothing.
All are invited to be present and repre- number of years, but possessing an unusual
sent some city or town at the Geographical amount of energy and ambition she manNantucket was cut off from com- Social to be held in the
Methodist church aged to keep around until within six weeks
munication with tiie main land by the parlor to-morrow, Friday, evening.
A of her death.
The esteem in which she
weather
and
recent severe
experienced pleasant evening is planned. Refreshments was held was indicated by the large attendance at the funeral, which took
,o11:ige of kerosene and ran out of will be served. Admission ten cents.
place at

were

Howard-Ford. One of the pleasantest
wedding ceremonies ever witnessed in East

The family lived in this
about 15 years old,
when they moved to Camden.
The father
was keeper of Negro Island light many
Solon learned the painter’s trade
years.
and worked at it in Camden.
Other particulars in regard to the deceased are published on the 7th page of this issue.

city until Solon

was

Miss Helen Leadbetter of Lincolnville
died Jan. 8th in Rockland of consumption,
aged 25 years. She was on her way homefrom a health resort in Colorado where she
had been for the past three months. Her
remains were taken to Lincolnville for interment.

Oliver Starrett, who died in Rockland
Jan. 8th, was born in Warren 73 years ago

George

buildings

in Knox.

Daisy

L.

Peavy,

Swan-

ville, to Sarah E. Peavy, do.; land in Swanville. James S. Bither, Unity, to Leon L.
Bagley, Troy; land in Unity. Nathaniel D.
Jackson, Unity, to Julia E. Mitchell, do.;
land in Unity. Elisha W’. Cobb, Swampscott. Mass., to Alice L. Jennings, Everett,
Mass.; land and buildings in Belfast. Henry
C. Moody, Thomaston, to Abbie E. True,
Lincolnville; land and buildings in Northport. Loranus F. Pendleton, Islesboro, to
James F. Grindle, do.; land in Islesboro.
Lettie B. Bellows, Freedom, to Vincent A.
Rose et al., Boston; land in Palermo.
An

Unexpected Dividend.

The Maine shareholders in the Granite
State Provident Association, which went to
the wall seven years ago, Jan. 7th received
from Assignee Taggart of Manchester, N.
H., a circular announcing his readiness to
pay a dividend of 16§ per cent. This will
be in addition to the 20 per cent dividend
paid by the Maine receiver, ox-Gov. Cleaves,
In 1898. The letter gladdened the hearts of
» bout 3500 Maine creditors.
180 dozens “Brown’s Instant Relief” were
sold at retail in Norway, where it is best
known, In one year.

Mamie

Woodbury,

Master

Walter

TRADING

STAMPS0° everybartIcle.
ALSO A<&-

$300.°°-PIANO_$300“

Achorn; vase and china plate, Mrs. Amy
Towle; glass ware, Mr. and Mrs. Selwin
Bowen, Mr. and Mrs. Lester Bean; silver
FREE!
FREE!!
FREEH!
butter knife, Mr. and Mrs. 1’. I,. Nickerson ;
lace and towels, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey ,Stinson ; sofa pillow and vtue dollar, Mr. and
glass plate, Philip
| Mrs. GeorgecakeMichaels;Mr.
and Mrs. E. 1’.
plate,
Michaels;
I Michaels; fancy dish, Mrs. George Leavitt
A beautiful Three Hundred Dollar Baumeister Piano given away.
| and Mrs. Fred Savery; table cloth, i dozen
i napkins, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Li miner, Nutj ley, N. J.; fancy mats, Mary E. Brown; 2
large silver tablespoons, Mr. and Mrs. Pemj broke
Staples, coffee pot, Mrs. E. M. Curtis ;
j silver pie knife, A. Eugene Nickerson, PortThis Piano was purchased of Mr. E. S. Pitcher, dealer in Music and Musi
I land, Me.; sofa pillow top, Mrs. Susie Lim1
Mr. Pitcher guarantees this instrument.
mer, Nutly, N. J.; glass berry dish, Mrs. cal Instruments, Belfast.
Nickerson; glass berry dish, Mrs.
j Cleetie
Mail orders receive prompt attention.
j Dora Larrabee; napkins, tray cloths, table
1 cloths, Isaac Mason, Porter Nash, Clarence
I Nickerson, Wallace Ellis, George Davis,
Edwin Davis, Dexter Guptill; glass water
pitcher and glass dish, Edmond and William
! Ames. Ice cream, cake, coffee and other
delicacies were served during the evening,
j At a late hour the guests departed, wishing
! the wedded couple a happy and prosperous
future. They will reside in Swanville.

...ON THE FIRST DAY OF FEBRUARY...

Guess

j

on

JAMES

I

i

I
I

j
|
!

;

I
;

!

j

H.

HOWES,

Successor to Ceo. W. Burkett

|
I

tit Piano now, yours may be tie lucky pess.

Comion’-Mei.vis. A very pretty wed
ding took place Wednesday evening, .lan.
6th, at the home of the bride’s parents, Mr.
Mrs.
Amos
and
Melvin, in Pittsfield
when their only daughter, Tina Gertrude
in marriage to Harry Edgar
was joined
Condon of Ellsworth.
The service was
Rev. L. W. Coons, pastor of
by
performed
the Universalist church, in the presence of
a
gathering of numerous relatives and
friends. The bride looked very sweet in
dainty white silk with exquisite lace trimmings. To the strains of Lohengrin wedding march played by Miss I .on a Perkins
the bridal party entered the parlor, where
the services were performed. The bride
and groom were attended by Miss Eugenia
Dustin and Mr. Ralph Heseltine. The
wedding gifts were numerous and beautiful. The bride is numbered among the
most popular of the young ladies of Pittsfield and the groom has a large circle of
friends here which he made during his
stay in town. Mr. and Mrs. Condon left
Thursday morning on the early train for
Ellsworth, where they will reside, and the
good wishes of a host of friends went with
them to their new home.—Pittsfield Advertiser.
Mr. Condon is a native of Belfast and
spent his boyhood here. He has a respon-

position in Ellsworth as manager of a
clothing house. His friends here extended
congratulations. Mr. and Mrs. Condon
will be at home in Ellsworth after Jan. 12th.

sible

Hindle-Flaherty.
The wedding of
Miss Nellie Flaherty of Winterport and
Calvin H indie of Bangor occurred Thursday
afternoon at 3 o’clock in St. Gabriel’s Catholic church in Winterport. The ceremony
was witnessed by many friends of the
young couple, Rev. P. J. Garrity of Winterport officiating. The bridesmaid was
Miss Catherine Flaherty, a sister of the
bride, and the best man was Andrew Flaherty, a brother of the bride. Mr. and Mrs.
llindle were the recipients of many valuable presents, and their friends all wish
them a long and happy married life. They
will reside in Bangor.

HUNDREDS

TESTIFY

daily to the value of U ri-cene in Rheumatism, and those people who wish to rid
themselves of this persistent and dangerous disease should commence taking U-ricene at once, the only true specific in Rheumatic troubles.
ANYONE who has Rheumatism in any
form, which includes neuralgia, gout, and
lumbago, can learn a great deal to his or
her advantage, without any charge, by writing us a description of the case.
Edward H. Leighton & Co., registered
druggists of Hallowell, Maine, have written
us of a case as follows:
“We have several customers using U-ricene with good results and I have one
customer, a man who lives in the country,
that was all doubled up with Rheumatism,
his knees and limbs all swollen up. In a
few days after treating with U-ri-cene he
came into my store without bis cane, and
the swelling had all gone down, and he has
not had Rheumatism since.”
The sale of this article is very satisfactory.
GUARANTEE.

We, the undersigned, do hereby guarantee to refund your money if, after a fair
trial, U-ri-cene Tablets fail to relieve all
Rheumatic affections.
Wm. O. Poor & Son,
Belfast, Maine.
U-ri-cene is (put up in tablet form only,
containing no Alcohol to excite the kidneys
to inaction.
Manufactured by
The Woodbury

Capital $50,000.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
J. MANCHESTER
DIRECTORS

Boston, Jan.

11.

The total apple shipments from this port for the week ending
Jan. 9th, amounted to 26,Ml barrels.

HAYNES,

Pres.

FRANK R.

VVTUUIN,

Cashier.

Manchester

Haynes, Ueo. E. rWomber, John F. Hill, Byron Boyd
Knowlton, Roht. F. Duntnn, Frank R. Wiggin ot Belfast.

Augusta.

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS.
‘i

INTEREST SUBJECT

PERCENT
on

balances of $300 and

TO

CHECK

over.

3 PERCENT IN SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
DEPOSITS made in

January

out

SAVINGS

will draw Interest Irom

Cure

DEPARTMENT during the month

February I, 1004,

at

3

01

per cent per annum.

Your Cold

Sale
Special
Dr. Foss’ Cold Tablets.

|■■■■■■I

WITH

...

...OK....

They will stop

a

eold at

For sale at

once.

-CITY DRUG STORE.-

Uneeda Crackers

UNDERTAKERS.

R.H. Coombs & Son,

...

Florida

AM)....

Oranges

CASKETS,

SATURDAY,

ROBES and

JANUARY 16.
BURIAL GOODS
Prepared

at all hours to do EMBALM-

ING aud FUNERAL WORK.

ly7

GREEN

TRADING

STAMPS.

Connected by telephone both day and night.

72 Main Straat, Balfast.

We have

a

A. A. HOWES & CO.

Customer

For a small place, containing five to twenty
acres, wltbin three miles of Belfast postoffice. Must have good house of seven or
more rooms, ell and stable, all in good repair. We will pay spot cash and,a reasonable price for the right place.
•S3tf
HOLMES & WEST.

Have been sold 4 years at

CITY DRUC STORE,
and have given the best of results.
Try them and cure your cold.

CARD OF THANKS.
desire to extend our thanks to the kind
friends of Searsmont for their devotion to our
mother during the last days of her life.
MARTHA J. THAYER,
EMMA M. BARKER,
WILLIAM M. THAYER,
We

]

Your Made M Free!
Instantly

and Without

B3T* Write at

ALBERT L. THAYER.

once

C. I.

Searsmont, January (>, 1904.—2*

Dept.

K

Dangerous Drug'.

for free trial treatment to

|

PENDLETON, PH. G.,
Stoughton, Mass,

i

Card of Thanks.

Boston.

Apple Shipments.

J

Cha». E.

Chemical Company,
The Boston

Surplus and Profits $25,000.

We wish to express our sincere thanks to our
friends for their kindness and sympathy at the
L. Havdeath of our loved mother, Mrs.
M RS. A. S. STON E Y,
ner.

Joseph

•

MRS. U.V. KENNEDY,
MRS. F. T. CARTER,
W.J. HAVNER.

Sapling

or

Pin?
riuc.

Second Growth White I
Correspondence with partifM

having such on stump. Timh'1 M
lota or In bolts to sell. E. D. UOUdl.A- M
437 No. sth St., Philadelphia.
awa

THE NEWS OE BELFAST.

A steel ceiling is to be put into F. 6.
Mixer’s store.

JANUARY.

Henry 0. Moody of Thomaston lias sold
the Maynard cottage at Northport
Catnpgrou ud to Abbie E. True of Lincolnville.

The cold sky bends in a solemn bow
Over a world of stainless snow,
in chill brown lines the hedges creep
Past sheltered farms to forests deep.
The steel-blue ice, windswept and clear,
('overs the breast of the lonely mere.
I ii cedar thickets the blue jays scold,
While snowbirds whirl through the bitter

the smaller

pupils

saw

mill in East Belfast.

Saturday for the lire sale

xt

id vt. next week.
Walter J. Clifford installed the officers of
Andrew E. Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans,

Tuesday evening.
E. S. Pitcher has bought the Horatio
house at the corner of Charles and
.rk streets, through the agency of Holmes
West.

Mis.
M-,irs

W. L. West went to Frankfort last
and inspected the milk herd of ‘20cows
Albeit Peirce. He found all the cows
-ically sound.

>1

-k

(aimed letters remaining in the BelI'.ist office for the week ending Jan. 9:
Miss Blanche Danforth; gentle1 >r. J. J. Sewell.

i.

repairs on the upper and middle
r-board mills of Sherman & Co. in
Belfast are finished and the three
are running on full time: two 12 hours

lay and

■

one

24 hours.

li. Stephenson is building a lA story
e on the site of the A. J. Stevens house
i>t Belfast.
The lumber is taken from
lolmes house on the back road to Sears
which has been torn down.

imbeimen report that the snow storm
'i Saturday made excellent teaming in
•voods and that conditions for getting
he winter's cut of wood and lumber are
than for several seasons past.

r

Jones report a good sale this
llieir mark down and closing out
suits, cloaks, furs and surplus stock,
'ale continues all this month. They
ilie room. See advt. in this paper,
in

years ago last Saturday Swift
.!, grocers, began business in the
hey now occupy in Masonic Temple,
ni si
sale was a stick of candy, and
iias since been one of their specialiuteen

-tt
i

uiier

up at

Tremont, which had been
this port tor some weeks,

running last week

on her new route
ninksville and Castiue to Bucksport
urn daily.
The steamer leaves West
sville at six and returning leaves
-port at J p. in.

Waldo County Law Library associaeliosen officers as follows: Win.
Lellan, president; J. S. Harriinan,
K. Johnson, treasurer;
;.try; Geo.
ii Wadlin, librarian: John 15.
l)unank V. Greer, Fred W. Brown, eomas

■

purchase books.

to

Bi-union. Mr. and Mrs. CorWoods of Boors Mills, Belfast,entertheir sons and daughters with their
s
on New Years day.
Twenty-live
present besides Mr. and Mrs. WhitTliey were Mr. and Mrs. Lewis A.
mb of Waldo, Mr. and Mrs. James H.
mil and eight children of Morrill,
J Mrs. John Leavitt and four chilWaldo, Mr. and Mrs. T. S. F.rskine
children of Centre Montville, and
andson, Chester Whitcomb, who
his home with them.
Seventeen
Mien
were present, the oldest
and the youngest one year old.
hitcomb prepared a bountiful dinh all enjoyed. The occasional re-

; asiii.y

■•

families is very delightful.
It
bind closer the family ties, and
a\ s be a pleasant memory in years
1 lie day was pleasant, and all
f

■

me

feeling that they bad had
ears day.

a

New Y

Sch. Star of the Sea,
was reported, had
fused clearance papers at Cartagetlier with another Boston vessel,
safely at Black river, Jamaica,
where she will load a cargo of log-

■'i \i■

Inims.

nlan, which, it

Chester—The J. S. Hoskins
of Baltimore will build a fourschooner at Damariseotta this year

•■!'

; t. ( ortlandt 1>.
Perry of the schooniniic
The three-masted schooner
Hall of New York has been bought
o*l Snow of Itockland, Me., for $10,lm will bail from Kockland, and will
iged in the New York and southern
—

[pine trade....Seh. Joseph W. Uawhouud to Portland from Jacksonwith a cargo of cypress, was 36

■a.,

ici.-iv

oaiuiuttj,

<iu«

nits

not

ueen

Her regular commander, Capt.
is at home and Capt. Frank Poin charge for this trip_The
Helen Thomas, recently launched
W ashburn Bros,
yard, Thomaston,
ist week for New York... .Soh.
"f Rockland, which has been loadi

'hip timber for Bath at Pamunkey

has been unable to leave West
a., on account of low water and
I he schooner to he built
by the Stetliangor for Capt. Hutchinson will
i the Arthur II. Babcock... The
schooner Plstelle, Capt. Hutchinred in Curacoa Christmas
day,
a record run of 13
days from Rockhat purt.
She was loaded with ice
'""oral cargo by Pierre McCouville
a.,

and left Rockland Dec.

mgor

12.

It stops all pain at.
m,!Ln0t f 1>apIloint you.D»«pepsia
ami Bowel
frl°fv,l..AarNeuralgia,
PeCI,fl° for
troubles.
the Grippe. Headache.
as

directed.

** ■* ,ails when used
All dealers sell it. Prepared
by

Norway Medicine Co.,

I
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Wind, Sky,

f

eliding

Jan-

enumeration

ot

Our 33a to 50^ JohnsoFs

N. W. Clear.
-10
ON. W. Part cloudy.
N. E. Cloudy; snow; not enough
6
to measure.
N. E to N. W. Cloudy;snow and
10
irate; snowfall, 12 indies; precipitation, 1.19 inches. Snow drifted.
N. w. Clear.
14
N. Part cloudy.
16
N. E. cloudy.
16

BOUND UP IN
-OF-

Black Rock.

little one brightened up and said: “0, never
mind, mamma. Leave her as she is and let
her be a veteran like grandpa McCarty.”
ne

—

etc.

The severe cold spell of 13 days duration
Thomas H. Marshall Relief
Corps request was followed by a drifting snow storm SatThe Maine Lake Ice Co. has begun har- all
members who have corps
badges to re- urday in which about a foot of snow fell
The boarding turn them
vesting at Sargentville.
to the corps.
The storm was more
and drifted badly.
house, Minnewaukon Inn, will be run by
The Improvemement
Society will meet severe down the coast and the steamer PeJ. W. Snow, S. H. Hinckley of Bluehill actwith Miss Inez E.
Crawford, Miller street, nobscot remained in Boston until Saturday
ing as cook. Fred Pierce of Brooklin has
January 18th at 2.30 p. m.
night and arrived in Belfast Sunday afteralso opened a boarding house.
noon. The trains were delayed but little
Abbie E. C. Wright of
Baltimore has
McKenney & Mahoney of Lincolnville re- sold
and the mail stages arrived and departed
the Cunningham wood-lot of 75
acres
port that between Aug. 25th and December
before the worst of the drifting. Most of
in Northport to Charles A.
Crockett and
2Gth, they threshed more than 18,000 bushels
the milk farms are located near the city
Aimer II. Blackington of Rockland.
of grain in Waldo county. They say that
and although the traveling was hard there
A
deed
was
recorded in Waldo Registry
there was very little wheat and barley
was no milk famine Sunday morning. The
raised last season, and that they did not of Deeds Jan. 11th of the Bay View stock
roads were broken out Sunday and traffic
thresh more than 200 bushels of the former. Farm, so-called, in East Belfast, from
was continued as usual Monday.
The crop of oats was large and of excellent Elisha W. Cobb of Swampscott, Mass., to
Alice
L.
of
Jennings Everett.
quality.
KNOX COUNTY KICKS.
The annual meeting of the stockholders
The members of Seaside Chautauqua
Circle will meet Monday afternoon, Jan- of Belfast National Bank was held Tuesday,
Jan. 12th. The following directors were Gets a Slice Off of Waldo County and Obuary 18th, writh Mrs. Ralph Herrick, No. 84
jects to raying the Cost.
Union street. The lesson will be from chosen: J. G. Brooks, T. W. Pitcher, A. A.
The report of the commissioners appointchapters nine and ten, “Literary Leaders Howes, Wm. B. Swan, Geo. W. Burkett!
of America,” and from the magazine, The directors elected J. G. Brooks, Presi- ed by the Supreme Court at the December
“Hawaii and the Philippines.” Quotations dent and C. W. Wescott Cashier.
term, 1902, was tiled in Rockland, Jan. 8th,
from Whittier’s poems.
As has
The steamer Penobscot left the river for the acceptance of the court.
A little miss in this city received a doll ports for Boston on her usual time Mon- has been stated in this paper previously, by
for a Christmas present, and in course of day afternoon, but on account of the storm the decision of the commissioners the town
time one of dolly’s arms become crushed. outside remained in Rockland, andjwas at of Washington and the county of Knox get
The little girl's mother tried to cheer her her|wharf therejwhen The Journal went to a narrow strip of land some three miles
long, mostly wild land of very little value.
by promising to make a new arm, when the press Wednesday afternoon.

by

Maine

poultry last

April showed that there are only a few
more than 3,000 turkey s in the entire state.

The fees auil expenses of the commission
very large and it is understood that the
selectmen of Washington will obj'eet to the
allowance of the same. Below we give the
costs in full, as follows :

An old-fashioned supper will be given in
the M. E. Church vestry Wednesday, Jan.
20th, at 0 o’clock. The substantial viands
of our forefathers’ time will be served.
Tiiestun Wadlin as head waiter will be
ably
assisted by a corps of young ladies in costumes of the olden time. At 8 o’clock a
very
entertaining lecture will be given by Rev.

This accounts for the fact that at Christand Thanksgiving time the bulk of
turkeys eaten in Maine homes came from
the west
Waterville Mail.
u. JV augeu, uescrioing nis
trip down the
The majority of the turkeys eaten in BelSt. Lawrence through the Thousand Isfast at Christmas and Thanksgiving came
lands, etc. This will be fully illustrated by
from Aroostook county and they were a.
stereopticon views, made specially for the
prime article. Some birds were raised in this
lecture. A pleasant evening is promised.
county, and the percentage of western
Price of admission 35 cents; lecture alone
turkeys was small. It was a bad year for
25 cents; supper alone, 20 cents.
turkey raising in this section.
Met fob Debatf.. The regular meetThe Libby Company made a shipment of
of the Debating Society was held in the
live stock from Belfast, January 9th, con- ing
schoolroom Tuesday evening, with a
High
sisting of three fancy white head cattle fed
good attendance. The committee on byby Herbert Black of Searsport; one pair of
laws was instructed to choose a name for
very nice 3,500 pounds cattle fed by E. H.
the society and report at a subsequent
Nickerson of Swanville; three of George
The question for discussion was
H. Erskins, Morrill; three of Daniel Wey- meeting.
That the recognition of Panama
“Resolved,
mouth, Morrill; two from Kiehard Greer,
by the United States was justifiable.” The
Belmont; and two fed by Ed. Brewster,
were Rev. Harry Lutz anil M.
Lineolnville; also several milch cows bought disputants
C. Hill, affirmative; John R. Dunton, Esq.,
by their local buyers, 11. W. Murphy and
and Rev. A. A. Smith, negative. A general
W. II. Arnold.
discussion of the question followed. The
An Unusual Case. Alonzo Dutch was next
meeting will be Jan. 20th. The questaken suddenly Monday morning with a tion will
be “Resolved, That labor organpain in his left forearm. The entire left izations are detrimental to the best interhand became pale, cold and numb. He conests of the United States,” and the dispusulted a physician who found the trouble
tants, Charles S. Bickford and Arthur
to be an embolism or plug in the radial
Ritchie, Esq., affirmative; C. E. White and
off
the
radial
artery, completely shutting
F. P. Wilson, Esq., negative.
in
the left wrist. At this writing the
pulse
Mission Work. At the Auxiliary Misartery is still occluded, but the hand will
Church street, women’s cast off clothprobably be saved, as circulation can be sion,
is most earnestly solicited. The meetsupplied by the ulnar artery and collateral ing
ings are crowded nightly and much interest
circulation.
is manifested, while many who would go to
Knight Templars’ Ball.
Palestine
the mission are prevented by lack of suit.Commandery Knights Templar, No. 14, wil able
clothing. Wearing apparel is coming
have a concert and ball at the Belfast Operal
in daily and being distributed, but a special
House Monday evening, January 35, 1904,
is made for men’s and women’s outwith music by Harry E. Brigham’s Orches- request
side garments. Much good is being done
tra of Marlboro, Mass. Following is the
and many are being warmly clothed who
concert program:
would otherwise suffer this bitter weather.
Overture, Morning, Noon and Night, Suppe
The citizens of Belfast have most generousCornet solo, Deception Polka,
Casey
Mr. Bert H. Fisher.
ly responded to the appeals for help and it
Selection, The Mocking Bird.
Huberts is
hoped this special request will be borne
String Quintette, Dance of the Bumblebees,
in mind by each and every one who wishes
Bagley
Finale, .Medley,
Saddler to help the worthy poor.
Mr. and Mrs.
Spectator tickets, front row gallery, 75 Johnson are doing a much needed work in
Belfast; something that has never been atcents; two back rows, 50 cents. Seats on
sale at M. P. Woodcock’s Saturday, Janu- tempted or accomplished in such a manner
Ball tickets, per couple, includ- before.—M.
ary loth.
ing supper, S3; ladies’ extra ticket, SI.
JUS. II. UOWeS,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred G. Spinney and Mrs. Odd Fellows’
block, is offering bargains in
B. F. Wells had a narrow escape from suffo- remnants, short
lengths, broken lots, and
cation by coal gas last Saturday morning. surplus stock
preparatory to stock taking.
They have a large coal stove in the dining Hi* cloaks, suits and furs are also marked
room.
Mrs. Wells sleeps in a room over down.
Trading stamps to everybody on
the dining room, with an open register in every article; a S.'iOO
piano to be given
the floor.
Mr. and Mrs. Spinney’s room away.A. D. Chase &
Son, dry goods,
out
of
the
When a small wares and
opens
dining room.
carpetings, announce a
market delivery clerk arrived to deliver thaw in prices that should
attract close
goods Saturday morning he found the buyers....Fred A. Johnson, Masonic Temhou«e fastened and no one moving, and,
ple, announces this week a round up in
thinking something was wrong, rapped un- furs and mercerized waist patterns; also
til he awoke Mrs. Wells. She was barely one ease of ladies’ extra heavy doublefleeced hose, ribbed top, at 25 cents. Blue
able to move, but got down stairs and
trading stamps.See advt. of the Duplex
aroused Mr. Spinney and they opened the Roller Hushing Co., Belfast, makers
of the
windows and doors. They had consider- improved Wellman and McIntyre patent
sheaves—the
best
in
the
able difficulty in restoring Mrs. Spinney.
world—iron, brass
and bronze
saw mills, stave maIn a few minutes more the whole family chines, stonecastings,
polishers, etc., and all kinds
of ship work.A. A. Howes & Co.
would have been beyond help.
will
have a special sale of Uneeda crackers
and
Honda oranges Saturday, Jan. lflth. Green
If you want a good
ty Veteran Association met with E. M. trading stamps
clear light, without smoke or odor, try the
Billings Post in Monroe, Jan. 7th. The
Magnet oil sold by C. E. Tibbetts. His
towns represented were Belfast, Brooks, team
passes your door daily ...Carle &
Waldo, Searsport, Swanville, Monroe and Jones are continuing their 33i to 50 per
marked down and closing out sale....
Wiuterport. The meeting was called to cent
Relatives of the late Mrs. Thayer of Sears,
order at 11 o’clock by the president, Capt.
mont, and of the late Mrs. Joseph L. IIavN. Smart of Swanville.
The committee on ner, publish cards of thanks.
time and place were Comrades A. E. Nickerson of Swanville, Porter Nash of Belfast and James Kuowlton of Swanville.
After dinner the meeting was again called
to order and the program was as follows:
Singing by choir; address of welcome
Isaac F. Cook ; response, Alfred
Stinson;
recitation, Mrs. Moses Larrabee; reading,
Mrs. Belle J. Palmer; cake walk, Susie
Bowden and Annie Webber; remarks by the
commander. The committee’on time and
place for the next meeting reported as follows : place, Grange Hall, Swanville;
mas
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BROWN’S
INSTANT
RELIEF

out on account of
whooping cough, but the scarlet fever has

his dam a brown mare

C. Shoe Store will be opened
See his

The C. C.

Weather Bureau for the week
uary 12, 1904:

■

-—;—•-—

Report.

Following is a summary of the weather
record of the Belfast station of the U. S.

Because it Cures.

are

entirely disappeared.
Roscoe Whitcomb of Waldo reports that
a hint.
he has a stallion colt, 8 months old, of dark
■sira Andrew Shafer in The Outlook.
brown color, that weighs GOO pounds. The
colt is called “Victor Marston,” is by
of
the
is
in
Hugh Crowley
charge
again
Marston C. of the Pearl Brook Farm, and
The W. C. T. U. will meet Friday afteron, January 22d, with Miss Frothingbam.

ALWAYS
SATISFIES

The winter term of the .Belfast schools
opened Monday, Jannary 11th, after the
holiday vacation of three weeks. A few of

cold;
Ami tiny, timid, hasty print
On white drift gives of hares

.ankin

Belfast Weather

—

are

rreueiiuK I'iuuuiui,

Services,

13

uivu

*FURS*

Suits, Cloaks, Furs,
Jackets, Remnants,
and
Continued with

—AND—

Mercerized

Surplus Stock

-ssEver Before.**-

00

52.93
16.80

SUITS,
1 BLACK

SUIT,

SIZE 38,

“

“

Personal expenses.

7 SHORT JACKETS,

“

“

1]MIXED

36,
32,

“

NOW

$22.00

...

I

$14.98 About

10

16.00

8.98

Waist Patterns in 3,

15.00

8.98

yard

12.50

4.98

for

MBITS ECZEMA

JUST 4 LONG FURS LEFT
AT ALMOST YOUR OWN PRICE.

BYJUTICURA

Nov Six Years OU with Thick
Hair aid Clean Scalp.
Core Permanent
“

My baby

:

!

!

j

\

again

only

SweateFS. l--$7.50

a WORD ABOUT
All

we

have

figures and

are

at

a

in our BIG Show Window, marked in
BIG DISCOUNT.

$3.00

plain

1-11.00

SWEATERS, $2.38

2.00

was

It would soon form

pattern,

$11 Fir Scarfs, $ .98

about six weeks old
When the top of her head became covered with thick scales, which would
peel and come off, taking the hair with

it.

per

98c....

Hair with Them.

CURED

$3.00

to

from

$14.00 Rain Coats, $10.98

Tog of Head Cavered with Scales
Which Peeled off Taking

j
i

worth

3}, 31

20.00

$ 90.00

j

pieces,

$1.50

day-.$ 70.00

Total costs.$364.98

!

Mercerized

11.00

$101.25

Personal expenses.

seventy=five

18.00

Elmer E. Jameson, county commissioner, Knox county:

Services,

-some

good values offered.

plain figures

$173.73
Joseph W. Brock, county commissioner, Waldo county:
Services, 12 days.$ 84.00
17.52

Before stock -taking

We will sell any of the goods listed below as follows: The
following goods we have placed on our counters and marked in
WAS

(lays.$101

Patterns

Deeper Cuts in Price than

cugiucei

Axemen and general expenses.
Personal expenses.

Waist

“
“

2.50
OTHER SWEATERS AT

1-15.00

1.58

EQUALLY

LOW PRICES.

no

fault of the

goods

that

"

"

“

4.98
8.98
8.87

we

cut the

price

in two.

8.00

j

We

NEED THE ROOM AND TAKE THE ABOVE WAY TO GET IT.

t-^
1 Case Ladies’ Extra
Heavy

;

Double Fleeced Hose,

Ribbed Top,

i®“We give trading si amps on all purchases, both cash
and credit, and (in our Dry Goods Department only) on old accounts paid before February 1.
Please call in and look the goods over.
Yours very truly,

torturing, disfiguring, itching, burning,
bleeding, scaly, crusted and pimply skin
and scalp humonrs, with loss of hair, of
Infants and children, as well as adults,

CARLE & JONES,

and is sure to succeed when all other
remedies and the best physicians fail.

“2

Stores,”

-

=

V

Blue

Main Street.

=

B7D7 FIELD,

'

Trading
Stamps.

Successor to Ginn & Field,

Hutchinson reports that he ate his
1KIS dinner at the hotel in
Curacoa.
time,
John II. Bennett of Brewer, now
Feb. 4th. The meeting was
very
unuand of the coasting schooner Ir- Thursday,
successful. Adjourned to meet in Swai:•
She, is 72 years old and has been
ville Feb'. 4th.
sea 58 years.Schooner
Mary A.
Fire Inquest and Telephone HearHaskell, from New York (which
k on North Breakers
Dec. 24) is now ing. The municipal officers held a session
railway at Brunswick, Ga., for re- Saturday evening at which they investigated
'Be lost false keel and sustained the fire of Jan. 4th, and acted on a petition
1
'light damages—The work of tloat- of the New England Telephone & Telegraph
•hooner Laurel of Bucksport, before Co. The result of the fire investigation was
as follows : value of
H" rted ashore on
building, $9,000; damPancake Shoal, Beaver
''ova Scotia, has been abandoned. age to building, $500; insurance on build.j”'1 wrecking crew found a
ing, $8,000. Value of contents (of the stocks
large hole in in
^
which damage occurred) $3,400;
1 a,,d in view of
damage
her condition and
lo-avy storm prevailing considered it to contents, C. C. Coombs, $1,500; Fogg &
Brown, $250; E. F. Bramhall, $10; totaj
'aide to leave her... The
shipbuilding
"f B M.
* R. L. Bean, Camden, has damage, $1,760. The damage to the contents was covered by insurance. The cause
"i pointed as a stock
company with of the fire is
unknown—The petition of the
L‘ lla,"e of The H. M. & R. L. Bean Co.
vapital stock is 810,000 and the direc- Telephone Co. was for permission to erect
e
poles and maintain wires on Belmont Cenhim k
M ljean> K l |!ean an(1 Mi].
tre road from Lincolnville avenue to BelBong
The packet schooner Sunnymont town line; on John street from
High
j "B Boze in at Stonington last week and street to Waldo
avenue; on Waldo avenue
Barbour came to Belfast and secured
from John street to Alonzo Shute’s resi-!
ila,ri«t Rogers to take the

"

1-15.00 Stole,

There will be other goods not listed above to be sold at same
cut price. This is an exceptional opportunity to get some of our
best goods at a GOOD BIG DISCOUNT.
Its

"

1.98

and be as

bad as before. I tried several things
and then went to the doctor. He said
it was Eczema, and prescribed an ointment, which did not do any good. A
friend spoke of Cuticura Soap. I tried
it and read on the wrapper about Cuticura Ointment as a remedy for Eczema.
I bought a box and washed her head in
warm water and Cuticura Soap and
gently combed the scales off. They did
not come back and her hair grew out
fine and thick. She is now a year and
a half old and has no trace of Eczema.”
MRS. C. W. BURGES, Iranistan Ave.,
Bridgeport, Conn., Feb. 21, 1898.
Mrs. Burges writes Feb. 28, 1908:
“My baby, who had Eczema very
badly on her head, as I told you before,
after using the Cuticura Remedies was
cured. She is now six years old and
has thick hair and a clean scalp.”
Instant relief and refreshing sleep
for skin-tortured babies and rest for
tired, worried mothers in warm baths
with Cuticnra Soap, and gentle anointings with Cuticura Ointment, purest
of emollients and greatest of skin cures,
to be followed in severe cases by mild
doses of Cuticura Resolvent. This is
the purest, sweetest, most
speedy, permanent and economical treatment for

11

First Quality Goods

■

■

At Reasonable Prices.
FANCY GROCERIES,

■

TEA, COFFEE,
CANNED GOODS,

■

DRIED FRUITS.
Orders

promptly delivered.

We Give

—

■

...

Stamps.

—..

—

fi"..
II

cargo wait-

t,J
n"’
Itogers

Jfcster<lay.

^Bialhaven and Stonington.
was loaded and ready to sail

Johnson

>

■’

lt'j

Fred A.

KEROSENE.
want a good, clear light, without smoke
or odor, try my
MAGNKT OIL.
Be convinced that I have got the real thing. My
wagon passes your door daily.
3w2*
C. E. TIBBETTS.

NOTICE.

HieAdvertiserofFacts,

If you

dence; on

Maiu street from Cross street to
on Cross road from Northport avenue to farm house of S. G. Norton.
The petition was granted.

Front street, and

■

Whereas, I have withdrawn from the W. F.
Curtis Co., doing business at Frankfort. Maine, 1
shall in no way be responsible for any debts or
demands against said w. F. Curtis Co.
WII.UAM L. HEAGAN.
Frankfort, Maine, December la, 1903.—aw *

Masonic

Temple.

Literary

stone,” but the most important recent
fiction is also noted.
Henry Tyrrell
of
writes on the present condition
“The Drama” in the United States, and
Prof. A. D. F. Hamlin on “Architecture.” There are two educational papers, one by Ossian H. Lang on “The
Educational Outlook” and the other by
Dr. J. M. Rice on the results of his recent inquiries into the methods and results of the teaching of language. The
magazine is completed by special arti-

News and Notes.

The American Boy for January contains five complete short stories, two
serials, illustrated articles of great interest to everybody, the usual departments and seventy-five illustrations.
Subscription price $1.00. Sprague Publishing Co., Detroit, Mich.

The “toast master” of the January
Atlantic opens the least with a genial
talk On Catering for the Public,—the
tasks and troubles of a literary purveyor, and Thomas Wentworth Higginson
resumes his reminiscent papers with a
characteristic account of the Sunny
Side of the Transcendental Period, full
of

entertaining description

“Russo-Japanese Imbroglio," by Muhammad Barakatullah, and
of “International Chess Tournaments,”
by Emil Kemeny.
The January Cosmopolitan sustains
the many-sided character of this popular magazine. The leading article is
from the pen of Lady Henry Somerset,
who writes on the people, especially the
children, of the London slums, and is
illustrated by striking photographs of
the capital’s poverty. Other illustrated features are a description of San
Marino, the oldest republic in the world,
by Herbert S. Stone; “The Odd and Eccentric in the Drama, by H. H. Royesen,
2d, in which the pictures are scenes
from the latest and most beautifully

and anec-

An important and timely article in
the February number of the New Idea
Woman’s Magazine is entitled “An
as an

English Peeress.”

It is w ritten by Michael White, an Engglishman, who speaks authoritatively
upon that subject, and who presents
his opinions attractively.
A second
chapter of. a symposium called “The
Happiest Day of My Life" will find
A special
many appreciative readers.
article upon butter-making under the
heading of “The Country Woman’s

mounted melodramas and extravaganzas.
Some Famous Hymns and Their
Authors,” by Laura Grover Smith,
contains portraits oi' the great hymnwriters and some of the places associated witli them.
“Childhood Through
the Ages,” by Leo Claretie, has some
old toys and dolls.
of
curious pictures
“The Diary of King Edward VIII.”
records the’attempt of a royal personage to lead a useful and not a useless
life.
Cyrus Townsend Brady begins a
series of great interest, “The Dramatic
History of South America,” with the
first article on Peru aid the Pizaros.
Fiction is contributed by II. G. Wells,
William R. Lighton, Elliott Flower,
Sara Beaumont Kennedy and Con-

Friend—-the Cow,” by Kate V. Saint
The
Maur, is practical and useful.
stories are bright and interesting, and
the entire table of contents is a feast
to whomsoever partakes of iis good
things as offered.

Affairs at Washington—crisp comment, bright anecdote and personal
gossip about men and women promi-

nent at the national capital—with new
and interesting portraits,—.eads the
January number of the National Maga-

zine.

Joe Mitchell

Chappie reports
public life

the homely, human side of
in a very attractive style.

stance Maud. Tlievery populor “Captain of Industry” series is continued
with sketches of F. Augustus Heinze,

A new de-

partment, The Home, opens well. The
six excellent short stories are by Carrie Hunt Latta, Lutie G. Richards,
Leonora ifeck Ellis, Ben Blow, Winthrop Packard and Grace G. Bostwick.
Book and stage chat and poems by
Katherine Lee Bates, Frank Putnam,
Maude Morrison Huey and others, and
a number of timely and able articles
complete the best National Magazine

Charles Joseph Bonaparte and President Harper of the Chicago University.
Cured Al ter 10 Years.

Ii. F. Hare, Sunt. Miami Cycle A- Mfg.
Co. Middletown, 0., suffered for ten years
with dyspepsia. He spent hundreds of dollars for medicine and with doctors without
receiving any permanent benefit. He says,
“One night while exceptionally bad 1 was
about to throw down the evening paper
when I saw an item in the paper regarding
the merits of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure, i concluded to try it and while I had no faith in
it I felt better after the second dose. After
using two bottles 1 am stronger and better
than 1 have been in years, and 1 recommend
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure to my friends and
acquaintances suffering from stomach trouble. Sold by It. H. Moody.

published.
There is a striking article in the January Leslie's Monthly on the Gambling
spirit,—the poison that pervades our
modern American life,—with portraits
of W. (!. Whitney, Keene, Canfield,
Yerkes, Al. Adams and others, and also
the first chapter of the experience
of
a special
correspondent of the
magazine, who lived in Sicily with a
ever

them

j

Beans

versus

literature.

America, with the object
The best that may be said for Tliorid investigating that side of our emi- eau’s
regimen of beans is, not that that
gration problem. The number gives a immortal diet was merely wholesome
large amount of space to the automo- or cheap, or even that it was transmutbile. with a series of explanatory arti- ed into delightful literature—but that
cles by experts, and an illustrated cata- Thoreau liked it.
lie was catering for
logue ot the pleasure vehicles now on himself and to himself. When Byron
the American market. Tnere aie nine came of
age, he provided the convenshort stories, business, society, automo- tional roast ox and ale for his tenants
bile. political, domestic and humorous in honor of his
majority, and then beues, with another chapter of “A Few
took himself to London, where he dined
Ileal Bovs” and a most amusing sketch alone
upon his favorite de.icaey, ham
by Charles liattell Loomis, called "Miss and eggs. He catered for Ins public at
Flutterly, on What is Doing.” There j Xewstead, and to himself in town. But
are twenty items in ali on the contents the
only editors who permit themselves
|
page.
such solitary luxury of personal indulThe New England Magazine begins gence are the young men who own,
the New Year with a number which j write, and print the queer little 4 lxx7
shows that, while still keeping to the j magazines with still queerer names.
old standard that lias given it an unique I They give no hostages to fortune exIf
posithui among high-class monthlies, it cept paper, printer’s ink, and time
is at the same time broadening its j you would seek a better analogy to tbe
I
some exl»-, and appealing to a wider public. real editorial fnnctiou, follow
Tl
.January umber is a splendid aug- i eeilent citizen of Baltimore, or of a
as
ur;, ol what the coming year has in ! foreign city where maiketing bears
Sturt- for its readers.
Perhaps the yet no social stigma, as be journeys to
most notable
contribution is from tin- public market, with basket upon
the pen of Mi ward
Everett Ilale, his careful arm. intent upon selecting
The .January
D. D
who discourses upon Christ- a dinner for his family
mas in his owi
inimitable style, un- I Atlantic.
tier the lapiiun, "The (Heat Anniveri
Slowly Dying From ( alurrli. Tlmussary Day." To many readers a close
amis are in this terrible condition but don't
second will he Lieut. li. E. Peary’s ac- ;
realize their danger. II you have the slightcount. with illustrations, of a Christ- I est
taint of Catarrh would it not be wise to
mas spent at Cape Sabine, in the dreary commence Catarrliozone treatment nowand
Arctic regions—-a sombre Christmas, be perfectly cured in a slant time? This
indeed, hut fascinating because of its pleasant remedy cutes without the use of
remoteness from the ordinary experien- drugs, atomize! or snubs. You inhale the
ces ut lite.
vapor which spreads to all parts
Judge Shute. the author of medicated
of the breathing organs, kills the germs
"The Real Diary of a Real Roy,” be- I
and heals the inflamed surfaces. Catarrhgins, in this number, lus series ol ozone clears the throat and nose instantly,
“Neighborhood Sketches,” which are i and never fails to cure the most obstinate
replete with a sly, hut kindly humor.
| catarrhal, lung and throat troubles. A trial
i will demonstrate the value of Catarrliozone,
A year ago 1 lie Booklovers Magazine which
sells for $1.00, small size 25 cts., at
to

■

1

>
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born. What advances it has made Boor & .Sons, Druggists, or Poison Jr Co.,
apparent in the January number Kingston, Out.
for 1004, which commences volume
three. A casual glance discloses the
Gloucester’s Death Roll.
was

are

fact that there are more pages, more
pictures, more articles, than there were
a year ago; and of course there are more
readers and advertisers. Politics, Art,

Industry, Fiction, and Criticism are
admirably balanced and exemplified

the initial number for the new year.
The liction for the month is Miss Mary
I inlay
I’aylor’s Parisian story, The
Window that Monsieur Forgot, it is a
brilliant and graceful piece of work.
The illustrations are by Robert E. Mason.
Criticism is represented by Professor Hancock’s appreciation of Fenelon, Arclipishop of Cambrai, w>h- o
portrait in color; and by “Lector's”
vigorous article, wherein lie reviews a
group of recent works that reflect the
strenuous life on sea and land. The
World of Print is a most interesting
and entertaining collection of the best
print anti pictures in the current publications of this and other countries.
.n

It is an interesting contribution to
the study of contemporary labor problems that Jack London makes in his
article on The Scab in the January
number of the Atlantic Monthly. The
author’s experience of
life among
tramps and on the East Side of London
have furnished him with much inter-

esting

material,

which

his

vigorous

mind and vivid style enable him to
present most effectively. Mr. London’s
interesting point, that not only is the
workman who assumes the place of another in the time of a strike a scab,
but also ‘'one who gives more value
for the same price than another,” will
afford food for earnest thought to
As he says: “The
many persons.

In 1903 nine vessels and 73 men were
lost in the fisheries from Gloucester, a
loss slightly less than the year preceding, when ten vessels and 82 men was
the record. The pecuniary loss is, however, much larger than the average,
several of the vessels lost being among
the largest and finest of the fleet, including the steamer Alice M. Jacobs,
the only steamer employed in the Atlantic coast fisheries!
The lost vessels had a total tonnage
of 1,198.18 tons gross and 778.83 tons
net, and were valued with their outfits
at $129,500, with an insurance of $85,970,
most of which was placed in the local
office.
The total number of lives lost during
the year, including deaths at sea and in
hospitals, was 73, leaving 14 widows and
40 fatherless children.
Only one vessel sailed from port and
was never heard from, being lost with
her entire crew of 14 men, while two
others were wrecked with the loss of 15
men each.
The disasters to the other
vessels were not attended with loss of
life. Ten men were washed overboard
from their vessels, six met their death
by being capsized in their dories on the
banks, six went astray in their dories in
fog or storm, four men died on board
their vessels or in hospitals, one man
w'as killed on board vessel, etc.

wife and children to scab in order
to save himself.”

The first number of The Forum for
the New Year opens with an estimate
by Henry Litchfield West of the present situation in “American Politics,”
the principal topic considered neing the
candidates and issues at the Presidential election. A. Maurice Low follows
with a similar review of “’Foreign Affairs,” including Russia’s action in the
Far East, the Panama revolution, and
Mr. Chamberlain’s propaganda. “Finance” is dealt with by Alexander D.
Noyes, who discusses the confiding
trade opinions of the East and
West,
and draws the lessons of the recent startling events on the stock markets. Several notable advances of the
past quarter in “Applied Science” are
described and explained by Henry Harrison Suplee. The greater part of Herbert W. Horwill’s “Literature” article
s a criticism of
Morley’s “Life of Glad-

AN UNCANNY SECRET.

Abner Coburn, arrived at San Francisco
Feb 22 from Baltimore via Montevideo.
A G Ropes, I). Rivers, cleared from New I
ork Sept 21 for Yokohama: spoken Oct 24,
lat 4 N, ion 28 W.
A J Fuller, arrived at Port Townsend i
July 3 from Honolulu.
Aryan, A. S. Pendleton, cleared from
Baltimore Oct °4 for San Francisco; spoken
Nov 15, lat 22 N, Ion 31 W.
Bangalore, Blanchard, cleared from Baltimore Aug 20 for Los Angeles.
E B Sutton, sailed from New York Deb
11 for Cheefoo.
Fort George, cleared from New York Dec
26 for Melbourne and Sydney.
Gov Robie, cleared from Baltimore Aug
10 for San Francisco.
Henry B. Hyde, arrived at New York Nov
5 from San Francisco: at Montevideo Nov
16.
Luzon, Park, arrived at Luzon July 23
from Newcastle, N S W. In port Aug 15.
Mary L. Cushing, from Newcastle June
9 for Honolulu, sailed from Auckland, N.

GRIM MYSTERY THAT LURKS WITHIN

of

Deep

Water

Vessels.

Into the plaster, which was sort,
and evidently quite newly laid on.
Smoothing It over as best he could (not
aa easy task without a proper implement), he quietly retraced his steps to
him room, rearranged carpet and furniture exactly as he had found them
nnd went down to tea, keeping his own
counsel and saying nothing to any one
of his adventure.
Next morning while he was still in
bed a note was brought him from his
host's lawyer, who was staying, in the
cnstle. It inclosed a check and briefly
informed him that his services were no
longer required and tliat a carriage
would be in readiness to take him to
the railway station at the earliest hour
convenient to hiniseif.—Loudon Mail.

SHIPS.

Nerves.

A great deal of fatigue and anxiety is
housed up in the little red box that swings
at the tail end of every freight train and
shares in every jolt of the string of heavy
ears that precedes it on the rails.
The men
in it are good, hearty fellows who bear
the
hazards
connected
with the
cheerfully
great problem of transportation. They are
astir night and day on a vast network of
lines over the globe, and the sympathies of
tens of thousands of peaceful little homes
go with them on their runs. Irregularity
in meals and sleep, delays, wrecks, washouts, landslides, breakage of machinery,
extremes of cold and heat, are a few of
their discomforts. The great public, sleeping complacently all night, must have its
supplies in the morning and these are the
men who must get them through at the cost
even of their lives.
Mr. Jack Kumsey of Council Grove, Kansas, is an energetic, frank, good-natured
member of this brotherhood and he bears a
load of worries that makes it necessary for
him to seek help at times to keep his excited
brain and nerves from wearing Him out. He
says:
“What troubled me most for a long time
in my occupation was my inability to get
sleep when the chance came and a most irritating sensitiveness oi my whole nervous
system, growing out of the irregularities
and anxieties connected with my daily
work. Three or four years ago a clerk in
the superintendent’s office of the Missouri
Pacific railroad, at Osawatomie, Kansas,
advised me to use Dr. Williams’Pink Pills
for Pale People.
I acted on his advice and
got help right away. Two or three boxes
made me perfectly well, iso I keep them
on hand all the time
and whenever the
strain begins to tell on me 1 take a few doses
and they set me all right again.
They
quiet down my excited nerves and make it
lor
like
a
me
to
child.
possible
sleep just
They are a mighty good medicine for a
railioad man. That is the absolute truth,
I as far as my experience goes, and I am
I right glad to recommend them.’’
j Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People
; are unlike other medicine because they act
directly on the biood and nerves. This
makes them invaluable in such diseases as
locomotor ataxta, partial paralysis, St.
Vitus’ dance, sciatica, neuralgia, rheumatism, nervous headache, the alter-etfects of
the grip, palpitation of t lie heart, pale and
| sallow complexions and all forms of weakness either in male or female.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People are sold
by ail dealers, or will be sent postpaid on
receipt of price, fifty cents a box, or six
boxes for two dollars and fifty cents, by
addressing Dr. Williams Medicine Company, Schenectady, X. X.

Z., Aug

AN OLD ENGLISH CASTLE.
Only Know tlie Truth
Terrifying Cone Which
lioNtM l;)»n the Ancient Habitation.
nr.d Their LIi.m Are Sealed.

Tliree

Nenr the bonier of two Scottish coun
set in the middle of a broad and

ties,

fertile strath and

protected

from

tlie

range of lofty
mountains, there stands and has stood
for generations a« ancient feudal casnorthern

blasts

by

a

tle.

You make people sick—you keep yourself slek. secure re-let In 10 niluutes from

6.

the thirteenth century, the greater part
of it was built in Jacobean days and

NERVE ON THE GALLOWS.'

with its numerous turrets, battlements,
co.ueis and pinnacles recalls the g'o
ties of Chantilly and other
French
It be
chateaux of the same period.

When the Hnnarmnn Quit, the Convict
Promptly llantretl Himself.

Clue

can do it if yon exercise
ami use only Or. Agnew s Ca
tarrhal Powder. It relieves voids and catarrh
and cures headaehe in a few- moments. Kev. I..
McPherson. I'offalo, N. Y., says: "Dr. Agnew s
Catarrhal Powder relieved me in Hi minutes ami
is a blessing to mankind."

Sold

The

man

wanted to sell the

heiress with

death.

stoning.

the name of this
whole*ale murthTer, and lie hoped to
|
the last for clemency. When the death
|
warrant was read and the keeper insix
hours
lie
had
hut
formed him that
to live he raged and swore to revenge !
himself in the most horrible manner.
After being left alone ill Uie cell the
first tiling lie bid was to break His lamp,
me
matches, he set
and. procuring
fire to the oil. in a moment the flames
broke through the windows, and the
entire building was for a time threatened with liestrne; ieai. Fortunately the
fire was discovered in time and got under control before much damage had
j
been done, lint i:i the meantime a terrible struggle ensued between the keep- |
ers and the criminal, who had fortified
himself with ail iron bar taken from
his bedstead. The first man to enter
the cell was knocked senseless, and it
was only after h nng almost suffocated |
with smoke that tlie prisoner was

tlie

owner

spends his winters abroad

and. liis summers, in the English seat
brought into the family by the above

UARKS.

j

was

the
and

bis mouth it would stay there till some
took it away.
Well one night 1

one

woke up and beard some one in the
next room.
I got up, giabbed my gun,
and started to investigate.
They were
there, three of them and the dog.”
“Didn’t lie barky” interrupted the

man.

“Not

a bark, he was too busy.”
“Busy! Whatdoingy”
“Carrying the lantern for the burglars. If you know anybody who
wants a good dog send him around.”
For Over

Sixty Yean*.

An Old a^id Well-Tried Remedy.
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been
used for over sixty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by drnggists
in every part of the world. Twenty-five
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable.
Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Sooth-

better than

w

1
chea|ier, lOc.
iison and A. A. Howes & Co.

IN A

BIG LAUNDRY.

Soiled

Garments
to

Are Handled
Look Clean.

As soon as n in undry puckage iviines
in it must he opom'il. the eonteiits
counted amt em-h article marked.
Every patron is given a private mark,
some
combination of letters ami tig
ures.
The clerk then tilis out a printed
slip with the name ami mark of the
customer, the number ami kind of garments sent and the page and line on
whicli tile entry is made in the record
book, so that it may lie easily looked
The slip is
up should occasion arise.
hung up before one of the boxes ranged along tlie sid of the room, like the
boxes of a ppstoltice on a large scale.
The garments art now ready to be sent
down into the wash room.
It is interesting to follow the soiled
garments through tin- different proeesses that transform them to the state of
orisp whiteness. They are tirst packed
into tlie big iron washers.
Revolving
cylinders serve as washboards, ilirongb
whose perforations the soapsuds splash
in showers of foam. Sometimes a woman superintends tills department, but
more often it is given over to a man.
for the work is heavy, and a more unenviable position than :’i the close.
steamy basement can baldly he imThe process of washing reagined.
quires between two and three hours,
after which the clothes are packed into
the condenser and are sent tin to go
through the process of starching.
The opening of the drier emits a
wave of hot air and discloses rows of
articles hung before hot steam pipes.
There seem to be machines for every
thing for moistening the clothes to
just the right point, for drying and
smoothing out sheets and such large
articles, which pass between the eyl
inders covered with absorbent ma
terinl. and for polishing shirt bosoms
and collars, cuffs and neckbands of
•
shirts.
The giris must be more or less skilled
in running these polishers. The shirts
are stretched over a
kind of bosom
board, and the hot roller passes over
them. The power is regulated by the
foot. In the large laundries there are
machines for ironing the bodies of
shirts and such plain garments, but in
many this work and. in fact, nearly all
but the polishing is done by hand. The
shirts are then carefully folded and
sent out to be sorted.
The collars come through the polishers perfectly Hat and shapeless.
\ girl
passes them over to the dampener,
which dampens them along the scam
and hands tin in over to her companion
at the shaper
I'm! r her guidance

mentioned heiress.
i* 111 during tin1
Edward May, sailed from San Francisco
1 tee 20 for Makawell.
autumn mouths il is full of life and
Ethel, Williams, sailed from Fernandina
Dec 31 for Elizabethport.
gayety. for iis kindly lord and lady,
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
who have many < aileron and grandBoston Dec 7 for Montevideo.
children and a host of friends, keep
!
Penobscot at Rosario Oct 23 for Boston.
open house then in their old Scottish
Rebecca Crowell, arrived at New York
Dec 7 from Savannah.
home, and its halls and corridors, narRose lnnis, Melvin Coieord, arrived at
row
pa:-sages and winding staircases
C.
S
New York Dec 7 from Charleston,
oci■«» with tie sound of merry voices
Thomas A Goddard, arrived at Boston
and the tread of youthful feet from
Nov 19 from Rosario.
morning till night.
SOHOONRRS.
Cheerful, however, as the invited
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gil key, arrived at j
New York Dec 28 from Fernandina.
I guest finds the old castle and warm as
Bath
Nov
at
; is the weitome extended to hiiu within
Henry Clausen, Jr, arrived
24(10111 Brunswick.
I
Gladys, 11 B Colson, arrived at New York i its walls, he must he possessed of little
curiosity and less imagination if he
| Dec 11 front Brunswick.
does not feel his pulse somewhat quick
ed at New York Dec. 22 from Gonaives.
ened and Liis sleep somewhat broken
finally overpowered. Next morning the
John E Develin, F. L Uichborn, sailed
execution took place. The condemned
from Puuta Gorda Dec 17 for Baltimore.
! during the period of his residence
man ascended the scaffold with much
John C Smith, arrived at New York Oct ; there, for he has probably heard al29 from Bangor via Bridgeport, Ct.
bravado, made a thorough examination
ready something of the weird associaMan' A Hall, Haskell, arrived at BrunsFarmer Stebbins at the Rummage Sale.
of the same and finally declared the
tions which cling to the house and its
wick Dec 24 from New York.
owners and of the mysterious
If W Hopkins, Uichborn, sailed from St
secret
rope was too short.
Our members of the Union Church felt
“I cannot get my head in the loop."
Johns, 1’ K, Dec 29 for Brunswick.
said to he known only to the head of
money’s constant needs,
Willie L Newton, sailed from Providence
he said. “ami. though it will cause me
To hold their reg’lar services, an’ voice
the family, to his heir and to one other
Jan 1 for Satilla River.
their mingled creeds:
some
inconvenience to wait, 1 will
person, a secret so grim and terrible as
An’ so, as every other source of earnin’
smoke a cigarette while you are having
to affect the whole lives of those who
had been tried,
PROSPECT AND RETROSPECT.
it attended to."
Till all the fat was squeezed from them,
learn it and make them different from
with some still unsupplied,
He lighted a cigarette and. turning to
other men.
f
A sister of the church, or some enthusiastic
The year just past has seen the Unitthe executioner, math* a speech, pointNo clew to the mysrery has ever been
male,
!
ed States playing a somewhat different
ing out the detestable in his profession,
given l»y any one of the three depositaSuggested that we search our homes, an’ but no less
conspicuous rule in the world ries of it. but
have a “rummage sale.”
and as a condemned criminal in Russia
belief
has
popular
long
than she played in 19u2. The centre of
******
has certain rights no one dared to in
connected it with a secret chamber in
attention lias to some degree shifted
the castle which rumor assigns as the
terrupt him.
An’ when the day appeared at last these from commerce to politics, and the proThe executioner, who was really a
hard-found things to sell,
tagonist is now rather President Roose- habitation of a strange half human
The people wildly decked to buy an'done velt than J. P.
tender hearted man. became visibly afto whom was
creature of terrifying aspect and fabuMorgan,
their duty w ell:
awarded the intensest glare of lime-1 lous age, the incarnate embodiment of
fected by i lie moralizing words of the
An’ hot cakes on a winter day, in maple
preceded. To 1 the curse which rests upon the house. murderer and. turning to the crowd as| light in the year which
syrup style,
the
actors
the
nation
at
assigned | In the gayest moments
large
M as nothing to the w ay those things went
sembled before the scaffold, declared
enjoyed by
I to leading roles make less difference
off, lor quite a while.
that his conscience did not allow him
those who during the bright days of
At least, that's what my good old wife re- than would be imagined from temporary
ported unto me,
I excitement over the changes, and essen- early autumn throng the guest cham- to proceed or to take a fellow man’s
life, and he then and there resigned his
Though, lunuuagiug for livelihood, 1 tially the situation in the United States bers of the castle there is always an
couldn’t go and see:
position and departed amid the shouts
indefinable feeling of some weird presis wtiat it was a year ago. One month
of the assemblage.
|
ence within its walls.
Till Saturday at eve 1 went, an’ viewed the the Northern Securities steps into the
1
This cans i great confusion among 1
j centre of the stage, then the Steel
"My d air young lady." were the
landscape o'er,
Includin’ some addition'! tilings 1 hadn’t Trust, the Panama rebellion, the State
the reprc'C aiives of
the law. for
words of the host to one who was paysemi before:
1 and city elections, the boll weevil, cop- j
where
d b
y in a hurry get anothing him her first visit as lie bad her
An' bought some articles to speed the good
cotton
I
prices, good
per, Joseph Chamberlain,
er
ex,e,cu{ion
1’he question was. j
air true an’
night, "it is. I know, the custom
ight,
or Servia, but behind the sensa!
; An’ took
’em back unto my wife, who Corea,
\'“d
however,
of lad: »s to sit up late in one another’s
by the condemned j
tion of the moment can be felt always
stayed at home that night;
!
man. who < .■lured ihat he would ex- j
rooms chat ling and so on. Now. that is
An’ laid my purchases iu shape for her to the general condition of the people,
they begin to assume the appearance
that, we say that the not allowed hero. When you go to your j ecute hims*. ii' as so*-.a as he got through
leel all’ see:
and,
observing
of collars once more, and she finishes
!
; An’ then she
lie siartod an interesting
room tonight remain in it and lock the ! smoking.
looked the things all through, real 1903 lias been one of satisfaction
her work by giving cadi collar a deft
an' then she looked at me.
! and prosperity.
Crops have been good, doer." (dice on a wet summer’s ai'.:,*r- conversation with t i o priest during
little turn around the horn attachment.
the expanse of the country has been
the five minutes or so which he had
to'(ui some young people were enjoying
;
I ‘Jly goodness what a lot of truck they’ve confident, and anxiety in the Wall street
At the ironing hoards in one room
left and reeoinm- tided that he read I
put on you!” she said :
noisy game of billiard fives in the
skillful laundresses are ironing gar“M hat do i w ant oi these old shams from centre of gambling lias not been too
1 'ount Tolstoi's hit s; hook, which con
ball. While the merry din was at its
ments of all forms and sb'.cs. Only on<
.Mrs. brady’s bed?
seriously received by the world at large.
tains striking remarks about the relaheight the tail, bowed figure of ike
Mho's coin' tow tar a moth-eat shawl, an’ In foreign politics we have had our
I of long experience is intrusted with
1
tion of eapiiul punishment to the teach
host was suddenly observed to bi
two last winter bats—
usual luck, a convenient incident probthe fine tucks, frills and embroideries
M hat can 1 do with this old rug, halfably bringing nearer the Isthmian Ca- standing in the midst of the party. "I mgs of t’ 11 ridianity. He then threw
galore. Some of the customers have
gnawed iu two by rats?
j
a
kiss
to
a
want
to
ask
the
in
our
Alaskan
award
all."
he
said
among
the
in Ins
pretty girl
you
nal,
being
,
spec
rides and regulations governing
I Au' here’s a hook with which the Higgins
special
and
the
world
contiuu-!
stuck
his
tators.
head in the loop and
favor,
quiet, courteous tones, "to go up .o
European
babes have been amused,
|
their laundry, and sin h nrlides ;m
the
i
its
to
attentions
ing
newly popular i your rooms at once and to remain in
An' done some teethin’ while the same they
kicked a way the trap beneath his feet.
bit -T string fastened
designated by
heiress, Columbia. We have ceased to them until a hell rings, when you wiii
thoughtfully perused;
Washington Star.
1
I in the buttonhn! '. The position of liefrighten the industrial world abroad as be quite at
to
come
down
liberty
“An’ these here laces, ribbons, gloves an’ much as we did a
string indicates whether it is rush
year ago, and talk of
other things to wear,
again." Instantly, like the Arabs of
Tin* Sling Anions; tin* Israelites.
! a European coalition abroad against us
work or whether it is to he extra stiff
Mould make asylums crazy twice, if 1
:
the
the
The
inhabitants of Palestine made
poem,
players “silently smio
lias subsided, but we are still as high on
starched, etc. Lewiston Journal.
should take ’em there:
to
their respective chambers.’
away"
use in very ancient times of the sling,
Them curtain-poles might do for barns, but top of the tidal wave of prosperity and
! good luck, and there are no signs ahead After a lapse of some twenty inmates j the most skillful in its use being the
iu a home are lost—
T!:«»
1 l«iii|>-.
I wouldn’t keep ’em ill the house for ten of darker fortune.—Collier’s Weekly.
a
hell did ring. Down they all came
j tribe of Th njamiti. whose boast it was
The seal ring is known to he the oldtimes w hat they cost.
and resumed their game where it had ! never to miss their aim.
What
mak s
An’ this here crock!y—ef you'd know how
est style of ring.
It dates hack to the
been broken off. N'o allusion was made
their skill appear more surprising was
eatiu’ on it feels.
days of the Old Testament, and prodThe Kind You Have Always Bong#
Just go an’ see the loiks it left, when they Bean the
by any u*ie to the mysterious behest
that they managed to sling with the left
ucts of the glyptic art, as gem engravare at their meals.
they had received.
hand.
The men who came to David’s
ing was called, were known in the
In a quiet corner of the okl castle
help at Ziklag were no less adroit.
“An’ honest silver’d be ashamed of such
most remote times.
In Exodus xxviii,
there is a quaint little chapel, dating
They used at will either the right hand
lialf-plateri ware,
17-*Jn. mention is made of the following
An’ any one you want to kill, can take this
from the restoration, decorated by a
or the left.
The sling was also the faA Bargain for Farmers.
stones, upon which the names of the
crippled chair;
Dutch artist of the time and fitted up
vorite weapon of shepherds, who with
An’ here’s a candle-stick—of course the
twelve children of Israel were en
in
recent
with
a
rich
altar
and
it drove away wild beats preying on
days
The New York Tribune Farmer, a naJoneses will not cease
graved: The sardius. the topaz, the carTo say it’s of a classic build—no doubt it tional illustrated agricultural weekly of
other accessories by the present owm r.
their flocks.
This makes David's vicbuncle. the emerald, the sapphire, the
come from grease;
twenty large pages, lias no superior as a who spends much time there engaged
tory over the giant Goliath less surAu’ this green gown—I’ve seen it years on thoroughly practical and helpful publicadiamond, the figure. the agate, the
in solitary devotions.
A year or two
prising. as he had no doubt great praction for the farmer and every member of
J ulia 1 loozler fade:
amethyst, beryl, onyx and jasper. In
tice in the use of this instrument while
Perhaps I’ll wear the measly clothes cast his family, and the publishers are de- ago a young officer, whose visit had
verse 1! of the same chapter we find
termined to give it a circulation unequalled
off by that old maid!
been shortened by a sudden summons
his
father's
guarding
sheep.
mention of the engraving of signets
by any paper of its class in the United to rejoin his
had
regiment,
arranged
“An’ these here pants—my goodness sakes! States.
upon the hardest stones. It is believed
to leave the castle at an early hour
1 thought it—now 1 know—
The Loafing; Ilusiiiomn.
-ivuuwiiiK tutu evci) niLtu pi isuig, uyur
Was bought new by yourself, old man, live date farmer always reads his own local
in the morning. Quitting his chamber
My son, follow now in the footsteps
raelites in tin* art of stone engraving.
years or less ago!
weekly newpaper. The New York Tribune about dawn, he took a wrong turning
of the loafer ami make no example of
T eivu Vm t.n
mt.har tliun tr» rwitr.K ’onr
has made an exceeding liberal arrangeThe Egyptians used the lapidary’s
in
lue uncertain light and. pushing
him who is horn tired, for verily I say
where they laek—
ment which enables us to offer the two pawheel and emery powder and knew tlie
An’ nor; them minxes over there coaxed pers at so low a price that no farmer can
open a swing door, found himself in
unto you his business is overstocked,
use of the diamond in engraving other
afford to lose the opporunity.
you to buy ’em back!
tile chapel, which lie had not before
tyio seats on the corner are all taken,
An’ 1 believe,” she says, with force an’ emhard stones. Among the Assyrian and
The price of The New York Tribune
mid the whittling places are all occuFarmer is $1.00 a year and The Republican entered. At the far end lie observed,
phasis to spare,
ruins were found fine spec
Babylonian
“They’d sold you back your house an’ farm, Journal is $2.00 a year, but both papers with great surprise, a motionless tigpied. It is better to saw wood at two
imens of signets on gems, many of
if I’d have took ’em there!”
will be sent for a full year if you forward
tire kneeling near the altar and moved
bits a cord than whittle at n whittling
them set in rings.
—[Extract from poem by Will Carleton, in $2 to The Republican Journal Publishing noise! "Sly up to see who it was. He
match and abuse the government. My
Co., Belfast, file.
Every Where, for January.]
his
still
host,
in
recognized
evening
Send your name and address to The New
son, whilst thou hast in thy skull the
.4 Scheme 'Mint Failed.
York Tribune Farmer, New Y'ork City,
dress, as lie had parted from him sonic
spnse of a jaybird break away from
with
and a specimen copy of that paper will be
Bristling
ambition, a
HOME FOLKS.
young
seven hours previously.
the cigarette habit, for. lo, thy mind is
mailed to you.
tf
physician who has a limited practice
A young medical man was not long
less intelligent than a store dummy.
Oh Riley, with your home folks you’ve won
recently thought of a scheme he felt
ago staying at the castle by invite lion
Yes; thou art a cipher with the rim
my heart entire;
would he a money maker for him. His
The Keeley Institute in Portland, Maine,
1 wander with them by the creek, I join
of its owner, who had made his acknocked off.—Roller Monthly.
idea was to fool his neighbors into the
them at the lire.
on
Munjoy Bill, is successfully curing quaintance abroad, and, being somebelief that lie was overrun with busiT hey do not shame my shvness with any drunkards and drug users.
Iyr25*
thing of an invalid, had asked him to
This he attempted to do by in
l ness.
worldy show
come and take a few weeks'
holiday
The late C. II. Spurgeon said: “I don’t
The plain folks, the kind folks that you
ducing all the charity patients he treat
in Scotland and at the same time to
like dancing. It was through a dance that
have made me know.
; ed at the dispensary with which he is
the first Baptist minister lost his head, and
give him the benefit of his profession;!!
I met them and spoke them when 1 was but I may well be afraid of it.”
connected to come to his office, telling
skill. A room was assigned to him in
a boy,
one of the towers, and he was in the
When doctors fail try Burdock Blood
j them it would be a convenience for
But never saw the pure gold, only the alloy.
I him and that it would cost them noth
Bitters. Cures dyspepsia, constipation; infull enjoyment of his visit when i:
For I was keen to take the road that led vigorates the whole system.
ing. But the result was not all lie anwas
to
suddenly brought
toward the Town,
ap end in
While bis office was nlThe instructor was trying to teach the
e strange fashion.
j tieipated.
Beyond the range of purple hills to where
class that brain work is as important as
the sky Came down.
Pectoral
j ways crowded, the number of his payt’oniing home unexpectedly early
hand work. “Now,” he said, to recapituing patients did not increase, and at
quiets tickling throats, hackThere were the great folk, the powerful, late, “how many kinds of labor are there?”
one afternoon
from shooting", leaving
the end of the month lie bad made a
the wise;
in the lungs.
“Two,” replied the solemn young man; I ost of his follow guests still in the
ing
coughs,
pain
We were hut the toiling hands,
visible impression on but one person.
they the “organized and agonized.”—Chicago Trib- stubbles, and mounting to his turret
It
|
relieves
subcongestion,
watchful eyes.
une.
His landlady raised bis rent, because
chamber, lie noticed a singular circumThe Tow'n’s ways were strange ways, unTakes the burn out; heals the wound;
she was sure he had acquired an exstance.
A
stain
which lie had often
civil and unkind';
l)r. Thomas’ Ecleetric Oil,
cures the pain.
tensive aim prosperous practice.—Chi
observed in the carpet under the winGrace they had but not the grace of them I the household remedy.
lelt behind.
dow was now visible exactly at the op[ cago Tribune.
Two little children sat looking at the
For pride I bide among them and make stars. Presently one of the little fellows
posite corner of ihe room, showing
WiniiiiiK dinner.
their ways my own ;
turned to the other and said : “Wasn’t God
that during Iiifc few hours’ absence the
And in their work am one of them, but in a nice man to give us the stars for a
An ex-govenio'-of Massachusetts who
dues inflammation. It
light?”
whole of the furniture must have been
my heart—alone.
“0 Teddy, how can you say such a
had the remarkable talent of always
strengthens. Your doctor will
moved out til the ape-tment and the
House have I pnd wife have I and babes thing ?” said the other boy, much shocxed.
knowing everybody, especially voters,
“You shouldn’t call God a man. If ever
this
to you. He knows
to bear my name;
taken
carpet
%
np.
explained at a cattle show how he did
all
I think it like my father’s house, but it is there was a gentleman, He’s one!”
about
this
medicine.
The impuiie came upon him to reit. An old farmer who bad once driven
not the same.
The little folks love Dr. Wood’s Norway
"We have used Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral in
peat the process. Out into the passage
him across the country came up to
Pine Syrup. Pleasant to take; perfectly
25 years for throat and
?Ur
lung
A hunger, deep, unsatisfied, is urging me to
troubles, and we think no medicine equals it.
accordingly went bed, chairs, tables,
shake hands and was immediately recharmless; positive cure for coughs, colds,
roam—
Mrs. a. Pomeroy, Appleton, Minn.
wardrobe and everything else; up came
The long road, the lost road, the end of bronchitis, asthma.
ognized. "Ah." said the governor, "how
Me.,50c..#1.00.
j. o. AYER co.,
the carpet, and there in the center of
which is Home.
H’you do? llow's Jack?” (Jack was the
Kindly Take Notice that Ely’s Liquid
the floor was the inevitable trapdoor.
farmer’s soul. "Oh. he's well.” said Hie
The old home, the old scenes—I long for Cream Balm is of great benefit to those sufthem in vaiD;
Lifting it, lie descried a steep flight of
ferers from nasal catarrh who cannot indelighted old man. His interest was
The dear hearts, the true hearts 1 shall not hale freely through the nose, but must treat
steps, which he descended, lighted canstill further increased when the govmeet again.
themselves by spraying. Liquid Cream
dle in hand, and found at the bottom a
ernor said, “And how's the old white
Balm differs in form, but not medicinally
But sometimes, with your folks, I glimpse
narrow, winding passage, along which
horse?" When the old man had passed
from the Cream Balm that has stood for
the olden glow,
he cautiously made his way. Suddenly
at the head of remedies for catarrh.
on a friend said to the governor, “Did
And love them as I never knew I loved years
It may be used in any nasal atomizer. The
he was brought up short by a dead I
them long ago.
you really remember about that white
price, including a spraying tube, is 75 cts.
white
plastered wall, barring his far- I
—Frank Putnam, in the National Maga- Sold by
horse?" “No.” he said. "I saw white
druggists and mailed by Ely Broth- ther advance, and,
zine for January.
putting out his hand !
hair on his coat and chanced it.”
ers, 56 Warren Street, New York.
*
to toueh it^his finger went half an inch
Digest# what yen eat.
1
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dog, but

by Edmund

How

estate, to a wealthy peer, whose grandfa til or married a north of England

Stebijnnski

are

others and

Some time ago a Russian criminal
executed in St. Petersburg. He
had during two years murdered twelve
persons, the last one being a priest. The
law did not show this monster any
merey, but speedily condemned him to

the year the castle is untenanted save
by a few servants and caretakers, fof

]

sense

Ur. A Knew's Liver Pills

was

a dowry of over a million
During the greater part of

Influenza.

or

that cold, you

common

and Made

longs, ’together with the surrounding

co.

Colds, Catarrh, Head-

ache

Although the oldest wing.dates from

Manuel Llaguno, I). C. Nichols, sailed
from Saigon Oct 20 for Singapore.
Puritan, A. N. Blanchard, sailed from
San Francisco Nov. 2 for Hull.
Paul Revere, Whittier, Ilong Kong for
Boston, passed Anjer Dec 1.
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May 30 from
Newcastle, N. S. W.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from
Newcastle, N S W, Dec. 12 for San FrancisSt Paul, F W Treat, arrived at Seattle
March 5 from Manila.
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, arrived
at Philadelphia Dec 29 front Honolulu.
Win II Macy, arrived at San Francisco
Nov 27 from Loring.

Men

About the

Don't Snuffle!

—

A Good Dog.

prospective buyer was suspicious
dually decided not to buy. The
man then told him
why he was so
woman stenographer or
book-keeper anxious to sell.
who receives for y dollars per month
“You see,” he said, “I bought "the
where a man was receiving seventyand trained him myself. I got him
five is a scab.
So is the woman who dog
so he’d bark if a person stepped inside
does a man’s work at a weaving mathe
and thought, of course, I was
chine, and the child who goes into the safegate
from burglars.
Then my wife
mill or factory.
And the father, who
wanted
me to train him to carry bundles,
is scabbed out of work by the wives
and I did. If you put anything into
and children of other men, sends his
own

[

Register

Jack Ruin6ey’g Secret for Securing; Sleep
A Missouri Pacific Railroad Conductor
Tells How He Prevents the Wreck of His

cles on the

dote.

American Girl

MAN IN THE CABOOSE.

j

|

Ayer’s Cherry

Cherry

Pectoral

heals,

explain

cough

for

Weak Throats

Kodol

Dyspepsia

Cure

I*-+m h.-

Kudo
1

county horses.

From Turf, Farm and Ilome.J

Frank Stevens of Unity has

tm
|

a

two-year-old gelding by A1

..line

W ilkes; dam a Knox mare. This
a
good one and promises to he

|

g

1’. Palmer of Thorndike has
weanling colt by Purist
dam by Harbinger. The colt
in
color and lias good legs
-il bay

|

M

I

i-oine

I

I
1

iod head.

|
I

I
I

|

;

1

§

rnest Young of Thorndike has
: built
weanlings by Senator
dams by Crystal Patchen, own
Both of tliese colts are up
and are built like the horse, and
in to be a good sire.

Mitchell of Unity has a
weanling colt by Broomal
dam a Dirigo mare.
This colt
>od size and a good bay in color.
ell built, lias a good set of legs
mi and a good, intelligent head.

Chas.

S

me

I
f

_■

3
I

§

i'lias. Hathaway of Unity lias
.oh colts, a three-year-old by Lyre
a
.tint
weanling by Broomal
dam by Daniel Lambert. Both
colts are good looking ones and
good shape and look like the
im of good horses.

I
I
I
t

P

|

Moulton of Unity lias

a

four-

by Blue Will, dam unit is a good one.
This mare
n color, stands 13-2 hands high
looo pounds. She is a liandi speedy little horse and one
nan might be proud to own.
mare

mild llunl of Thorndike has
"its and largeones. They are
"Id chestnut by Geware;
cstcm mare, and a three-yearIvveheon horse; dam a WestP>"th are exceptionally large
mg to make line horses.

■

Hurd of Thorndike lias a
■nil mare by Purist Wilkes;
stle Dare. This mare is a
in color, stands 15-1 bands

A

:

ghs about icio pounds, she
little mare and is one of
Hiving horses of that town.
.•mi

Wi

McGee of Thorndike

am
■.me

11"

1

lame horse in

il iron git-y gelding by a son
dam a Gideon mare,
tands 15-3 and weighs J000
ill fins a line gait and action
s to lie
quite s] eedy although
r been worked for
speed.
'<•:

Reynolds

i.

of Unity has the
well known stallion

ml
dam

a

a
Knox mare. This
eight years old, a rich
in I'l.’lor. and stands in hands
mliing lloo pounds.
lie is a
one, and although not very
ne roadster and a
good all-

i’Sfc*.

•is of freedom has a fourHoldimr t'>
Claude Nelson:
; dard bred mare.
This colt
in
stands
15-3 hands
color,
iy
weighs loro pounds. He is
cl and quite fast and is going
\
i.i

valuable horse, for his size
particularly desirable.
1!.

l’illsbury

of

Unity,

the

:aised and for many years
I' lymont Chief, 3.30 3-4’ would
much to know what has beold horse.
If any reader
who owns him
p iper kno •.
cooler a iavoron the paper
Mi
I’illsbury if they would
.m ol the owner’s mime
and
•i

Giait Gates of Thorndike has a
ami stylish mare, four years
bay in color and of good

by Claude Nelson; dam

was

l'atchen.

She stands 10
cl and weighs 1050 pounds,
es
surely has a good one in
an i she will
undoubtedly be
m "ii the track next
year.

i

ii!

"

ik Mussey of Unitv has

a

>eapmg tillv by Emperor
a
Knox mare
This filly
hay in color, straight as
ami with a line large gait.
Her head is a reproduction
are
I her sire, and
anybody
-aw him knows that iie'was ii
■me

I

liorse.

P'.MUne

Mr.

Mussey

li 1 ly one of the best he ever
has also a fine mare by DicI
siie is a handsome animal
Mid one.
'■

s

IP Pillsbury of Unity, the
the line stallion Lyre Bird,
> bas faith in his horse, for he
colts by the old liorse.
They
three-year-olds: these coits
ones, good shape and size and
'.ortii a lot of money when
i wo yearlings and a
■

good

weanling

The old horse is
and has got some fine colts,
a good season last
year and the
•ms are for another this
year.
•
is one of the
highest bred in
ud is one of the kind that
Horsemen want to breed to for
ones.

ne

md

style.

I-en Cornforth has
colt

:
-•

I.
M/c

a

fine two

by Lyre

This
and
lie

colt,

Bird; dam by
colt is grey in color,
shape and is a good
lifts

man

Ulie

own

sis-

weanling,

that is large,
•me and one of the best.
He
a
handsome weanling colt by
dam
Wilkes;
by Burnham AdI his colt is '.veil
built, has a
"I and legs, and looks like the
of a good one.
Mr. Corna

nte a horseman and
.i" r ol
but lie

has raissays lie
lot lie has got now the best of

colts,

in.

•'

'i

They

are

and one to be

surely a good
proud of.

Pillsbury of Unity has a
three-year-old colt by L.yre
by Onward. This colt is not
'Isome but is straight and
id is a very good gaited one
promise of speed. He is a
'■U> going youngster and preexceptionally good appearlies

n

I

he

liarness.

It.

by

He also lias

a

Eldorado; dam unit has good size and
shape and
the beginning of a handsome
Mr Pillsbury also lias a little
lr‘‘
by Baymont Chief; dam by
■

that is a great roadster and
""ind little horse, fast
enough
with and ca|iable of
getting
you want to go and getting

’“''•quick.

Besides these three
Pillsbury has sev■rs
driving and work horses
'ml mare, so that he has
quite
lull of good horses.
"I ones Mr.

H

!

I

"

Earwell, Jr.,

of

Thorndike

good colts, a three-year-old
Nelsonee; dam by Constella-

>

three-year-old gelding by
" 'Ikes; dam
by Gideon. Both
Ms are
bay in color and of good
“

n
c.

action and are sure to make
when they have attainas it is now either
'[growth;
lhH.s a good showing when har-

":ses

i

he mare is a
pacer of good
'ape and can beat 40 on the
"he is perfectly broke and

7U-V.

The gelding stands 15-3
l.ooo lbs., is a great road
i
He is a fine
gentle,;.!!!. v|ry stylish.
The third is a twopar 0
,s drivfrIsland
u>'
J.
by
Prince; dam by
lilu, w»l
This filly stands 15 hands

ai,i‘

!me;
ths

1 THE GREATEST BBIDGE IN AMERICA. -Tjnsa
Within my time in Texas (and I
chestnut in color and looks like
good
am,
hot such an old man either) two stage-one. He also has a brood mare that l as
One of the greatest deeds ever
him
some
colts.
foaches
about
containing
good
got
wrought in stoue and steel is the new
twenty-three.'
passengers were stopped and ail the
Mr. W. F. Ward of China has a large, East River Bridge, which has been forvaluables of the passengers taken by
handsome nine-year-old chestnut geld- mally opened. Besides the interest and
admiration excited by the building of
one man. The robber made them ailing by Nelson 2.00; dam by Dictator.
bridge that linked Brooklyn stand in * row and “hand over.” The*
This horse is quite fast and Mr. Ward
i
intends to come out to Waterville when with Manhattan, this far more imposroute was only traveled by one coach,',
climax
of engineering genius has
the going gets good on Silver street and mg
but on account of the large number of*
it will be a good one that beats him. passed almost unnoticed, for two reapassengers an additional coach was put
sons.
Mr. Ward purchased this horse from
Weaving these tremendous webs of on that day. The robber stopped the
the Burleigh estate, where he was
first coach and made the passengers
raised. He also has three two-year-old stee* ?ver a mile and a half of river
and
and swinging the crowded
get out. When the passengers in the
colts, a black one and a chestnut one, trafficshore,
of the greatest
first coach were lined up the second
both by Tarratine with their dams uncity of the land
on slender cables around which
a man
coach made its appearance. He made
traced,’and a third, bay in color, by a
his arms, are no longer a
sou of Mystic Witbers;’dam a Hamble- may clasp
them get out and then told them he
tonian mare. These colts are all of good novelty.
didn’t expect two coaches. That was
A fifty million dollar tunnel under
well
formed
and
and
give the Hudson
size, straight
A Jew insisted on retaining
nerve.
River; a thirty-five million
promise of making three fine horses. dollar
enough of his money to get his dinner.
driven
the
subway
of
unthe
and
will
the
length
have
breeding
They
narrow strip of a city
packed to suffo- The robber took ail and then gave him
doubtedly be in the fast classes in a
back 50 cents, and the Jew got into an
few years. The black one and the cliest- cation; fifty million dollars’ worth of
new railway terminals;
one, two or
argument with him as to the amount
nut one were shown at the China fair,
three new bridges costing fifteen milthe black one winning the blue ribbon
being sufficient to get a meal. That
lions each—these arouse only a
and the chestnut filly the red ribbon.
flurry was cheek. The robber went off with
of interest in New York. It has no
all the money of the twenty-three pasMr. James Vickery of Unity has a time to turn aside for big
things that sengers, and yet there were manyweanling filly by by Broomai Wilkes; would mark epochs elsewhere.
brave men in that caravan, but discredam a Knox mare, that is a good one.
The new bridge is forty per cent,
tion was tlie better part of valor. The
This filly is coal black, tall and straight wider and one-sixth longer than the
and is a very pretty little horse. She older Brooklyn Bridge, and the traffic
robber had two pistols out and ready.
life
as
first
of
her
had a hard time the
capacity is more than twice as great: or A shot from one of the twenty-three
three
she
was
sold
when
if 300,000 can be crushed across the old
her dam was
would have caused the robber to shoot,
months old, but she is now in good bridge in a day, then nearly two-thirds
and several would have been killed.
hands and shows that she has had good of a million will be able to swarm
That’s the only way they looked at it.—
care. Mr. Vickery took her out to show across the greater structure.
Yet the
Forest and Stream.
your representative and led her all about cost of the new bridge is less by $3,the yard by simply throwing his arm 500,000, and the time of building less
Pulse Beats.
over her neck, something you don’t by five years.
These facts mark the
often see done with a eight months old march of engineering knowledge and
The rate of the pulse in males at difcolt. Then he has a brown colt also a experience in fifteen years.
ferent ages is as follows: At birth, 130
The total length of the new bridge is
weanling by Columbo; dam by Daniel
beats per minute: at 5 years, 83 beats
Lambert. This colt is a little fellow, 7,200 feet, a mile and a third of doubleper minute: between 10-15 years, 78
only five months old, but he has a decked steel roadways soaring one bun- beats per minute; between 15-20 years.
bright eye, a well shaped head and leg dled and thirty-five feet above tide- 00.5 beats
per iuinute; between 20-25
and is undoubtedly booked to be a trot- water, bung from steel towers three
years. 00.7 beats per minute; between
ter some day.
Mr. Vickery also has hundred and thirty-five feet high. Four
25-30 years. 71 beats per minute; beseveral driving and work horses, all of trolley tracks, two tracks for elevated
tween 30-50 years. 70 beats per minwhich he keeps in a comfortable and trains, two driveways, two footpaths,
and a cycle path are laid in the one
well appointed stable.
ute.
hundred and eighteen feet of width,
i u females the rate is from 1 to 4.5
Mr. W. A. Gerrish of Unity is one of
three times as wide as a cross-street of
beats faster per minute.
the leading horsemen of that town,
New York. Twenty thousand tons of
Slow walking raises the pulse from
lie is a great lover of good horses; has
dead weight pull at the granite anchorowned some exceptionally good ones.
10 to 20 beats, while rapid running
before
a car or passenger crosses,
ages
Gerrish has owned some that have
This rise may
may raise it to 140.
with the fifteen thousand
made a name for themselves, among compared
last front half an hour to an-hour.
tons of material striving to pull the
them the horses Ned Wilkes 2.00 1-4.
older Brooklyn Bridge up by the roots.
Eating raises the pulse from S to 20
Ilarry L. 2.20 1-4. Wilkesmont 2.20 1-4
without wine. 13.1; with wine.
that no possible strain
beats;
Experts
say
and Dr Wilkes, who will be remembercan break down the bridge, and that
In the morning the pulse Is 10
17.5.
wnen tlie ola Brooklyn Bridge lias
beats higher than at night. When the
this year and a thoroughly goou, eonsiscrumbled away and nothing is left but
barometer rises 5 inches the pulse int -nt horse which has not yet reached the
the granite towers, the new bridge will
If the pulse
Besides these Mr.
limit of his speed.
creases 1.3 per minute.
still he open for business.” Skeleton
(lerrish has owned many other good
be (iti.G while lying down it will be 70
steel
towers
are substituted for the
ones which have not been marked so
when sitting and 78.0 when standing.
monuments at the ends of the
low, but were perhaps just as fast and granite
other bridge, a seeming paradox when
Mr. (lerrish still
worth just as much.
Ancient Tribe In Panama.
the Pennsylvania Railroad is spending
has two good ones.
The first, a fourmillions to replace steel bridges by solid
In Panama reside the Talamaneans,
year-old stallion, Bl'oomal Wilkes, by stone to make
a more permanent way.
a tribe of Indians ruled by a king who
Broomal, four-year-old race record 2.15 Much added
strength is in the four
have not changed their habits since the
by Stranger: dam by .lay Gould. cables, which are
eighteen and a quar- days of Columbus. The Talamancan’s
Stranger, out of Goldsmith Maid by ter inches in
diameter, against fifteen
Gen. Washington; dam Daisy Wilkes
but. which is a masterpiece in the art
and
for the first bridge.
by Mambriuo Wilkes, he by Geo. The three-quarters
of thatching, is a huge affair and sheldifference is slight to look at, hut
Advosecond
dam
Wilkes;
by Judge
ters bis entire family and ail bis worldwhen seen beneath the steel
cate; third dam by Gloster and fourth impressive
ly possessions, including the domestic
which hides the most wonderjacketing
10
colt
stands
Brown
This
by
Harry.
ful and delicate achievement in all
animals. As be is a past master in the
hands high and weighs 1175 pounds; he
Each of these
art of domesticating ttie wild deer, the
is a beautiful seal brown in color and bridge construction.
four cables is made of 7,(106 separate
peccary, the tapir and even the tiger
is one of the great, slashing gaited
cat. numbers of those animals are preshorses that it is a pleasure to see wires, eacli wire strung separately
across the East River, while one hunThis colt has the |
ent in every village. Ilis bed consists
go or ride behind.
dred and forty men spun the huge steel
blood and the gait to be very fast and
of the trunk of a certain species of
This
of
workmen
hand
rope.
daring
will undoubtedly be one of the fast ;
palm cut into strips and supported
of
hound
tons
steel
wires
twenty-six
lie :
ones next year if he is trained,
three or four feet from the ground on a
into
this
wire
cable
web
each
each
day,
has taken the premium every year in
frame. A few earthen pots complete
1
his class at the Unity fair, which thirty-five hundred feet long, and only
the furnishings of his house.
three-sixteenths of an inch in diameter,
speaks pretty well for him. He is1
than heavy picture wire.
one of the handsomest horses we have scarcely bigger
j Five thousand tons of steel were fashItulzac's Inipcciiniosity.
seen for some time and has a fine, inioned thus into four cables the thickOf Balzac it is stated that whenever
telligent head. He is perfectly kind, '■ ness of a stout
tree, and the strength
Air.
he was hard at work he went to roost
Gerrish harnessing and unharof eacli little wire, tested beforehand,
“like tlie fowls.” as he himself put it,
nessing him without hitching him up became
of
of
a
part
mighty harmony
in the least. This horse is the kind of
at 7 in the evening. He was called at 1
all pulling together, yet the powhorse for a farmer to breed to, be is i effort,
In the morning and wrote till 8; then
er to hear its gigantic burden was no
pretty sure to get a good sized horse and more than the united endeavors of took another hour and a half of sleep;
if lie is neither stylish nor fast he will
then after a light meal went to work
We like | thirty thousand “picture wires.” The
be of value as a work horse.
four cables cost $1,400,000.—Collier’s
again until -1 in the afternoon; then he
to see horses of this type in Alaine, the
took a bath, saw a few friends, took
more the better for they mean good, i Weekly.
big horses for Maine people, the kind
perhaps a short walk and immediately I
RECENT DEATHS.
that look well and sell well. Air. Ger-1
after dinner went off to bed.
risli also has a nine-year-old thorough”1 shall be compelled,” lie wrote, “to
Rev.
of
Tliis
the
bred gelding by Alambrino King.
Henry Robinson, pastor
lead this nigger's life for a few months
Newcastle
WOO.
died
horsestands 15.3and weighsabout
Congregational church,
without stopping in order not to be
He roads at the trot; in fact can trot a Jan. 6th from complete paralysis, aged
swamped by those terrible bills that
72
He
was
horn
in
to
he
down
Newcastle
but
when
years.
good clip,
gets
are due." And yet be was always hard
business goes at the pace and he is re- and formerly occupied pastorates at
ported to have gone a mile in 2.1:5 and Torrington, Ct., Dolton, C’t., Litchfield, up for money.
♦
probably can beat 20 easy now. lie is N. II., Buxton, Pliippsburg and Newa chestnut in color and one of the finest castle.
The Composition of a Uoekct.
haired horses we ever saiv, and shows
Tlie ordinary skyrocket is made of
Alexander Teague, mail clerk for 10
he is a thoroughbred in every move.
various compositions packed In tubes
years between Bangor and Portland
He is perfectly safe for a lady to drive
until last August, when he was attackrolled tightly round a cylindrical core.
and will stand in any place, being afraid ed
by pneumonia, died in Damariscotta Tlie match by which tlie rocket is exof nothing. He is one of the few horses
Jan. 6th. He was born there and leaves
ploded is placed in a cavity at the botwhere a check rein is a waste of leather a wife.
He was a member of Aina
tom. Tlie movement of tlie rocket would
for lie holds his head high in the air all
F. & A. M., Ezra B. French, B.
lodge,
be irregular if it were not for the guide
the time
He is as near the ideal fam- A. C.,
Dunlap Commandery, Knight stick, which is made
ily horse as we ever saw, safe, easy to Templars, and Kora
light, so that
Temple, Mystic it docs not retard the very of tlie rockhandle, kind and fast. Just the kind Shrine.
flight
of horse we need a lot of here in Maine.
et when the gases come out and hit the
Hon. Henry Swanton of Bath, forAir. Gerrish has never raced horses,
ground with all their might and send
preferring to let the other man win the merly a member of the Maine senate the rocket up into the air for all that It
honors and lose the money on the track, and house of representatives, for sevis worth.
but he surely has two as good horses eral years an alderman and for a long
time general manager of the Eastern
as it is necessary for anybody to own.
Oddities About Alphabets.
Steamboat Company, died Jan. 6th
When the Portuguese first explored
of pneumonia, aged about 70
years.
Something Like a Farm.
He was a well known merchant, being
Brazil they made great fun of the nasenior partner of the hardware and
tives of that country because they had
“Yes, sir,” resumed the Dakota farmfirm
of Swanton, Jameship chandlery
in their alphabet no f, r or 1. a people,
er; “yes, sir, we do things on rather a son
Company.
the invaders declared, without fe, ley
sizable scale. I've seen a man on one
of our big farms start out in the spring
m>no
or rey—without
faith, law or king.
nan
LCUCIVCU 111
and plow a straight furrow until au- den Jan. 5th of the death, by burning,
The Mohawks, again, have no labials
tumn. Then lie turned round and har- of Solon Bramhall at Brunswick, Me.
and vowed it was absurd when the
vested back.
Mr. Bramhall was an employe of the
missionaries irieu to toacu Tiiem to proiv e
Tontine House, which was completely
nave some Dig iarms up mere,
nounce p and b, “for who,” said they,
gentlemen. A friend of mine owned destroyed by fire. He, with two young
“can speak with his mouth shut?”—
one which he had to give a mortgage ladies, was on the roof
waiting for the Blackwood’s
Magazine.
on, and 1 pledge you my word the mort- ladders, which the firemen had told
gage was due at one end before they them would be put up immediately, when
Too Considerate.
could get it recorded at the other. You he rushed without any apparent reason
into the burning building. G. A.
see, it was laid out in counties.
Mistress (returning from holiday)—
Ames,
“And the worst of it is it oreaks up a cousin of II. I). Ames of Camden,
Why, Bridget, whatever has become of
families so. Two years ago I saw a was proprietor of the house, which had
the parrot?
whole family prostrated with grief- just been thoroughly improved and
Bridget—Well, you see, mum. after
women yelling, children howling and
renovated. The fire originated in the
it looked a bit pining like and
dogs barking. One of my men had his kitchen. Mr. Bramhall was well known you left
didn’t talk much, so the cook and I put
camp truck packed on seven four-mule in Camden and his friends were pained
It out of its misery, poor thing, and I
teams, and lie was going round bidding to learn of his sad end. Two sisters,
had it stuffed for my new 'at.—Judy.
Mrs. Fred 1) Aldus and Mrs. Susan
everybody goodby.”
“Where was he going?”
Browne of Camden, and two brothers,
“He was going half-way across the Ezra of Camden and Cornelius of
Cynical.
farm to feed the pigs," replied the Da- Friendship, survive him and
“I think it's absurd to say kissing is
they have
kota man.
the sympathy of all in their sorrow.
dangerous,” gushed Miss Rosebud.
“Did he ever get back to his family?” The deceased was 52 years of age.
“What possible disease could be spread
“It isn't time for him yet. Up there
by kissing?”
we send young married couples out to
“Marriage, madam,” grunted GrumOASTOniA.
milk the cows and their children bring
Tha Kind You Have Always BougM
Bean the
home the milk.”—Stray Stories.
py-

high and weighs

000

pounds, is

a
a

g<

■
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Mary Churchill Emmett

The Talented Actress Finds the
“L. F.” Medicine Indispensable

{

uuvi

A

One Minute Cough Cure gives relief in
minute, because it kills the microbe
which tickles the mucous membrane, causing the cough, and at the same time clears
the phlegm, draws out the inflammation
and heals and soothes the affected parts
One Minute Cough Cure strengthens the
lungs, wards off pneumonia and is a harmless and never failing cure in all curable
cases of Coughs, Colds, and
Croup. One
Minute Cough Cure is pleasant to
take,
harmless and good alike for young or old.
Sold by R. II. Moody.

Sold

A Versatile Actor.
The success that Mr. Thomas E. Shea has
attained since his entrance on a
stage career has been brought about
by giving his
patrons just what they want at prices so
moderate that they could afford to come
again. His motto is “The play is the thing,”
and he loses no opportunity to
carry the axiom out in every detail.
He has for the
ten
been
past
years
gradually approaching
the legitimate drama. Mr. Shea is not
only
an actor of great
versatility, but a close
student, paying attention to the smallest detail, mingling discretion with force. His
work has brought him
pecuniary returns
which many an actor who has disdained to
respond to the demands of popular taste
might envy.—Washington, I). C., Evening

The Curfew Law.

The Gardiner Reporter-Journal complains that many of the young boys of
that city are fast going to the
dogs be-

cause

enough

their

parents

haven’t

sense

gumption enough to keep
them off the streets at night, and counsels the enactment by the city authorities of a curfew law to compel the
boys and girls to go home at an early
hour in the evening.
Let Gardiner
profit by the example of Waterville
or

First Citizen (indignantly)—I am surthat young Longhead would
lend himself to any such scheme.
Second Citizen—Lend himself? Why,
man, he was bought.—Judge.
When asked for an opinion remember that a compliment Is really wanted.
—Atchison Globe.

The Blood Pomp"5

and several other Maine cities and do
nothing of the sort. The law if made GIVES YOU HEALTH or DISEASE
will not be enforced and the effect of
it unenforced is worse than no law at ACCORDING TO ITS CONDITION.
all. It is much better to let matters
If the heart, the blood pump of the human sysIs out of order the nerves are starved for
run as they are until the
Gardiner par- tem,
want
of blood and Indigestion, sleeplessness, sick
ents wake up to a
realizatioq of tneir headache, lack of vigor
and nervousness are the
responsibility instead of trying to turn result. Dr. Agnew’s Heart Cure relieves heart
that responsibility over to the munici- disease in 3« minutes, cures and strengtnens the
organ so that rich blood courses through tile
pality.—Waterville Mail.
veins and health reigns where disease was suWhen the curfew law was enforced preme. The better the blood pump the more
vigorous the health. Ninety nine out of a hunin this city—that was sometime
hearts are weak or diseased. The first dose
ago— dred
of Agnew’s Heart Cure relieves
the effect was very good
indeed, and
Dr. Agnew’s Liver Pills care Liver Ills.
the conditions since have been such as
10 cents.
11
to call for action
Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes ft Co
by some one.

We have in stock ail

Steamers leave Belfast (weather permitting) for
Boston, via Camden and Rockland, at about
2*30 p. m., Mondays and Thursdays.
For Winterport, via way landings, 'Wednesdays
and Saturdays at about 8 a. m.. or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.

RETURNING:;

So Certain, Safe and Reliable that No

From
From

Mondays and Thursdays.

THINGS WE
LIKE BEST

Also the usual fine line of tinware, wooden ware, lamps, etc.

Furnace

Why Is It They ao Seldom
Agree With Ua?
Whet's the reason the things we like
hosts# seldom seem to agree with oaf
Maybe It’s became we overeat of them.
Thea follows a lit of Indigestion.
Only lasts a day or two perhaps. Bat
It's a moot uncomfortable day or two.

will receive

from

\oungtown to Stevens’ corner at Gideon
loung's west corner; thence on said Young's line
south
degrees east one hundred and eightyeight and two-thirds roils to stake and stones-.
uu lue s"'!in I-,A
degrees west twenty-live rod* to
corner; thence north 2a degiees wes; bounded by
land formerly owned by Josei-h R.
Young one
hundred and ninety-live rods to road first‘mentioned ; thence northeasterly on said road
twentyhve rods to place of
beginning, cent lining thirty
acres, more or less. Ami whereas the condition
ol said mortgage has been broken, now thereton* by reason of the breach of the condition
thereof. I claim a foreclosure of stid mortgage.
I>ated at LincolnviUe, this 2sth dav of December -A. H. 1903.
»W53
AFGUST1NK F. HAHN.

Grain, Feed, Seeds,
Groceries.
«

IMPORTERS OF

SALT,

one
(lo.-s

Dialers in the finest qualify of

Anthracite and

Blacksmith
PHOJIPTl.V P'lU.KIi

OliUGKS

33, 35, 37

Front 5t.,

Hetiast, Maine,

TELEPHONE 4-2.

of those beautiful SCARFS

chase.
so.

or

It will be

economy on your

£3p*No trouble to show goods.

STOLES

selling.

Remember the place. 34 Church Street, opposite
Journal Office.
I. V. MILLKR, Helfast, >le.

Bowels
regular? Digestion good? If
not, remember Ayer’s Pills.
The kind you have known all

BELFAST.
AM

I want raw fur. My prices to
trappers ami
hunters are what collectors of furs soil for. Mink
S4.0U to $<..00; Fox. $4.00 to $0.00. So.- me before

well?

F li O.M

part to do

Garments lU>modelcd, lie-dyed and Blended
in all Shades.

Your
Liver
acting

12, 1110.2. iran.s miw ;m,
Burnham and Waterville witl thr-dma: mns
for ami from Banjror,
Waiervilie. XN.rtiaml and
Boston, will run ns

at

ii
Sold only by MILl.Kk
{'onvf
style, correct price, and decidedly the right
place to buy. Look at these before von pur-

voimv. druggist

I'M

Meltast, depart. T 1 f.
oint.t? 20

1 25
11
11 40
1 52
,,JU4
2 10
2 18
•> 40

vit.v 1

.+7 30
7 42

grook».

•pi?ox
.7.+7r’4
rhoiudiUe.
8 00

'uUlt'.
arrive

Burnham,
Clinton

..

‘jemoa.

Baugor.

8
8
8
0
11

1"
35
52
02
30

A Great Clubbing Offer

4 45
3

Boston,

6 30

5 35
8 00

lor,
5 57
7 26

—

Boo
8 30

a M

.12 15
[*
4"'’
I " D. 4 10

| I:

TO

BELFAST.
P M

V-.

A

7 4(>

j1 5:
" ‘V.
L*

..

Want your moustache or beard

A M

A

Waterville. 7 15

BUCKINGHAM’S DYE

Hatisor

M

952

7 16

Benton.+7

FTPT n-p. OF DRrouiaTS OK R P. HALT..» CO., NASHUA. X H.

21

+0 57

Clinton. +7 3o tlO 06
Burnham, depart. s f>n
10 20

iJ® * c>'.

Nasal

Hie Best and Most Practical Farm and Family
Paoer Published

cleanses, soothes and heals
the diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh and drives
away a cold in the head

JIM

^nAY-FEVEft

jap"

For
believing

*

have at least one good
have porfeeted arrangements wlmreby we can
send that practical atul instructive journal F.utM
and Homk, in connection with Thk Rkim mi.i
< an Jot rnai. for
only #2 on. the price of Thk
Rkim mi.d an Jochnai. alone. We are unable
to give but a brief description of the contents of
Fa km AND Homk. which is unequaled fur variety
ami excellence. Prominent among its manv de
part ments may be mentioned the

|

Cream Balm is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
the membrane and is absorbed. Relief is ini-

.over

^mediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 5G Warren Street, New York.

Farm and Garden

Market

Fruit Culture

Dr. Emmons’
Monthly Regulator

lias brought happiness to
women.
There is positiveother remedy known to medical science
that will so quickly and safely do the work.
Longest and most obstinate irregularities from
mmuredsof anxious
no

any cause relieved immediately. Success guaranteed at any stage. No pain, danger, or interference with work. Have relieved hundreds of
cases where others have failed.
The most difficult cases successfully treated by mail, and beneficial results guaranteed in every instance. No
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladies
whom we never see. Write for further particulars and free confidential advice. l)o not put oil
too long. All letters truthfullv answered. Remember, tills remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and positively leaves
no after ill effect upon the health.
Sent by mail,
securt ly sealed. *2.00.
Money letters should lie
registered. DR. J. W. EMMONS CO., 170 Tremont St., tiostou, Mass.

j

The

Lawyer

Apiary

News o* the

Day

Dairy and Creamery
Thn Poultry Yard

Household Features
The (Juestiou Box

Plants and Flowers.

The Veterinary
Sheep and Swine

The Horse

J

Fa km and Homk is published semi-monthly,
the 24 numbers which comprise a year’s subscription making a volume of over tiOO* pages, teeming
with all the latest and most reliable information
that experience and science can supply. No better proof of its popularity can be offered than its
enormous circulation, which extends into every
State, each number being read by no less than a
million readers.
Remember we send both papers a full year, al
postpaid, at the very low price stated. Address
all orders to

Republican Journal Publishing Co., Belfast.

A FREE PATTERN

WRIGHT & HALL,

(your

own

scriber.

BELFAST, MAINE,

10
11
>1 1
12
+12
tl2
1

55
20
35
12
30
5o
05

+4
4
4
f.
5
>5
5
t5
16
6

22
33

47
oft
15
24
40
50
'*0
05

Flag station.
Limited

tickets for Boston

are

now

sold

at

$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West ami North
west, via all

routes, for sale hv L. \\ (.kouok
r,K(V F. EVANS,
Viee President and General Ma-curer,
E. Booth by. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket
Agent.

Agent, Belfast.
h

BELFAST

Reports

Fancy Work.

Feeding and Breeding
Talks with Our

0 08
0 17
#;» 25
0 40
ij)5()
HO On
10 05

4 15
, ;!5

Mechanical Devices

Fashions and

ly

t

of our readers should
farm and family journal

one

we

Brooks.

V ;ildo.
City Point.
Belfast, arrive

Only $2.00

that every

lhorndike.

Knox.

X

l't'S

Portland... 10 45

beautiful brow nor rich black? Use

Ely’s Cream Balm

_

os

PM

Portland

Boston,

In all its stages there
should be cleanliness.

PM

8 20
i3 26
t3 43
4 « 8
f4’^o
4 45
5 20
5 55
fti 16
ui 26

AM

Waterville. 008

Ayer Co., Lowell. Hus.

CATARRH

a

On uml after Ort.

purs.

Che famous little pills far seostipatioa.

a

OK

Ladies’ and Gent’s

Core

EARY RISERS*

,t. C.

Swan <£ Sibley Co.

Notice of Foreclosure.

Tnell. bottle contains 1V4 times the 10c atan

your life.

Trussell,

TTHLREAS, Charles 11. Heal of l.ineolnville, in
»»
lhe County of Waldo and State of Maine, In
his mortgage deed dated tile third dav <.f
October,
A. D. 1887, and recorded in Waldo*
Registry of
Deeds. Hook 21<». Page 105, conveyed to me, the
undersigned, a certain pan el of real estate with
the buildings thereon, situated in Lineolnville,
and boim 'ed and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at the south side of the road leading

Cures All Stomach Troubles.
PnparedonlT by E.O.DiWm JfcOo.. Ofclctfa

Is it

&

liiGIl STRr.Ei, BELFAST.

“1 had stomach troutil# tear yean,** says
Bap.
R-Oolbath, Alpena, Mich., "whlob was
» had that at times I was forced to remain
la bed. At last I was Induced to try Kod3
Cure from which I received 1mDyspepsia
■edlate relief end a tew bottles effected e
complete core."

II

prompt attention.

Mitchell

food.
That would mean starvation.
But Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will net It.
Itdoea the stomach’* work. !■ the
mean time the tired organ la gaining
fresh strength. Before long It will be
u strong as ever.
Ton don't have to
list. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will direst any kind of wholsome food.

it

Work

JOBBERS

We don’t mean to abuse our stomachs
hut ws all do It mors or lees. We see
things we want and cant resist
the longing for them. When It's too
late we regret our rashness.
Bat
there's a way to escape the oonso*
of
such
Indiscretions.
A
gnences
dose
of a good dlgestant lika Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will relieve yon at once.
Indigestion is always due to the
isme cause. Your stomach is too weak
to digest what you eat. It needs rest.

lewnrs umc

Boston Tuesdays and Fridays at 5 p. M.
Winterport at 10 a. m., Bucksport at 12 H.,

FRED W. POTE. Agent Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN,
\ ice President and General Manager,
Foster’s Wharf. Boston.

Glen wood Oak.

Dyspepsia

$2.25 TO BOSTOX.

styles and

Other Medicine Can Take Its Place

Kodol

SERVICE.

kinds —air-tights, cast iron, and

The Famous

selection) to every sub-

Only

50 cents

a

I

year.

Gas & Electric Light Co.
Electric Wiring of All Kinds.

Electric,Gas Fixtures; Supplies.
Office Washington Street.

Telephone number,

44-2.

ARTHUR A. MOORE,
Successor to Charles L. Fletcher, dealer in

IMSCAUS^hl
I MAGAZINEWI
A LADIES’ MAGAZINE.

Water Fixtures for public or private
houses set up in the best manner.
Sf3T“ Repairing in City or County promptly
attended to.

12tf

NOTICE.

Himself,

prised

one

Bangor Division.

Stoves.

(

York. I am anxious in the matter, for it
did me more good than anything ! have
ever taken and I must have several bottles right away." —Mary Churchill
Emmett, of "Sewing the Wind" Co.

_

Just One Minute.

Parlor

WIXTER

««YMH!LE in your city some time *go I
bought several bottles of the True
‘L. F.’ Atwood's Bitters ct your store and
found that it greatly benefited me. I
wish to get some more. I send you my
route and several addressed stamped envelopes. Please tell me where I can procure the medicine when I reach New

|

_

..vy

!

Belfast, Me., Jan.

4, 1904.

To tlie Honorable Mayor and City Government
of the City of Belfast:
The undersigned, Jefferson Alexander, Superintendent of tlie Belfast Gas & Electric Company,
respectfully petitions your honorable body for
the ligl t to set poles along Front street, in said
eity of Belfast, for the purpose of extending
wires for lighting service.

JEFFERSON ALEXANDER.

City of Belfast, State
In Board of Mayor and

of

Upon the foregoing petition, it is ordered that
notice thereof be given by publishing a copy of
said petition and this order thereon in The Republican Journal, the last publication to be at least
fourteen (14) days before the twenty-eighth day
of January, 1904, and notice is hereby given that
a hearing upon said petition will be held at the
Aldermen's room on the said twenty-eighth day
of January, I9u4, at 7 o’clock, p. m., at which
time and place residents and owners of property
upon the highway to be affected by the granting
of the permit applied for, and all other persons
interested, shall have full opportunity to show
cause why such permit should not be granted
A true copy of petition, and notice thereon.
2wl
Attest: A. P. MANSFIELD, City lerk.
Second-hand goods
of every

deserip-

ion. Furniture,
bedding, carpets,
stoves, etc. An-

tique

furniture

a

specialty. If you
__have anything to
sell drop me a postal card and you will receive
a prompt call.
WALTER H. COO.'BS,
Corner Cross and Federal St., Belfast
lyS2
___

OF ALL KIXDS.

Thomas McEvan’s Haddies.

Stylish, Reliable, Simple, Up-todate, Economical and Absolutely
Perfect-Fitting Paper Patterns.

Slade, Gorton & Co.’s

MSCALLjffifrlI
abazar.

Kn|

1 PATTERNSWI
I

mi Sewiag Uw$ ifeswi.

and 15 cents each—non. higher. I
Ask for them. Sold in nearly every city ■
and town, or by mail from
ffe

Only

Smoked Bloaters.
Hayford Block, Belfast,
lephonel4-4

Maine.

4(itf

WindsorHotel Stable

10

THE McCALL CO.,
113-115-117

Maine, )
aldermen,!
)
January 4. 1901.

1

A gem; beautiful colored plates; latest
fashions; dressmaking economies ; fancy
work ; household hints ; fiction, etc. Subscribe to-day, or, send 5c. for latest copy.
Lady agents wanted. Send for terms.

1

The Republican Journal and MeCal* s Maga
zine with free patterns, will be sent one year fo$2.10 in advance. Address
Rkp. Journal Pub. Co..
Bellast, Maine.

FOR

RENT!

Front office In Odd Fellows* lllork.

The

new

Windsor

and commodious stable of the

Hotel

standing in.

is

open for
is

Everything

conveniences first-class.
able.
M. R.

boarding

and

new

and the

Terms
24tf

reason-

KNOWLTON. Proplcto

FOR RENT,
iVo. G4 High Streetf
Ou x55, suitable for office or factory. Apply to
Arnold Harris, 137 K. 54, New York, or
40
G. G Pierce,Belfast, Maine.
52tf

Belfast. July 29, 1903.—31tf

FOR SALE!
Top Carriage nearly new;

also one

WANTED
Cedles to know that tumors, cancers,
and all uterine troubles can be cured

by a simple home treatment. One bon
given to every lady addressing Cadies*
JAMK8 HA ARY, I elfaat. Me Home I reatment Co., 257 Oeerlug Ave.
4t51*
Portland, Me. Agents wanted
or JOS. WILLIAMSON, Augusta, Ms.
Grocery Wagon.

Apply to

IELMONT.
] ■OSlllL
S. B. Allenwood & Son are getting out
Miss Ardrea Sanborn, who has been dobe lumber for a barn, 40x50 feet, for Horace j ng housework at E. Merriam’s the past
« Ihenery of Belfast_The snow storm last ; rear, has
gone to Camden, where she finds
! iaturday made very fine sleighing about
unployment_J ustin Merriam had a bad
SOUTH HONimLE.
who is employed
News has been recieved of the death at I own....James Jackson,
imaahup coming out of Belfast last week.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
He had a breakage which let the thills on
Fort Fairfield of Mrs. G. W. Peavey, form- i n Belfast, visited
lohn G. Jackson, Sunday—Mrs. Lenora to the horse’s heels, so that he ran away.
erly of this place. She was honored and
to Port- Iu8tin
pluckily held on to him and ran
respected by all who knew her and the hus- iVadlin and son Ernest returned
band and children have the sympathy of and Jan. 6th after a visit to her mother, rim against a barn, which caused a
II
Emma
ills.
Sirs.
general
in which he and the
their relatives and friends in this place—

Correspondence.

County

__

SEARSPORT
J. 1). Sweetser left
New- York.
(

LOCALS.
last Thursday

for

apt. E. I). P. Nickels has bought the

Backlifte homestead.

Norton Arrested Him.
Augusta, Jan. 6. Deputy U. S. Marshal Norton brought one Sidney Pomeroy of
Unity plantation, to Augusta this week on
a charge of haring violated the internal
revenue laws by selling liquor without a
license. Pomeroy had been serving a 60day sentence in Belfast jail and was arrested by Mr. Norton on the expiration of his
sentence. lie was taken before U. S. Com.
Burleigh and arraigned on the above
charge, being represented by A. M. Goddard, Esq., and by the advice of counsel,
pleaded not guilty and waived examination.
From the testimony the commissioner
found sufficient cause to hold him in the
sum of $300 for the February term of the
district court, and owing to circumstances
connected with the case he was allowed to
go upon his own recognizance.

wreckage
horse met with slight injuries—Miss
Blanche Clements has been spending the
past week with her grandmother', Mrs.
E. F. Porter returned last week to ProviDeborah
Thompson.Miss Nellie D.
exs selling
“Ked
Cross”
the
dence, K. 1., after a holiday vacation.
flavoring
ISUBSBORO.
loaded a car Thompson has been visiting in Rumford
Miss Florence Coleord has taken the liCapt. Fields C. Pendleton arrived homo tracts_Ephriam Littlefield
Falls. Her health is said to be improving.
brary during the absence of Mrs. C. E. Saturday after a month’s visit in New York. with hay last week_Charles Marr was In
—The entertainment at the Grange Hall
on business last week
Rockland
SatJoseph
home
Bice.
arrived
_Capt. Joseph Dodge
last Thursday evening, given in the interstation
car
at
Waldo
a
is
Marden
loading
The Baker, Carver & Morrell calendars urday for the winter—Four of Islesboro’s
est of the new church vestry, was a finanhave been received and are, as usual, “all solid citizens got on the scales the other day with shovel handles....White & Robertson
cial success.
After a lengthy literary prowas 1,155 filled their ice houses with fine ice from
and
their
weight
aggregate
PORT OF BELFAST.
right.”
gram, clam chowder, ice cream and cake
and
Pond
last
Smallidge
Friday—
Silver
Capt.
Thursday
Star,
Toddy
ARRIVED.
Mrs. E. M. Glidden left Monday for Wa- pounds_The
were sold to the hungry multitude_The
made her regular trip between Castiue, Jos. Marden cut up a tree last week that
vital statistics of Morrill show only one
terville, where she will spend the remain0.
Jan.
Schs.
Maria Webster, Turner,
last
wood.
lslesboro and Belfast in the blizzard
produced three col ds of
der of the winter.
death among its inhabitants the past year, Bar Harbor; Harriet Rogers, Patterson,
Saturday_Miss Kate Warren has return- V1NALHAVEN.
do.
and three births
A stranger appeared at
As the later evenings of the week of
ed to Boston after a visit with her parents,
AMERICAN PORTS.
The annual installation of the officers of the home of Freeman Creasey last Wednesprayer were stormy services will he con- and Miss Grace Pendleton has gone to New
New York, Jan. 5. Cld, sch. Charlotte
Lafayette Carver Post, No. 45, G. A. R., day night.
tinued duting this week.
York for the winter.
T. (Sibley, Jacksonville; 8, ar, schs. Abbie
and Lafayette Carver Relief Corps were held
1'on't forget the installation of the officers
SANDYPOINT.
Ingalls, Bangor; Lena White, Vinalhaveu;
Jan. 1st, at Memorial hall.
StVANVILI.E.
evening,
Friday
of Fretman McGilvery Post this afternoon.
Mrs. A. D. Witherell has gone to Boston F. C. Pendleton, Jacksonville; 9, ar, sells.
Mr. E. 11. Nickerson of Portland was at The officers of the G. A. R. Post were inJ. Manchester Haynes, Port Royal; Janies
for several weeks visit_Connor Ferkins
Picnic lefresliments wjll be served.
W. Paul, Jr., Fernandina; Win. E. Downes,
Maple Terrace Farm the first of the week, stalled by F. S Walls. Mrs. T. G. Libby of the U. of
visited
Orono,
M.,
recently
last
a
union
do.; sid, sch. Olive T. Whittier, Fernandito
storm
the
Sunday
Owing
lie has sold his big oxen and sent them to acted as installing officer of the Ladies’ Rena;
11, cld, sch. S. G. Haskell, Fernandina ;
Mrs.
W.
L.
S.
Perkins—A.
who
Sbute,
service was held at the Congregational vesBrighton. Mr. A. W. Damm took them to lief Corps. A camp of Sons of Veterans lias
bark Puritan, Anjer for orders.
been captain of steamer Monhegan for
try. About fifty were present.
Belfast in the storm Saturday
Mrs. was also instituted, with L. W. Vinal as
Boston, .Jan. 8. Cld, schs. Medford, It ehseveral weeks, is at home for awhile— ardson, Brunswick; Gov. Ames, Newport
Charles X. Treat arrived by train Mon- Martha Cousins, who has been quite sick captain, by Arthur Orne and E. K. Gould of
Miss Addie Partridge of the Narrows is do- News; John Paul, Savannah.
thly evening to spend his vacation with his at her sister’s, Mrs. It. K. Maiden, is im- Rockland. Several musical selections were
Baltimore, Jan. 7. Ar, sch. Van Allens
ing dressmaking for several families here.
parents, l apt. and Mrs. F. \V. Treat.
Houghton, Carter, Boston, via Norfolk; 11,
proving— The snow in the last storm given during the ceremonies by a male
Ginn
arrived
home ar, bark Good News, Turks Island.
George
recently
Mr- K >1. Griffin and daughter Mabel drifted badly. They were unable to make quartet, composed of W. F. Pierce, 0. C.
from Boston, where he is employed on the
Brunswick, Ga., Jan. 5. Ar, seh. Heni\
left by steamer Penobscot Thursday for some of the roads passable until Monday Lane, J. E. Tolman and F. S. Hamilton.
tug Thomas J. York... Ernest Partridge B. Fiske, Boston; 6, ar, schs. Edward '1.
Stotesbury, Portland; Lyman M. Law,
1 e-ten, wheiethey will remain until April
night_Mrs. T. D. Nickerson, who suffer- Dancing completed the evening’s entertain- arrived home
Saturday from Belfast, where Providence; 8, ski, sell. Win. B. Palmer,
ment.
( apt. (
M. Nichols left by train Friday ed badly from a fall a few weeks ago, is
he has been attending court as one of the Baltimore; 11, ar, seh. R. W. Hopkins, San
able
to
be
about
again.
I'. K.; sid, schs. Melissa A. Willey,
LIBERTY.
morning for New York to resume command
jury—J. W. Grant is preparing to cut ice Juan,
New York; Carrie A. Look, Bridgeport;
of the steamer American of the Hawaiian LIliCOlliVILlE.
It lias been the custom for many years on the
Esbic—Deputy Sheriff Blanchard cld, bark Mamlie Swan, New York; sch.
line.
The storm of Saturday was very severe for the children of the late I. C. Neal and has been in Belfast attending
court_Capt. Jacob M. Haskell, do.
Georgetown, S. C., Jan. 5.
Ar, sch.
M is.- Ilallie Roulstone gave a “Five Ilun- here. Nearly one foot of snow fell and their families to meet each year since his Converse Grant is loading his schoonFlorence Leland, New \ ork; 6, ar, sch.
dred" party on Monday evening which will now we have excellent sleighing—The i death on the anniversary of his birth, De- er, the Stony Brook, with kiln wood_ Sarah I). J.
New York.
Rawson,
figure as one of the social events of the school in Dist. No. 8 is progressing finely. I cember 28th, and celebrate the event. This The roads had to he shoveled Monday for
Norfolk, Va., Jan. 6. Ar, schs. George
Miss Rhodes of Northport is teaching_| year was the one hundredth anniversary the first time this winter_Several are W. Wells, Boston; James W. Elwell, Portw inter.
via Newport News.
than
land,
and
a
little
more
eclat
was
exhibited
sick with had colds.
Mrs. Hannah B. Ford announces the mar- Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Russ are visiting
Darien, Ga., Jan. 6. Ar, seh. Anna PenAll of the tribe of
friends in Boston
There will be a ball j on former occasions.
to
of
her
Pendleton,
dleton, Patterson, New York.
daughter, Nancy
riage
in Cilley’shall Tuesday, Jan. 19, and good Isaiah in this vicinity met at the house of his
u.
cimunimn, oim.
.'ll, 31/110. rjliltll
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
Fred Henderson Jerome on Tuesday, Jan.
llnnr.hfor Vfeo
I
f\ lohmo., LA™ no IflA’I
Folwell, Boston: Tlieuline, do.; 7, nr, sell.
music will be furnished. The hall has been
s. tool, at Boxburv. Mass.
Frank Barnet, Boston ; sld, sell. Marie Palmput in good repair and a new hard wood where very interesting services were held
OwiDg to the severe storm last Saturday, er, Boston; 8, ar, sch. Edward II Blake,
N. L. Littlefield’s cow, “Millie Landseer,”
floor has been laid. The work was done commemorative of his worth and goodness.
Harvest Moon Grauge, Thorndike, held no New Y’ork ; sld, sells. A. B. Sherman, Phil
upon a feed of 2 quarts meal and 4 quarts
A
bountiful
was
to
I adelphia; Gen. Adelbert Ames, New Y'ork.
which
.repast
served,
by Mr. Fred Brewster of Belmont. The
meeting. The installation of officers will
shorts a day, made lU lbs. butter last week
Jacksonville, Jan. 7 Ar. sch. Susan N.
ample justice was rendered. It was a half be Saturday, Jan. Kith. This
hall will be known as the Bijou.
Grange, No. Pickering, New London.
and furnished 4 quarts of new milk each
I day pleasantly spent and long to be rememWilmington, N. C.. Jan. 7. Cld, sch.
57, has 150 members and is doing good work.
day for her calf. Can this be beaten in PROSPECT FERRY.
bered by tlie clan, more particularly the
Herald, New Y’ork 11, eld, sch. Una. New
It held 41 meetings last year.
eastern Maine?
York.
Mrs. VV. D. Batchelder is confined to the younger portion_George Meservey and
liro. Edward Evans, Master of Waldo
Newport News, Jan. 8. Sld, sch. Thomas
News was received here last week of the house with a bad attack of rheumatism. wife have returned from a visit to Boston
W. Lawson, Boston; 11, ar, sch. Pendleton
Pomona
installed
the
officers
of
Grange,
death of Edward Ford of pneumonia at a j She is attended by Dr. Tow le of Bucksport. and vicinity_Edward Bridges, one of our
Satisfaction, Norfolk.
Comet Grange, Swanville, last Monday
Savannah. Jan. 7. Ar, sch. MaiL. Croshospital in New York. As the family are j
Capt. A. A. Ginn went to Belfast last oldest citizens, (91) is quite sick with pneuassisted
Sister
by
Margaret Kil- by, New Y'ork.
all absent from home the remains were | week on business—Miss Hannah Heagan monia.... We have heard it remarked on evening,
!
Delaware Breakwater, Jan. 11
Ar, »il,
placed in a receiving tomb and in the is visiting relatives in Bangor and Brewer. the street and elsewhere that the weather lings. Comet Grange had no meeting Jan. I). H. River-, Fernandina for Philadelphia
4th owing to the extreme cold.
Jan.
11.
for
sell.
be
here
interment.
.uiss.,
Annie
will
Ar,
Gulfport,
had
been
of
that
the
cold
brought
spring
late;
mercury in
Edgar Harriman is at home from Bangor
The officers of Mystic Grange, Belmont, I. Henderson, Cartagena
Mr. Ford was the oldest son of the late
visiting his parents, Capt, and Mrs. J. S. the thermometer had undertaken to hide
Dutch Island Harbor, K. I Jan. II
sld.
Alanson and Hannah D. Ford and is sur- Harriman... Rev. X. H.
Avery of Wells, from us by crawling out of the bottom of were installed T hursday evening, Jen. 7th, sebs Fileman. Stonington, Me., lor New
G. .M
\ ived by two sisters and one brother.
Clark’s
State
M.
Yoik;
Island
for
B.
the
bulb.
It
sneaked
down
to
one
assisted
Braiuard,
by
master,
past
his
A.
Hunt,
visited
G.
day.
Maine,
brother,
Avery,
do.. James
Bickford, Sullivan for do ;
Mr. and Mrs. Simeon Ellis of
by Bro. W. S. Morse. After the install:
The directors of the Gordon Cemetery last week
Winslow Morse, New York for Kdgartown
MONKOE.
tion a bountiful supper was seived. Th.s
Association have bought of Mr. Carleton Stockton Springs visited Mr. and Mrs. L.
FORKluN PORTS.
Mrs. Nathaniel Twombly is very sick
grange numbers now s4 paying niembet*
all his right and title to lots in the yard and D. Berry one day last week_Mrs. Annie
Anjer, Dec 4.
Passed, ships Altas,
with pueumouia at the home of her daughami is in a very prosperous condition
Devereaux is improving slowly.
are thus empowered and have decided to
McKay, Manila for New Yor< Roanoke,
The remains
ter, Mrs. Fred Cunningham
fur Baltimore and
Armstrong,
Ilong
Kong
the
uf
an
on
assessment
require
pavment
Megunticook Grange, Can den, held its New Y’ork.
of Charles Colton, ton of Willis Colson,
ail undeeded lots. Upon payment of such W INTERPORT.
installation of officers Wednesday evening,
St.
Dec
29.
John's,
PR,
firm
Massachusetts
were
Sld, bark Edbrought here
Maria B. Manter, widow of the late
assessment a deed will be given the payee.
Jan 6th, at G. A. K. hail. Tins Grange, ward L. Mayberry, Fernandina; sell I; W.
Jan. l'Jth for mteimeut in the village cemeHopkins, Brunswick.
Ilnria) permit must be obtained from the Dr. Manter, died at her home Thursday
w Inch lias been organized but a few months,
lie was formerly a resident of this
tery
ifuiiiacoa, PR, Dee 25. Sld, sch Norunire-elected the original corps of fficers, with
president before ground is broken in the morning, after a lingering illness of nu'ny
lie was killed by an elevator fallbega, Pascagoula.
village.
tile exception of treasurer, Ereii A Hanson
y ard and will only he granted to those who
months.
The funeral services were held
Weymouth, NS, Dec :tl. In port, Dai k
ing on him... The drama, “Enele Josh,”
have paid the assessment.
0. B. Wooster in that capacity. J. 11. Bowers, Dickson, for Buenos Ayres,
I Sunday afternoon, Rev. J. W. Hatch offi- which was
presented lure Christmas and succeeding
loading.
The many ftiends of Miss Sarah
The leading offices are filled as follows:
Get igf s. Nich-'is, who died at Sailors’ cutting
was later
Newcastle, NSW, Jan 4. Ar, ship Paul
played with great success in
E. Mash, W. M.: Sylvester Phinney, Revere, Hong Kong (loads for
Snug Harbor, Her :;i, inn:;, was born in I lViree were deeply grieved to learn of iter North
Philippines).
searsport, will by request he re- George
The
which
occurred
at
her
Mis',
iu
overseer;
(iiris
t
7
death,
home
telegraphic report that she passed
and
was
and
P
months
sear.-pm
Wooster, chaplain;
years
peated, w itli tl.e routing farce, Thirty Minfrom Ilong Kong for Boston was
Anjer
Frankfort Sunday afternoon.
Much symCora
<*ld
1.. 1
ai! >* ai sport boys of those days
Morse, lecturer; I.uey Pendleton, sec- erroneous.
utes for Heftesl incuts, at the Town Ilali,
F. A. Hanson, treasurer. The en1:* we;
sea early in lift*.
II** married pathy is expressed lor :he sorrow ing fam- M
Havana, Dec 50.
Sld, sch Pendleton
ednesday evening, Jan. 20th. Alter the retary ;
<>
ily.... Mrs. A. 11. llaiiscom came home faice there will be a social hop—Fiank tire stall consists of 13 officers. A harvest Brothers, Savannah.
y !!•*. by wlitail lie had six ehilDee
27.
Ar. bark Chiaiina
Messina,
* »• of whom
•;*■!i
survive, namely Hor- from Boston for a blief visit last week_
llamm lias returned from Northern Maine, supper was heartily enjoyed by the mem- (Ital).
Bangor; Jan 2. Ar, bark Teresimi
Delmoiit Glilfin of Bangor is vi'iting his
bers
before
\*
the
ae*
re.* i»*> in E.ist Miiton, Mass.,
exercises.
Fifteen
visitors
where he has bent woik.ng in the woods.
(Ital), do.
s;* a M
Iinifhestei, Mass., and Estella grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Thompson.... _Ice is being harvested for the use of fr"in other granges were present, and sev
Montevideo, Dec 8. Sld, ship Kennebec,
■>
Warren
F.
A.
era'
v.
\e;>
II
n Seat sport.
A sister, Mrs.
candidates were received and applica- Rio Janeiro for Port Townsend.
Lodge,
M.,and Cushing Chap- tlie factory, the coming season. The ice is
Saniana, Jan. 8. In port, sch. Carrie A.
ter Eastern Mai held a public installation
s.iji ) > i•.in, lives in Everett, Mass
in litie condition for cutting_Frank Bow- tions liled.
i Buck man, from Wilmington (read) to suii
at their hall Friday evening.
The fol- den was at home (luting the
for
Gonaives to load for orth of llatteras)
Xarrimissic
from
held
its
anGrange. Orland,
holidays
MMiin *i uaniKT m:>ts.
Turks Island, Jan. 11.
bark Willard
lowing officets-eiect were installed by Dis- Camden, where he is working, ..Miss nual installation of officers at the
< oi;m k.
Grange Mudgett, Conakry (to loadAr,
i •*
Edwards Matthews
for Boston),
trict Deputy G. M., F. K Harvey of KenEsther Colson is visiting her aunt, Mrs. hall Saturday evening, Jan. 2d.
About
Montevideo, Jan. 4. Sld, ship Governor
ai.-. Aii'liM» ithew have been doing quite
duskeag: C. S. Nason, \\ M.; FI. S. Young, Betsey Colson... One of Monroe’s young 80 members and invited guests were pres- Robie, Colley (from Baltimore), San Fran« lilting
ini- i.
a
ice.
They have filled s \\.; Oscar Cole, ,1.
W.; Lewis Atwood, ladies. Miss Josephine Bttzze.ll Rogers, was ent. Supper followed the exercises, after cisco.
the
)i« uses oi c. (i. Fenial.d and G. K.
Macoris, Dec. 28. Ar, sell. Lavinia M.
Treasurer; .1. 11. Baker, Scc’y; Leonard recently n arried and congratulations are which the evening was
spent in games and Snow, Sawyer, Jacksonville, Fla. (and reIdle play, “CJnh.il *i: •* ide? thier ow ITreat, S. D ; E. li. Lowe, ,J. I).; D. McG. in order.
social chat. The names of the officers are mained Jan. 2 for New Y’ork).
»*
si.
Monroe talent last
given by
*
Spencer, t liuplain; S. H. Morgan, S. S. ; C.
Honolulu, Jan. 9. Ar, ship Win. P. Frye,
as follows: Master, J.
Wesley Eldredge; Sewall,
Thursday evening, was well attended and A.
San Francisco (to load for Delaware
MONTV1L.EE.
CENTRE
J.
s;
II.
McKenney,
Grant, Marshal;
Clarence
overseer,
Linnie
Wight; lecturer,
H indi euj-.yed by all....Mrs. Abbie Grant
Breakwater).
As Mrs. Lizzie Colson was assisting her
T. 1>. Eaton, Tyler
The Rebekahs held
Albion
asst,
stewKeyes; steward,
Soper;
marine miscellany.
i Aig; ** is visiting her cousin, C. O. Fertheir installation Wednesday evening, Jan. son to administer a dose of medicine to
ard, Albert Buck; chaplain, A. B. HutchBrown’s Head Light Station, Me. Owing
nald.
j
tlieir horse, tor some reason which she can
fit It, and Garfield Lodge, 1. 0. 0. F., Monings; treasurer, Dorothy Eldredge; secre- to Fox Island Thoroughfare being closed
AITMTON.
day evening. The list of officers will be hardiy account for, she fell a short distance tary, Clara
ice, the light at this station, western enValentine; gate keeper, Harold by
trance to the thoroughfare, was disconon
which
she
was
ladder
the
announced
from
standing
later....The
lecture
on
.ua
The diM
entitled “Gyp, the Heiress” is
MuniciGertrude
ceres,
Hutchings; po- tinued Jan. 4. It will be relighted as soon
Hr. Pearson was Harriman;
being rehearsed by some of our best ama- pal Reform by W. II. Ilotze was well at- and broke her arm.
mona, Julia Wight; flora, Charlotte Part- as the thoroughfare is free from ice.
called and set the bone— Burton Thompteur talent, and will be given to the public tended and listened to with deep interest.
Portland, Jan. 7. Commander C. P. Rees,
assistant steward, Gertrude A.
son’s little hoy was quite ill last week. ridge; lady
in charge of the 1st lighthouse district,
on or about the 15th... The thermometer
Soper.
gives notice that the Fairway bell buoy is
_Miss Inez L. Barker is at home, feeling
has ranged from zero to 25 below during STOCKTON SPRINGS.
The following officers of South Montville reported adrift from Burnt Coat Harbor,
Mrs. Amanda S. Costigan, called here by
the continuance of the cold wave. Wednesquite exhausted from her constant labors
Me., and will be replaced as soon as pracwere installed Tuesday evening,
ticable.
The second class nun buoy,
day morning, Jan. oth, was the coldest_ the decease of her aunt, Mrs. Susan T. as nurse_Mark Bartlett has returned to Grange
Jan.
Past
Master
C.
5th,
S.
known
a
by
asas
week
left
last
Perkins Island South Ledge
Adams,
Brown,
ago,
Mi." Fannie Gushee, who has been spendThursday the Law School in Bangor—Mrs. Edna
and
the
sisted
Past
class buoy, known as
Master
buoy
C.
M.
by
Howes:
for
her
home
in
Dorchester, Mass_Mr. Thompson is visiting friends in Belfast.
M., Perkins Islandsecond
ing the holidays here, has returned to
North Ledge No. 1, are both
A. V. Martin; 0., G. F. Randall; L„ Lois
Springfield, Mass., where she is teaching. John Mudgett, who is spending the winter Cora A. Goodwin visited friends in Belfast
out of position, the former adrift and the
Miss Gertie Henry, teacher in Freeman; Steward, H. L. Jackson; A. S., latter 50 yards north of its proper position,
Mrs Adelaide E. Oakes has closed her with his daughter and husband, Mr. and last week
D. Little; Chap., E. A. Diuslow ;
house and gone$to New York to pass the Mrs. Edwin M. Crocker, in Belfast, came the Plains district school, went to Boston
Treasurer, in the inKennebec River. They will be
placed
position as soon »s practicable.
winter.. Miss Annie < onant of Rockland over Thursday for a week's visit with his to spend Christmas and New Years and is C. F. Conner; Sec’y, Mrs. L. M. Sukeforth;
Recent Charters. Bark Rebecca CrowG.
Fred
w
K.,
Mrs.
son
and
A.
V. Martin ; ell, New York to Sail Juan,
Ramsey; C.,
has been in town a few days, the guest of
ife, Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Mudgett. detained there by illness.Mrs. Louise
general cargo,
All are glad to see his familiar figure again Johnson arrived home last Friday from P., Mrs. S. P. Colby; F., Mrs. Nettie Nash ; p. t.; bark Edward L. Mayberry, FernanMiss Alice Wentworth
The masquerade
dina
to
New
Y'ork, lumber, p. t.; sch Medball in Riverside ball Dec. Jlst was attend- upon our streets—Miss Susie A. Cousens Portland—George Edmund got a fox last L. A. S., Etta Gilman. Bro. C. T. Randall,
ford, Brunswick to Philadelphia, ties 15c;
who was married No Years eve. to Mrs. sell
ed by a large company and was pronounced left Friday to return to Agawam, Mass,
which
makes
six
he
has got this
Charlotte T. Sibley, Jacksonville to
Friday,
Lizzie Daggett, earn* with a tine treat of New Y’ork, lumber;
“the best time of the season.”
where she will resume he, caching. She* winter.
This one had a chain on its neck.
$5.50; sch Lizzie Ii.
Charleston to Providence, lumber,
and
Willey,
for
oranges
which
the
candy,
will not be at home again until summer_
grange
three
Exavier
heifers
bought
Sprowl
THORNDIKE.
p. t.; sch Emma S. Lord, Fajardo to New
exienueu mem a vote ol thanks.
At the
Winfiuld k
Tonuith
Saturday brought us a blustering aud drift- unrl a niir lout \ir jdIt
York, sugar, p. t.; sch Fred W. Ayer, New
i-.
rrea
nigguis recently received a
close of the installation all repaired to the Y’ork to Sabine
snow storm—the worst of the season.
ing
last
week
build
hauled
timber
to
an addiPass, cement, 44c per bbl;
present of which lie is justly proud. A No one
supposed our evening mail stage tion to his barn—Charles Thompson of banquet hall, where they enjoyed a fine sch Ella M. Willey, Port Royal to New
prominent liangor lady gave him a suit of could
Y'ork, lumber, $5.25, part cargo iron out,
possibly get over from Belfast; but Searsmont was in town last week looking oyster stew.
$2.00; sch Scotia, Darien to New Y’ork,
clothes wl.ich was worn by a young lieuMr. John Lancaster w as on the box himself over the Harriman farm with an idea of
The officers of Honesty Grange, Morrill, lumber, $5,871.
tenant in the iatc Civil War.
The coat,
and sheer pluck and characteristic perseverbuying it—E. J. Hatch lost one of his pigs were installed Wednesday evening, Jan.
pants and cup are in a nice state of preserhrfimrht. t.hp mail hacru f/a
nod
last week by freezing—During the cold 6th, by Past Master James G. Harding, asvation, the buttons as bright as when worn
about midnight, having in many places
days of last week Jack Frost crept into sisted by Sister Harding. The report of
in ’63. The suit fits him very nicely, and
been obliged to break through the drifts bemany cellars, and many neighbors are say- the secretary and treasurer shows that the
when he lays aside his school boy’s suit
fore venturing to put his horses into them.
ing: “I have lost my potatoes”_During grange is in good condition financially.
and dons the “Union Blue” he looks the
Who else would have attempted such a the snow storm of last
Saturday the tele- Fifty meetings were held the past year and
soldier quite as much as did iris father, V.
task'.'
The ice houses in our village are phone refused to work.
20 new members initiated. The present BELFAST HAS TO BOW TO THE INN. Higgins, in 1861. As there is nothing
being tilled from the Elden Pendleton pond
membership is 91. This grange was organEVITABLE-SCORES OF CITIZENS
WALDO STATION.
quite So near Fred’s heart as the “Union on
Cape Jellison....Mr. Fred Hendricks of
ized 29 years ago this month, and during all
PROVE IT.
Blue'' and those who wore it, lie is more
The recent cold wave has given people a
Frankfort spent Monday in town.Airs
that time has held meetings each Wednesthan pleased to be the owner of such
chance to test the value of their cellars in
Frank A. Patterson entertained a
unless a storm or an extra
company
After the reader lias read the public statement
to keeping vegetables.
It has been day evening,
trophies ...Joseph Stevens and wife are Monday
evening in honor of her husband's regard
busy time in haying prevented. The fol- of this representative citizen of Belfast given
a very trying time_Now is
the fruipassing a few weeks with their daughter, birthday
anniversary....The double installowing seven Bros, have held the office of below, lie must fairly, squarely and honestly
Mil-. K. .1. Knowltnn in Somerville, Mass.
lation of officers for i’ownal Lodge, F. & A. tion of the year with the farmer as he master at the dates indicated: J. R.
Meats, come to this conclusion: A remedy which cured
Madam Prentiss is the guest of her
feeds
his
and
stock
minds
their
thrifty
AL, and Bethany Chapter, 0. E. S., occurred
Simon Payson, 1878; F. years ago, which has kept the party in good
1875,
’79,
’76,
’77,
’82;
Mrs.
Bert
granddaughter,
Stevens_Miss
needs. With the daily newspaper at
A. Gray, 1880, ’93, ’94, ’95,1902; D. 0. Bowen, health since, can be relied upon to perform the
Tuesday evening. Air. Leslie 1). Ames of many
Bessie Higgins passed Jan. 7th with Mrs.
same work under similar circumstances.
Head
Lincolnville was the installing officer for hand, and the bowl of apples from theeel- 1881, ’83, '84, ’85, ’86, ’87, ’96, '97, ’98, '99,
’00, tbis:
lar (not Hen Davis) he sits in the chimney
George P. Higgins.Willie I’. Higgins the Alasons. The
are the elective
Lewis Winchenbach, 1888, '89;Elisha
following
’03,
’04;
Charles H.Chamberlain, bus driver, of 155High
returned Friday to his home in Salem,
officers for the ensuing year. W. AL, Frank corner these long evenings and defies the Merriam, 1890, ’91, ’92; T. R. Dickey, 1901.
Mass
Frank Hollins, w ho has been visitstreet,on Primrose Hill,says: "With the passing
charms of city life to tempt him from his
E. West; S. W., Frank V. Davis; J.
The officers of Georges River Grange, No. of time 1 have learned to value Doan's
W.,
ing relatives in town, returned to liis home John K.
Kidney
of winter prosperity and comfort.
Alerritliew; Treas., Charles C. citadel
118, Liberty, were installed Wednesday Pills more highly today than I did in 1897. when I
in Troy Jan. 6th—R. S. Ward and wife
is
sick
_Mrs.
Carter
with
the
Georgia
Park ; bee., Albert AL Ames; S. D., Edward
first publicly gave my experience with the reme6th.
Hon.
L.
Jan.
C.
evening,
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. A.S. Higgins
Morse, past
B. Ellis; J. J).,J. Fred Ellis. Theappointed grippe, and a good many people have
and mv opinion of it. I had been subject to
master, was the installing officer. The of- dy
Our R. F. D. carriers covered
Jan. 7th
are Horace AL
Griffin, Chap.; Frank L. severe colds. The schools in town have ficers for the year 1904 are as follows: Mas- kidney complaint for years, in fact, my back was
their routes Saturday, but it was the hardclosed
for
the
1903.
were
sucyear
They
never very strong, and just across the
Blanchard, Alar.; Willard AL Berry, S. S.;
kidneys, if
ter, Clayborne Wellington ; overseer, Chas. lameness and
est trip of the season
Men and teams
aching were not in evidence, there
True G. Lathrop, J. S., and Clifford N. cessful throughout the year. Good progMinnie
lecturer,
stewAtkinson;
Young;
were out breaking roads Sunday for the
was soreness and a weakness,
ress was made in all the schools, and in
particulaily obFletcher, Tyler. The Flastern Star officers,
T. Rowell; asst, steward, Grover Cox; servable early in the morning. If I contracted a
first time this winter. The snow drifted
some unusial branches progress—It is re- ard,
installed by Airs. Frank E. West, are as
Willie
gate
Mrs.
Lizfollowed
Moody; ceres,
and trouble with the
keeper,
cold, aggravation
tnat A. J. Simmons and wife are enbadly on cross roads_Miss Edith Harfollows: W. AL, Airs. Sarah P. Twiss; W. ported
zie Knowlton ; pomona, Mrs. Belle Atkin- kidney secretions set in. Not only can I testify
mon, who has been very ill with pneumonia,
their winter in far-away Montana.
Air. Frank Blanchard; A. M., Mrs. Etta joying
to
the
manner
in
which
P.,
thorugh
Mrs. Annie Berry; lady asst,
they stopped the
is more comfortable at this writing_
....Mrs. Nancy Curtis, for many years al- son; flora,
severe attack in the winter of 1897, hut 1 knoft of
B. Griffin ; Treas., Mrs. Annie G. Harriman
We claim
Lewis Hogan and Howard Harmon, who
; most helpless and a sufferer from chron- steward, Miss Dora Jackson.
who
have
others
reason
to be thankfu
many
Sec., Airs. Alice AI. Hiehborn; Con., Airs.
that we have the youngest master in the
came home from Freedom Academy sick
ic rheumatism, had not been away from her
that such a remedy as Doan’s Kidney Pills exA.
Miss
Mary
Ilarriman;
Leora
of
the
best
Con.,
ParState
one
and
in
the
with the measles, are both improving_
posted
rit- ists. My emphatic advice to
home for five years, but on Christmas day
any one suffering
Miss Grace Higgins is at home from Free- tridge; Adah, Airs. Alattie D. Fletcher; she took dinner with her daughter, Mrs. ualistic work. He was but a boy when he from kidney complaint or backache is, go to WilAirs.
Lelia
S.
Thompson; Esther, Chas. Twombly, living near, and spent most joined this grange four years ago, and so son’s drug store, buy Doan's Kidney Pills and
dom quite sick with whooping cough_ Ruth,
diffident that be could not stand on his feet take a course of the treatment and the result
Your correspondent has received one of Airs. Rose Blanchard; Alartha, Mrs. Lena »f the
day, returning home at night someand utter one word. But several members will inevitably follow. Whenever I notice the
the Middlesex Mutual Fire Insurance Co.’s, T. Sanborn ; Electa, Airs. Lizzie H. Berry; what
wearied but pleased and encouraged
there was something in him push- slightest indication of a recurrence I take a few
calendars for 1904, with the compliments of Chap., Airs. Annie S. Park; Mar., Airs.
the change. This aged lady is an ex- knowing
by
doses. Up to date the appeal to the medicine has
W. A. Parsons, Concord, Mass. The upper Maria T. Blanchard; Warder, Mrs. Eliza ample of cheerfulness and patience during ed him to the front. Among his most earnnever been made in vain.”
half presents a pretty view of “The Old Trundy; Organist, Mrs. Florie Ames; Sen- this her long period of illness—Mrs. Han- est pushers was R. I. Morse, then master of
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents a box.
Manse” in Concord, surrounded by beautiNew
in
nah
Year’s
day
E.
Hussey
Frank
West.
Yale
Mr.
the
of
spent
tinel,
College. His rec- Fcster-Milburn
Following these Thorndike with
Grange, now
ful shade trees
Fred L. Higgins has reher daughter, Mrs. E.
Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents
ceived a prettily embossed calendar with ceremonies a grand banquet was given in Johnson ...J. A. Whitney of Winterport ord is this: four years a member, one year for the United States.
the compliments of George T. Head, Bel- the dining room of Masonic Hall, in which is shipping cars of apples from the station as steward, two years as overseer. He was
Remember the naine-DOAN’S—and take no
fast.
to Boston for foreign ports.
the families of all Masous participated.
elected master without a dissenting vote.
substitute.

Misses Maria and Annie Gilkey are at the
Searsport House for a time.

The farmers in this section are cutting
their ice. It is of fine quality and about 20
inches thick.

SAVANVILLF CENTER.
John McKeene and wife have returned
from Bar Harbor_Mrs. Frank Knowlton

DUPLEX ROLLER BUSHING CO., j
Improved

Makers of the

IRON, BRASS AND BRONZE CASTINGS,
Sled Shoes, Wagon Boxes, Plows, Window Weights, etc.

Mills, Stave Machines, Stone Polishers,

Saw

Pulleys, Shafting, Gears, Belts.
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Closson. In Searsport, January 1. to Cant
and Vis. isiael Ciosson, Jr., a danghtei. Rose I la

Isabelle.

tniK. In Rockland. January 7, to Mr. and
Mrs. Kelley B. Crie, * son.
< it a t* in
In Isle an Haul. December 2.Y to Mr
and Mrs. damper I. Chapin, a son, t ar-ol I*, ail *
In
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Mrs. William F. Hills, a m*ii.
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thea.sterly

JeF

•>

on.
1

Second: That on said 7th day of day IS.Joseph Philbrook conveyed the alores id ;
ses in mortgage to James Crockett ot \ um:t.
to secure the pay in- ut by -aid
Joseph pin

to said James Crockett ol the sum ot on-- h.n
and fifty Uoliais in six moi rhs from ti •• d.r
said mortgage with interest, the condition
mortgage being as follow-:
‘•Provided nevertheless that if the said I*
Philbrook. his heirs, executors oi adtuini-ti
I ay to the said James Crockett, lii- lieu >,
tors, administrators or assigns the sum
hundred and fifty dollai s n -u morn la- Iron
date ot these pre-cut- with illicit sf. ||i«
deed as also a certain note (tearing even o;»t.
these presents given by the -ud Joseph Ph
to the said James (Me-kett t<• pay tie si.;
interest at the tune afort «ul -h;.i m.ii,
otherwiae shall remain in inil t<.,
Third
That -a>d Joseph philht.iok and
having his estate in -;»td p tm-e* luo m
Minuterrupted iMMMr-->on ot such rn.il esf
twenty )«,*r- aft* tie- %po,.ti..(1 of t»
limited in -ant mortgage for He full ueif.rn
o# the condition there,
to «ii truna Seven
IW to Hie day of U»e Jute ol this |etitu.n
pom Ih
I hat seel im itgage i« duly r.
III mliirnu 2 (tage X <>f Waldo deed*
Tl
d(s<*luige of said III. Ml gage |* le.iifdi d HI
teeord title of saHl real estate is li eemhei
s||. f| UIMf|s«'hai ge«| !»!«»• tgage
K:‘U'
Ttt.it )iM|i I*etltMOiers h«ve a
fiee Im»a«t estate in ail of the laud oiiginallv
p-cl to said mortgage # tcept m a (hitUoii t'
oHiw iol l>\ -aid r'dgar
kiHiwtes !•• I
I
N
\ .Mk. N V
tie-.-f J*e«| as folio* s, I** a it
••

<

l**ftsAekfl, January 4. by

falinetly

undersigned, Leonora

ed as follows:
On the north by land oi Hiram Dodge; i>i
west by land of » illiam I hilbrook ; soutliwly by land of Job Philbrook and Robert Trip
southerly, easterly and noi
by the
of the bay and containing one hundred ana
the same more or less, being the same lot oi
that said Philbrook pureliasetl of Israel Tl
dike, hand Sears ami
illiam Prescott, am
same lot that said Joseph Phii*>rook thei

j

lo|

Lime P bbl.,
90® 1.00
Reef, corned, P lb, 8a
4®5
Butter Salt. 14 lb,
2e|Oat Meal p lb,
3
Onions
tb,
04
p
Corn p bu..
Cracked Corn p bu.. 04.Oil, Kerosene, gai.,16al7
«4 Pollock p tb.
4*a5
Corn Meal p bu..
10
Cheese P tb,
lOlPorkptt
M3
Cotton Seed p cwt.. 1.50 Plaster p bbl.,
3
Codfish, dry, P lb*. r.rtSiKye Meal P lb,
1.25
lOlShorts P cwt.,
Cranberries p qt.,
5
13a 18|8ugai p lb,
Clover Seed,
40
Flour p bbl..
5.oot05.25,Salt, T. I.. P bu.,
3
Potatoes.
H.<4.Seed pint..
2.3fijSweet

Hi Hi* II s i< a m \
Alnioti Hud and Miss

I

ss.

To TDK Si PKKMK JUDICIAL <
d. Knowles and l
Knowles, both of Isle.-boro in said coi
respectfully r» present
First: That on May 7, 1828. Joseph Philbr.
late of said Islesboro, deceased, was tilt* ov,
of a certain lot of land situated on Seven 11
died Acre Island in said town of Islesboro ho

ton,
12.00®14.en
5*
p lb.
9
Lamb |> lb,
Lamb Skins,
50® <5
Mutton p lb,
6® 7
40
<fats P bu., 32 lb.
45®50
6®8 Potatoes p bu.,
Beef, sides, p lb,
0
Round
<>*
Hog.
Beef fore quarters,
7.(KJ
00®75 Straw p ton,
Barley P bu.,
.5
It.,
22®
p
Turkey
13*
Cheese p tb,
2«4
l2tol4 Tallow p lb,
Chicken p lb,
Calf Skins, per lb. 10® 11 Veal P tt»,
14air-Wool.unwashed. 18®20
Duck p tb.
4.00® 4.51
35, Wood, hard,
tggspdoz.,
3.00
10a 12 Wood, soft,
Fowl p In,
(leese p lb.
14® 15
Retail Market.
Retail free.

Lard p lb.

It AINE.

State of Maine.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
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N**%*n lluudied A* i*
I'
!
and d*‘<M*ritM*4f«*1 !•»%%
beginning ** •
ImmiimI oTaudiiig «m lie bank <»m Tin* m-.
*«|e ..f 11»•" |mm *f land extruding ft
fain* eBalrrly n V«> tli« water*
Uitii|«H
k» v
II irtmi tie in* s i,
\\
(*■
*|«»ne KmiimI 'tU'Miiiur »»ll t<H*
«<.ulh*r!y l»,»
aln»v• named point; Unit..
nm'
»*.i*l<-ilyI
and westerly around *aul point to tit*- i.:
l"ginning
together with the
and
extending to tow w *|« li .Ilk and i* f.ti w
the ft|*t lllie above HHli •-<) extended not
and soiitheii). Containing eleven and one
aeie* neatIv
That *aul l.eoiioia .1. Know
*
i* the ov\:
*eVeralty of aeeitain |mitiotiof *ald limit.
|»i entire* vvhieh * 1 i port mi i* bouiinrd ..
scribed a* follow*
I l egiuumg at a -l; ke and stones at the
we*teily corner of Robot I inn's farm; t.
lunning *oiith s|\tv-*ix d. greeseast one i>m
and seventy r*»ds oi the hue <d *au| Trim
to a *t.lk< and stones; I hence mu 111 tweilt'
degrees * a*i fifteen rod**aud two link* t<> a
nee. thence uorth fifteen degrees east t
three rod* and nine finks t<* a *prnre tree; tie
north sixty-six degrees west tw* id)-three
ami twenty link* to a stake ami stone*; t:
! south
*ixty-* ight degrees west *;x rods ami
links to a stake and stones; thenceInorth *i\
degrees west *ixte*n rod*; to a stake ami *•
then**** north twenty-five degrees ea j live i<
a
stake and stem *, t hence mutl sixty-*
grees west about one hundred and eleven
to a \ e Ilow bireh. tree on ill** line ot Joel 1 h.
land; thence sou !i tor ty-five degrees west
forty-oi e rod* on the line of said Thmna*
and Job Philbrook to the place of |»cgi.
containing fifty acres, more or less.
'I hat said Edgar C Knowles is the ow e
severalty o’ the remainder of said pr.*|
which was mortgaged by said Joseph Pli.ii
t‘» said James ( rocket: as hereinbetore
except a certain parcel conveyed by him t.
Clianes Dana Hibson a* hereinbefore des.-i
which said parcel has he. n conveyed bv
Kdgar C. Knowles to *an! Charles liana <‘,•
bv a deed dated Sept. 8th. A D. l'.iu.i, with g>
al eovenams ot warranty.
Tie y therefore respectfully pray that if
notice to all per*o s interested as prov'ide
law no evidence he offered of any
payment
in said twenty jeats or ot any other et
said Unit in recognition of the existence <>’
mortgage as a valid mortgage, the coni;
hearing may entei a dee. retting fort;
tacts and its findings in relation thereto
your petitioners hereby make oath that tt
.James Crockett, mortgagee, or the persons
ing under him are unknown to them, exrep
der the general description of persons ela
by, ihrougfi or under said James Crockett.
Dated at said Islesboro, this thirtieth d
November, 1903.
K. C. KNOW LI
L. J. KNOW I!

I

*■

>

HIED.
Bramhai.i..
In Brunswu-k. January r». Solon
Bramhall of Camden, tormeily of Belfast, aged
52 years.
In Ellsworth fBayside), December
M.osso.v
24. ('apt. Frank K. Closson,aged 4ft years, month
and 21 days.
Hosmkk. In Warren. January 2, Edwin a.
Hosmer, a native of Camden, aged T1 years.
McBkihe. In Frankfort. January 4, Alee McBride. aged 5ft years.
Peirce. In Frankfort. January in. Miss S.rah
E. Peirce.
McKennfy. In Enfield. January 10. James W
Me Kenney, aged ft7 years, 5 months and 21 days.
Mii hakes.
In Belfast. Jan. 12, Mary E, wife
of George E. ‘Michaels, aged 35 years and 7
months.
Pfnrkkton.
In Boston. January 5. Rufus
Pendleton, formerly of Northpoi t, aged 59 years
and 5 months.
Powers. In South Deer Isle. December 29.
George S. Powers, aged 55 years, 5 months and 14

days.

Prescott.

In Camden. January 5, J. Henry
:>l years, it months and 27 days
Ramsay. In East. Hampden, January to, Mrs.
Alice Ramsay, aged 37 years, 7 months, 23 days.
Thurston. In Stonington, December 2ft, ms.
Caroline Thurston, aged 72 years, 8 months and
29 days.
White.
In South Penobscot, January 10.
Deacon Otis Y\ bite, aged 72 years and 4 days.

Prescott, aged

Wall
Moo

Paper!

ROLLS

moo

*<

STATE OF
waldo ss.

true.

Before

me.

MOM Fit W

Store of Belfast.

Bankiupts Petition for Discharge.
)

J)

Bankrupt.

In

Bankruptcy

To the Hon. Clakem k Halk, Judge of the Disrict Court of the United States lor the District ol Maine.
S. HODGDON of
and State

Unity, in the County
of Maine, in said
District, respectfully represents, that on the 3d
day of October, last pi st, he was duly adjudged bankrupt under Acts of Congress relating to
Bankruptcy; thai he has duly surrendered all his
property and rights <>f property, and has fully
complied with all the requirements of said Acts
and of the orders of Court touching his bank
ruptcy.
of Waldo,
LEWIS

Wherefore he praj s,

That he may be decreed

by the Court tohave a full discharge itomall debts
provable against his estate under said bankruptcy
Acts, except such debts as ate excepted ny law
trom such discharge.
Dated ibis 4tn day of Januarv, A. D. 1 904.
LEWIS S. HODGDON, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
District of Maine, ss.
On this 9tlr day of Jauuary. A. D. 1904, on
reading the loregoing petition, it is
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be bad
upon the same on the 29th day of January, A.
D. 1904, before said Court at Portland, in* said
District, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published in The Republican
Journal,a newspaper printed in said District,and
that all known creditors, and other persons in
interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer
of said petitioner should not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the Court, That the
Clerk shall send bj mail to ail known creditors
copies of said petition and this order, addressed
to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, in said District, on the 9th day of January,

ss.

TT

BOOKS TO LET.

In the matter of
Lewis 8. Hodgdon,

Pul

STATE OF MAINE.
Sttkkmk Judicial Cot
.January Term, l<Hw
Upon the foregoing petition, Ordered, Th.
petitioners give notic** to the said James (To
and ail persons claiming by.through or unde,
of the pendency thereof by causing an att
copy thereof and of this order thereon to he
Waldo

♦♦♦♦««♦♦

J®“MILEAUE

HEKVFN

Notary

CARLE & JONES,
Paper

\-

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSAC HI* SKI
Bristol ss.
December ig. 1
Personally appeared tin* within named L<*
J. Knowles am! made oath that the fore
petition and allegations by her subscribe*

»«♦♦♦♦♦«

The Wall

MAINE.
December:

I ersonally appeared the within named KiL
Knowles, and made oaili that the
foregone
tition and allegations by him subscribed ar>
Before me,
LINCOLN N. HILKEN
Justice of the Pe

RECEIVED T0=DAY.

—

—

JVORK,

BELFAST,

<

—

SHIP

Galvanizing, Composition Bolts and Spikes.

—

—

Wellman and Mclntire Patent Sheaves—THE HI
IN THE WORLD.

lishefi

tlll'MP U'wil'v

wlli>i>UUuinuli. Ill

Journal, a newspaper printed ai Kelfast, i:
County of Waldo,tlie last puh'icatiou thereof
thirty days, at least, before the term of said
next to be holden at Kelfast, within and f.n
Comity of Waldo, outlie third Tuesday of
next, that the said James Cioeketl or any
sons claiming by,
through or under him
then and there appear ami show cause if
they have, why the prayer ot the petite
should not he granted.
Attest: TILKSTON WADLIN ClA true copy of the petition and order of
thereon.
,!«•_>
Attest: TILKSTON WADLIN, Ole:

I

I
capital stock, $i. 0,000,

SURPLUS,

2.1,000.
DEPOSITS SOLICIT

Safe

Deposit Boxes for Kent

$5.00, $6.50

Our vault is

and

burglary
Those
privilege

in the

al

*3.00

year.

in

security against fire

country.

renting
of

a

unequalled in Eastern Maine

UNEXCELLED

bank.

$H OO

:

boxes

can

have the exclu

taking their boxes to and from

A D. 1904.

[!■•»•)
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
A true copy of petition end order thereon.
Attest: JAMES K HEWEY, Clerk.

^DICKEY’S^-

Souvenir Post=Cards.
SIX VIEWS OF BELFAST
FOR TEN CENTS.

Assorted and artistic. At bookstores or of
53tt
ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast.

Df. Foss gTablels
Will cure that cold and save you
Doctor’s hills. Try them. Tliey
never fall.
For sale at

City Drug Store.

